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PREFACE 

The present dissertation • The Super-normal Means of Knowing: A Critical 

Study on the Concept of Alaukika Prataksa in Nyaya Philosophy' is a humble 

attempt to show that there ·are some supe~normal means of knowing Q.n object. 

These super-normal means of knowing are called alaukika pratyak~a. As the 

term 'alaukika' is attached to the term 'pratyak!fa', it has to be accepted as a 

form of perception. Though there are many works done by different schdiars on 

the epistemological problems of Perceptioin, Inference, Comparison and Verbal 

testimony, yet_ there are not much work on the alaukika aspect of P:ratyak~a. 

Like other cases, many subtle problems may occur in one's mind regarding the 

meaning of the term alaukika, as to the problem of including this under the 

category of perception, lots of problems regarding the Samanyalak~af}a. 

Jnanalak~IJB and Yogaja. In each and every sub-type of this contains much 

philosophical problems if we look into the concept · through the eye of logic. 

An effort has been made to remove these logical intricacies and to defend the 

Navya-Nyaya position. Some arguments are available in the texts after thorough 

interpretation, some are available in the commentarial literature like Kiral}avall 

Dinakari, Ramarudri etc., some are forwarded from my own judgement and 

common sense. Whatever I have tried to say to defend the Navya Nyaya 

standpoint may not be accepted by all. But I believe that the arguments, logical 

analysis and conclusion may seem to them cogent, interesting and convincing. 

If a single line of my dissertation becomes the cause of intellectual satisfaction 

of the readers and if it makes them ponder over these issues, I shall think my 

labour successful. 

Dinabandhu Mahavidyalaya, 

Bangaon, 24-Parganas(N). 

~~--twvv 
(Bhupendra Chandra Das) 
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CHAPTER-I 

INTRODUCTION 

Prama: 

An object is revealed through its cognition. Just as a lamp illuminates an 

object, the cognition also reveals an object. Hence, cognition plays a vital role 

in our daily life. A cognition which has, for its object, something which possesses 

the character which it (the cognition) has for its predicate, is a valid cognition, 

for example, the knowledge 'This is silver', in respect of silver. It is this veridical 

cognition ( yathartha anubhava) which is called prama (valid knowledge)1
• 

PRAMANA: . 
The instrumentormeansofvalid cognition (prama) iscalledpramana( 

the source of knowledge). It is pramakararyatva(instrumental to Pi"am~which is 

the common characteristics of pramana (source of knowledge). Prama arises 

from four kinds of pramanaviz., (1) perception (pratyak~a), {2) Inference 

( anumana), (3) comparison ( upamana), and ( 4) verbal testimony ( 5abda)2 as 

accepted by Gautama; a noted Nyaya Philosopher. After-wards, other Nyaya 

and Navya.:.Nyaya Philosophers accepted these four pramanas of Gautama. 

The Vaisesikas admittwo pramanas: (i) Perception (Pratyak~a), (2) 

Inference ( anumana). According to them, comparison ( upamana) and verbal 

testimony( sabda) can be included in the inference,2
·
1 and hence they are not 

separate sources of knowing. 

1he other Indian Schools of Philosophy accept from one to eight PrarnafJBs. 

The Buddhists accept perception and Inference only. 

The Jainas, Yogas, 8amkhyas and Ramanuja generally accept perception, 

Inference and Testimony. 
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The Mimamsakas admit three to six prama'Jas: Jaimini admits three viz. 

Perception, Inference and Testimony. Apart from these three, Prabhaka.ra accepts 

two more pramlil)as, viz., comparison ( Upamiina) and prostulation (ArthapattJ). . ' 

In addition to these, three pramanasof Jaimini and two pramanas of Prabha.kara, 

Kumarila accepts one more pramana i.e. Non-apprehension (Anupalabdh1). 

Thus, Kumarila and his followers accept sixpramanas, namely, (i) Perception, 

(2) Inference (3) Comparison (4) Testimony (5) Presumption and (6) Non

apprehension, which are accepted by Vedanta also. 

The Stat~ of Perception : 

Perception is the most fundamental and important source of the above 

kinds of sources of knowledge (pramana) because it is the oasis of all the other 

sources of knowledge since inference, comparison and verbal testimony depend 

upon perception.3 The Nyaya-siJtra of Gautama and Vatsyayanas commentary 

on it shows that inference depends on perception. Gautama says, "Next, 

inference (anumana) which is preceded by it (perception) is of three kinds, 

namely, that having the antecedent as the probans (purvavaf), that having the 

consequent as the probans ( s~avaf) and that having the vyiipti(the relation of 

invariable concomitance) ascertained by general observation.4 The expression 

'preceded by it' means preceded .by perception. Commenting on this, 

Vatsyayana says that preceded by it means the perception of the invariable 

relation between the probans and the probandum (linga-linginoh sambandha

danianam) as well as the perCeption of the probans (liflga-clarSana). Comparison 

( Upamana) is the instrument of the valid knowledge of an object derived through 

the perception of its similarity with another. well-known (prasiddha) object. 5 

.. : Verbal testimony also depends upon perception of words spoken or written by a 

'trustworthy person' (apta) who has direct awareness of an object.6 So all the 

other three sources of knowledge i.e. inference, oomparison and verbal testimony 

depend upon perception. Again, perception is superior to all the other sources 

of knowledge because. if there arises any doubt regarding the authenticity of 

any other source of knowledge, then that source depends on perception. Even 

after knowing an object by testimony, one may want to know it by inference and 

even after knowing it by inference one wants to know it through perception. 
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On the other hand, although perception is, according to the Naiyayikas, 

the basic source of knowledge, it is not self-evidently true. Perceptual error also 

may be occurred due to various reasons because our senses may be defective 

and conditions of perception may be insufficient etc. 

Definition of Perception : 

Perception has been defined in different ways by the different section of 

the Naiyayikas. Regarding this defi(lition there is a difference between old 

(pracina) and modern (Navya) Naiyayikas. Gautama defines perception as the 

knowledge resulting from sense-object contact and which is not due to words' 

'invariably related' to the object (avyabhicarin} and is 'of a definite character 

(vyavasiiyatmaka)1 This definition of perception excludes divine and yogic 

perception which is not generated by the contact of the sense-organs with the 

objects. So ViSvanatha has defined perception as 'direct or immediate cognition 

whi'ch is not derived through the instrumentality of any other cognition8 

('Jffanakaranakamjnanarh pratyaksarh,8
• This definition includes normal as • • 

well as supernormal perception. 

Vatsyayana raises a possible objection against the above definition. Mere 

sense-object contact cannot result in perception, for according to Gautama's 

own view, in the case of perception the self comes in contact with the mind, 

next the mind comes in contact with the sense and lastly the sense concerned 

comes in contact with the object perceived.9 ln responSe to this Vatsyayana says 

that Gautama defines perception by mentioning only its 'special cause' 

(asadhBtaQB- kEuaQa).lhe slitra does not, therefore, exclude the contact of the 

self with the mind from the causes of perception. On the contrary, such a contact 

being a common cause of all fonns of knowledge, perception cannot be defined 

as the knowledge derived from the contact of the setf with the mind. Gautama 

uses the expression ' cognition produced by the contact of the sense-organs 

with the object' to exclude inference, comparison, testimony etc.10 

Another objection is raised against this. If Gautama's purpose 

is to mention the special cause of perception, he should have also mentioned 
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the oontactofthe sense with mind. In the cases of perception through an 'external 

sense' ( vahirindriya), the sense itself must come in contact with mind and such 

a contact t()O is one of the special causes of external perception. In reply to this 

objection, Vatsyayana says that the contact of the mind with the senses does 

not differ in the different cases of perceptual knowledge, but remains the same 

in e-Jery part of it.11 Its implication is explained byVacaspati Misra in the following 

way: 

A perceptual knowledge is named after either its object or the sense 

concerned. When colour (riJpa) is perceived by the eyes, the perceptual 

knowledge is called 'knowledge of colour (riipa-/nana) or 'visual knowledge' 
.-v 

( cak~u$a-Jnana). A thing is often named after its special cause. Thus, though 

the sprout has various causes it is named aftf?r its special causes, the seed. 

Similarly a perceptual knowledge is named after either the object or the sense 

in which inheres its special cause, namely, the sense-object contact. Though 

the contact of self with mind and the contact of mind with sense are causes of 

such. Perceptions, the pieces of perceptual knowledge are named neither after 

self nor after mind in which these contacts inhere. From this point of view the 

contact of self with mind is similar to that of mind with sense. That is why, like 

the contact of self with mind, the contact of mind with sense is not mentioned in 

thesUtra. 

The Naiyayika admits six senses (indriyas), namely, tJ:le five external senses 
- (1) visual (cak~u~a) (2) auditory (srotra) (3) gustatory (rasanii) (4) olfactory 

(ghrarya) (5) touch( tva/()12 and (6) one internal sense i.e., mind (manas).ln the 

Nyaya-Slrtra No. 1.1.12 Gautama states only five external senses. Yet he accepts 

mind (manas) as a sense. The Vai~~ika also mentions these six senses.· 

Among the above five external senses, vision and touch are the means of 

perception of substance and quality. They are both dmvya-gmhaka (i.e. capable 

of apprehending a substance). But taste, hearing (srotm) and smell are means . 

of perception of quality only. Thus, these three senses are guQa-grahaka_ only ( 

i.e. capable of apprehending quality alone). Mind (manas) is also the means of 

perception of qualities like pleasure ( sukha) , pain ( du!Jkha) etc. So this can 

also be taken in a gu'!a_grahaka sense. 
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The object (artha) in the above term means substance or physical object 

( dravya), quality (gufJa), e~g., colour (riipa), any tangible quality (spar5a), savour 

(rasa), sound (dhvam) and odour (gandha) as well as internal object (antarika 

guna) e.g., pleasure (sukha}, pain (duhkha) etc. . . 

The VI.Ord •arthci or object in the siitra is used in the sense of only perceptible 

objects. There is no perception without a contact between such an object and 

the sense of only perceptible objects. There is no perception without a contact 

between such an object and the sense. The contact ( sannikar~) existing in the 

definition means six kinds of contact: According to Uddyotakara, the sense

object contact is of six kinds, such as (1) conjunction (samyoga), (2) Inherence 

in what is conjoined (samyukta-samavaya) (3) Inherence in what is inherent in 

the conjoined (sarhyukta-samaveta-samavaya), (4) inherence (samavaya) (5) 

inherence in the inhered (samavetasamavaya) and (6) adjunct-substantive 

relation ( vi~!JBvi~ya-bhava) 13
·• In case of the perception of substance of an 

object ( dravya) the sense-object contact is of the nature of conjunction ( samyoga). 
Hence, in the visual and touch perception of a jar, the sense is conjoined with 

. the object. Inherence in what is conjoined ( sainyuktasamavaya) is exemplified 

in the perception of a quality (guQa) or action (kriy§), e.g., colour inheres in a 

substance and it is perceived when the visual organ comes in contact with that 

substance. 

In the perception of •universal inhering in quality and in movement• 

(guf}agata and karmagata jatJ) the sense-object- contact is of the nature of 

inherence in whcd is inherent in the conjoined(sarhyukta-samaveta-samavaya). 

The visual perception of colourness (rupatva) is due to such a contact, for 

colourness as a universal inheres in a c61our which again inheres in the jar . 

and the jar is conjoined with the visual sense. 

In the perception of sound the sense-object contact is of the nature of 

inherence (samavaya) because sound is a quality and it inheres in the 

substance aka5a (and the auditory sense itself is of the nature of Bkasa i.e., the 

akasa enclosed by the ear canal). 
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In the perception of the universal soundness (sabdatvajat1), the sense

object- contact is of the nature of inherence in the inhered ( samaveta-samavaya), 

for soundness inheres in sound which inheres in the auditory sense. 

In the perception of inherence and non-existence (abhiiva) the sense

object contact is of the nature of adjunct-substantive relation. None of the five 

forms of contact mentioned above is Possible in the perception of theSe two and 

hence a special type of contact called vise~a!Jata or vise!ia'!a-vise~yabh8va is 

postulated here. But such a contact may have various specific forms like 

'adjectival to what is conjoined with the eye' (cak~uf?-sarhyukta-vise?af}ata), 

which holds in the visual perception of the non-existence of the jar on the ground. 

It is the perception of the ground as qualified by the absence of the jar which is 

adjectival to the ground and the ground is conjoined with the eye. 

Afterwards, GangeSa. and others show various subtleties in their discussions 

regarding this view of the six forms of sense-object contact which produce the 

perceptual knowledge. 

But God's perception is not due to sense-object- contact. The scripture 

says, "He sees without eyes and hears without ears". 14 God's knowledge i~ 

omnipresent. His perceptual knowledge is not generated by any special cause. 

Yogic perception also is not due to s~nse-object-contact because yogin can · 

perceive something through the yogic power (yogaja dharma) in his self attained 

by constant practice of meditation but not through the sense-object contact. 

Therefore, the definition of perception in the siJtra does not cover the divine and 

yogic perception. For this reason Gautama's definition of perception is criticised 

· as too narrow and Garigesa gives a different definition : perception is that 

'knowledge which is not caused by the instrumentality of another knowledge 

. OniiniikaratJakarh-jnanam)1 ~. It covers both ordinary or temporal and divi.ne. 

yogic, i.e. eternal perception. Neither of these forms of perception is due to the 

instrumentality of any other knowledge. Ordinary perception depends on the 

instrumentality of sense and divine perception is without any cause because it 

is eternal. 
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Gautama's sutra is inte~preted by Visvanatha in the line of GangeS'a. But 

Gautama defines only the ordinary or temporal (janya) form of perception and 

his definition is not intended to cover divine perception. It is evident from the fact 

that he mentions the perceptual knowledge first which is caused. There is no1 

doubt that he takes God himself as a pramana. 16 Here pramiif}a means 

omniscience which implies that God always has the valid cognition of everything. 

Jayanta Bha~a. the author of Nyiiya-manjarfhas given an alternative 

explanation for the use of the ji1ana in the sutra. Here there is no intention to 

exclude pleasure and pain from perception. This possibility has been already 

excluded by the word 'vyavasayatma~ (of a definite character). Gautama uses 
rv 

the word 'jniina to indicate what is being qualified by the other expressions in 

the definition, which are all of the nature of adjectives. 

Bhartrhari mentions in his Vakyapadiya that it ·is not possible to exist 

indeterminate perception which is unqualified. Vacaspati Misra quotes two verses 

from the Va"Kyapadiya of Bhartrhari and points·out that the word avyapadesya 

(not due to words) in the present sutra is intended to refute Bhartfhari's view. 

This word means .. mere acquaintance .. (alocana) i.e., indeterminate perception. 

The word t-yapadeya means a substantive as qualified by an attribute (v~l)8-

visi?{avise~ya). The perception without a ~ubstantive attribute relation is 

avyapadesya. This type of unqualified perception is the bare awareness of an 

object and so it is indeterminate. Hence, by B'1fapgdeSya Gautama here indicates 

indeterminate perception. 

In respect of the use of the expression 'not due to words' (avyapade5ya) 

Vatsyayana has raised a problem with its probable solution. We know that words 

stand for objects and we have perceptual knowledge of the objects and our 

knowledge differs according to the difference of the objects of perception. 

Therefore, the nature of perception is determined by the nature of the objects. 

And since the words stand for objects, it is the words that determine the nature 

of perception. Thus, perceptual knowledge cannot be 'not due to words'. 

In response to this objection, Vatsyayana is of the opinion that the 

perceptual knowledge that is generated by the sense-object- contact is called 
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'not due to words' (avyapadesya). It (avyapadesya) signifies that the word 

naming an object is used only for the purpose of communication which is posterior 

to the perceptual knowledge'of the object. 17 As Jayanta observed there was a 

great deal o~ controversy regarding the exact significance of Gautama's use of 

the expression 'not due to words' (avyapadesya) among the earlier Naiyayikas 

themselves. According to Jayanta, when the knowledge is generated by the 

sense-object-contact and words·(or sounds), it is verbal not perceptual. Gautama 

uses the word avyapadesya to exclude such forms of knowledge from the 

perceptual. 

In Gautama's definition of perception avyabhiciirin means 'invariably 

related to the object' or non-erromeous. We have illusory perceptions of a snake 

in a rope and of siJver in the shell. To exclude such fornis of illusory perceptions 

from the category of valid perception, the word avyabhicarin is used. Vatsyayana 

calls illusory perceptions as vyabhicarin or not invariably related to the object 

pointed to, and these are excluded from valid perception by the use of the word 

avyabhicarin in the siitrato Vatsyayana a right or avyabhicarin perception is the 

perception of an object as it actually is. 

The word vyavasiiylitmaka (of a definite character) is meant to exclude 

'perception' in the form of doubt' (sarhsayatmakapratyak¥), which are not . 

excluded by the word avyabhicarin. In other words, perceptual knowledge is 

known as vyavasayiitmaka in order t<:> distinguish it from indecisive knowledge 

(anavadhiiraQa/niina). A right or avyabhicarin perception is the perception of 

an object as it really is. Doubtful perceptions also may be· avyabhicarin. On 

perceiving the common characteristics of dust and smoke in a qistant object, 

one has the doubt whether it is dust or it is smoke. If it is really dust, the perception 

is non-erroneous in its first part and if it is actually smoke, the perception is non

erroneous in its second part. As the object really is either dust or smoke, the 

perception is in fact invariably related to the object. According to Vatsyayana, 

only the illusory perception of something as definitely something else is to be 

considered erroneous. Perception in the form of doubt being short of definite 

knowledge is not therefore excluded by the word avyabhicarin. Therefore, by 

using the expression vyavasayatmaka (of a definite character) Gautama 
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excludes perception in the form of doubt. 

According to Garigesa, Gautama's definition of perception involves the 

fallacies of too wide ( ativyaptJ) and too narrow( avyapt1). First, the definition covers 

perception and inference about the self, memory of the self, and any type of 

knowledge. The contact of the self and the mind is the non-inherent cause 

(asamavliyikararJa) of any knowledge. The self is the object and the mind is the 

· sense-organ. The word 'artha', in the definition means the object.·Here, if there 

is knowledge of the object at a particular time, there occurs the fallacy of too 

wide in the case of the inferential knowledge of the self and in the case of the 

memory knowledge of the self. If 'artha signifies any object whatsoever, even 

then, there arises the fallacy of too wide definition in the case of any kind of 

knowledge. For instanee, the inference 'The hill is fiery' would then-also be a 

case of perception, for, in the second case, 'artha' stands for any object and 

hence, in this case, if the self is taken as the object (artha), there would be 

c6ntact of the sense (the mind) and the object (the self). 

Thirdly, since God is omniscient, he does not perceive through the sense

organs. Thus, Gautama's definition does not apply to God's perception and so 

it includes the fallacy of too narrow. 

Gange5a considers the following definition of perception :"Perception is 

non-erroneous immediate apprehensiveness" (Satyatve sati 

saksatkiiritvampratyaksam).ln this case, property of being apprehended directly . . . . 
( sak~tkaritva) cannot be regarded as a generic attribute (j8t1) like 'ghatatva', 

'patatva' etc. for it has no universal accompanying mark( sadharana anugata 

vya'iijaka) the knowledge of which is required for the knowledge of a generic 

essence or attribute. Though there is such a universal accompanying mark, 

there is still a fallacy, because in that case there would be no need to r~gnise 

the generic attribute of being apprehended directly ( sak¥tkaritva) because 

accompanying mark can be treated as the characteristic of perception and as 

the cause of common behaviour (anugatavyavahara). 

Sa~tkBritva can be regarded as an essential characteristic of perception 

because in any perceptual knowleage like visual perception there is an 
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apperception in the form : "I directly apprehend" { sak~at karom1) and therefore, . 

sak~atkaritva can be regarded as a jati. A 'jatl is established through the 

knowledge of similarity or anugatabuddhii.e., the successive awareness of a 

qualified one (visistabuddh1) in which there is the absence of impediment 
~~ . 

(badhaka), for instance, 'This is a dog' and so on. It cannot be said that the 

immediate apprehensiveness ( saksatkaritva) is attained by sense-organ .. 
·because this agreement involves the fallacy of mutual dependence. 

(anyonyasrayado¥) as sak~tkaritva (property existing in direct apprehension) 

the characteristic of perception relates to the sense-organ and the characteristic 

of sense-organ relates to perception. Besides, any sense-organ is imperceptible 

{atindriya) and so, merely inferable. Here, since direct apprehension ( 

saksiitkiiritva) is perceptUal· (pratyaksa) so knowledge of direct saksatkara also 
c. . •. c 

is perceptual (pratyak~a). 

However, we can say that there can be ajatiwithout a common mark also. 

The mark may or may not be common to all members of the class. The dew-laps 

(galakambala) of the cows are not exactly similar, nevertheless the dew-lap is 

considered as the common mark ( vya?ijaka) of the universal'cowness' (gotva 

jat1) and therefore the attribute of experiencing through the instruments like 

eye8, etc. is th~ mark ofthe universal siikf?iitkaritva . The accompanying mark 

is not essential for each and every universal, e.g., the universal'knowledgehood' 

Gnanatva jat1) has no such accompanying mark. Rather a jati is said to be 

unestablished {asiddha) if there is an accompanying .mark. A jati is 

acknowledged for common behaviour, but if that is performed by the common 

mark, the: recognition of the generic attribute Uati) becomes useless; 

Garige$a thinks that in the case of God's knowledge, indeterminate 

knowledge and yogic knowledge, the attribute of perception is established by 

the same arguments that prove the substantive possessing the attribute. 

Immediate apprehension { sa~tkaritva) is of two kinds: normal (laukika) 

. and supernormal {alaukika). Laukika pratyak~a is called janya-pratyak~a i.e. 

non-eternal perception which is not due to yogajasannika~a or to /niinalak!§CJQ8 

sannikarsa or again to sarnlinyalaksana- sannikarsa. The cause of the immediate .. .. ~ . 
apprehension of objects not present to the senses is of the three kinds, namely, 
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(1 )contact through universal (samanyqlaksana sannikarsa), (2) contact through . . -
knowledge (jnanalak~af)a sannikar~a) and (3) contact through some yogic 

process(yogaja sannikar~a). Normal perception (laukika pratyak~a) has the 

object (vi~aya) as its cause, the 'indriya (the sense-organ) as its cause, and the 

causality of the 'indriya as the causality limited or distinguished by the generic 

attribute of the sense-organ (indriyatvavacchinna k8.raf}ata). 

In this way, the definition of perception as non-erroneous immediate 

apprehensiveness has been, to some extent, accepted by Gange8a. 

Garige5a's own definition of perception is free from all defects found in 

other definitions of perception. His definition has been mentioned earlier. 

Anumiti, upamiti, Sabda and smrti- all these are produced by the 

instrumentality of some kind of knowledge. Only pratyak~a has no knowledge 

as its instrumental cause. A karana is a karana (cause) which has some . ... . 
intermediate operation (vyapara). The sense-organ is the karaQa i.e. the 

instrumental cause and the sense-object-contact is the vyapara i.e intermediate 

cause in the case of perception. In the case of inferential knowledge, the 

knowledge of the invariable concommitance ( vyapt1) is the 'karaQa' and 

'paramar5a is the vyiipi!ira. In the case of' upamitl the knowledge of similarity is 

the karaf)a and remembering the meaning of the analogical statement 

(atideSavak}iarthasmarana) is the vyB,oara.lnthecaseoftestimonial knowledge 

(sabcla/nana),the knowledge of the a word (pada/{ana) is the instrument (karana) . ~ 

and the presence of the meaning of the word through the production of the word 

(padajanyapadatthopasthiti) or sm(fi (memory) is the vyiipara. The kara!Ja of 

sm(fi(memory) is previous awareness of the same (purvanubhava)and the 

vyapara of it is samskiira. Thus in all cases of knowledge other than the 

perceptual,the karaQa is some kind of knowledge but the karaQa of perception 

is.no knowledge but it is the sense-organ. Therefore, perception is the knowledge 

which does not have another knowledge as its instrumental cause. 

In the case of determinate perception (savikalpaka pratyak$a), the 

. knowledge of the qualifying attribute ( vise~arya/nana) is the general cause . 

karana not its instrument~~aerana. For instan.ce, 'This is a man with a stick' . } "' . 
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(ayam danrjipuru~afJ). In this case, .there is not only vise9aQajnana (i.e. the 

knowledgeofthequalifieri.e. danda) but also viSesanavisesana-jl1ana (i.e., the . . ' ·' ":-
knowledge of the qualifier of the qualifier i.e. dangatva). Hence, it is argued, if 

vi8e¥!Ja-vi~na-/i'ana is taken as a 'vyapara', then perception would no longer 

be %anakara1Jaka and thus Gangesa's definition of perception would involve 

the fallacy of too narrow (avyiiptJ). 

In response to this objection, Garigesa, would assert that the cause the 

determinate perception is viS89arJajniina and the vise!?af}a-vi8e~ar:a-/nana is 

· here a dispensable antecedent (anyathasiddha). There is no justification for 

regarding V~fJ8-vi~a-jnaiJ8. as the cause when there is the v~ajnana 
as the cause. Thus, the objection does not stand. After further serious examination 

of Gangesa•s definition of perception, it will be clear that the definition would 

apply to all perceptions, and so, there would be no fallacy, either of 'too narrow' or 

'too wide'. Therefore, Garige5a's definition of perception is justified. 

Three stages of Perception : 

According to the character of the the perceptual knowledge which arises 

from sense-object-contact normal perception is of two types : (1 ) niNikalpaka or 

the indeterminate and(ii) savikalpaka or the determinate. To these two kinds of 

perception pratyabhfjnaor recognition as a special form of determinate perception 

is added. Thus, according to the nature of perception, the Nyaya distinguishes 

between three steps or stages or ~odes of normal perception, viz., (i) the 

indeterminate perception (niiVikalpaka pratyak!¥3) (2) the determinate perception 

( savikalpaka pratyak~) and·(3} Recognition (pratyabhfjna). Thus, these three 

modes of perception show only the earlier and later stages or steps of perception. 

So perhaps it is right to call these as steps or modes instead of calling them as 

kinds of perception. 

But on the other hand, supernormal perception has only one mode, oa.mely, 

determinate ( savikalpaka) , that is, it is always determinate for, it gives us explicit 

and definite knowledge. 
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Determinate and lndetenninate Perception 

Vacaspati Misra proposes a difference of opinion from Vatsyayana about 

the implication of the word vyavasayatmaka in the Nyayasutra, 1 .1.4. (for the 

definition of Perception). He points out that the word is used not to exclude 

perception in the form of doubt Since the doubtful perceptions are invalid these 

are already excluded by the word avyabhicarin. The word vyavasayatmaka 

means determinate perception and hence it is said that determinate perception 

also is valid. According to Vacaspati Misra, the two words avyapadesya and 

vyavasayatmaka are applied not only for the definition but also for the 

classification of perception. The term avyapacteSya and the term vyavasayatmaka 
indicate two steps or forms of perception •. viz., indeterminate and determinate 

respectively. 18 The remaining part of the sutra gives the definition of perception. 
- . -

Such an interpretation may not be admitted because it does not agree with the 

interpretations of Vatsyayana and Uddyotaka. The distinction between the 

indeterminate and determinate perception has not been explicitly mentioned by 

them. And it is not justified by anything in the siitra. 

According to Annambhana. perceptual knowledge is of two kinds: (1) 

non-judgemental or indeterminate (2) judgemental or -, determi~te. Out of them, 

knowledge without the predication of a character is non~udgemental.and 

knowledge with the predication of character is determinate, for example, the 

cognitions, 'He is Dittha (name of a boy)', 'He is Brahman', 'He is black' etc.19 

When we perceive the properties of an object, but do not relate them with the 

object in the subject-predicate form, perception is called indeterminate. And 

when we relate the perceived properties of an object with it in the subject

predicate form, perception is determinate. 20 Visvanatha says, "The knowledge 

that is called indeterminate is considered to be beyond the senses.21 According 

to Visvanatha, immediately after the conjunction of the eye etc. it is impossible · · 

to have a knowledge like, 'It is a jar', about something qualified or marked by 

jarhood etc. because the knowledge of the qualification 'jarhood' etc. is absent 

before it (i.e. conjunction of the eye and the jar etc.) and ~ith regard to a qualified · 

knowledge the knowledge of the qualification is a cause. So at first there arises 

a knowledge which does not oomprehend the relation between a jar and jarhood. 

And this is indeterminate knowledge. And it is not perceptible (to the mind).22 
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Garige8a avers that indeterminate perception is the perception of an 

object and its generic character as no! related to each other23 and determinate 

perception is one in which there is apprehension of an object and its generic 

characater as related to each other.24 

In case of Nirvikalpakapratya~a(lndeterminate perception) Nirvikalpaka 

means that in which there is no 'vikalpa'. Here 'vikalpa means characterised 

( viSS$8fJB-viSe$ya). So perception is indeterminate in the sense that its object 

is given simply as something or bare something which does not determine that 

it has such and such character. It is similar to the sort of knowledge whichin 

infant or a deaf and dumb person is likely to have. On perceiving an object they 

recall the word naming it. Butthe perception of the object which preceeds, is 

not due to that name. The perception of the object comes first and it is the cause 

of the recollection of the word naming it. Thus, it is required to accept a perception 

of the object unrelated to the word naming it and this perception is indeterminate. 

It is a pre-judgemental cognition. It cannot be directly known by an act of after 

cognition (anuvyavasaya) which constitutes the immediate knowledge of 

knowledge. It can be known indirectly by inference from the determinate 

knowledge. 

Determinate cognition is defined in Tarkasarhgraha as saprakaraka fiana. 

It is a cognition which has for its cognition an appellation, a name, a universal, a 

quality or a relation of character- characterised ( vi~Qavi~ya). In other words, 

we know a thing a characterized by some attribute or attributes through the 

determinate perception. In its examples He is Dittha' the vikalpa is a name. In 

'He is a Brahman' the vikalpa is universal. In 'He is black', the vikalpa is a 

quality. In the last form of judgement the attribute 'blackness' is taken as 

characterizing the object 'he (i.e. a man)' who is perceived. If we do not know an 

object and certain attributes previously as unrelated, it is logically impossible to 

know them as related. Thus, this type of primary stage of perception, that is, 

indeterminate perception as a pre-condition of determinate must be admitted. 
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Recognition (P/atyBbhijnil) 

According to the Naiyayikas, there is another stage or mode of perception 

and it is called Recognition (Pratyabhijfia). Recognition means cognising.a 

thing as that which was cognised before. According to Gautama, because of 

the recognition of an object by the other (i.e. the right) eye( which was) perceived 

by the left eyfi25 in the form : I am now perceiving that which I perceived before. 

For instance, when perceiving a particular man, I cognise that he is the same 

Devadatta whom I had perceived before, I will have recognition of that particular 

man. Thus, to recognise means to cognise once again that which was already 

cognised. The Naiyayikas hold that Pratyabhijffa (Recognition) is the conscious 

reference of a past and a present cognition to the same object. For example,' I 

see ajar', recognise it as something that was perceived before, and say 'This is 

the same jar that I saw.26 Hence, determinate perception depends on 

indeterminate perception and recognition depends on determinate perception. 

Thus, here we find the three gradual stage of perception where indeterminate, 

determinate and recognition are the first, the second and the third stage 

respectively. 

Classification of Perception 

TheNaiyayikas take perception as a general.name for all the true 

cognitions generated by sense-object contact and they classify different types 

of it. First, perception is of two types, as /aukika or normal and alaukika or 

supernormal. The distinction depends on the wey in which the senses come in 

contact with their objects. When there is the usual contact of the sense organ 

we have the Jaukika or normal perception. But in case of alaukika or supernormal 

perception the object is not ordinarily present to sense but is conveyed to sense 

through an unusual medium. We do not find the distinction between /aukika or 

normal and alaukika or supernormal perception. But there-are passing 

· references to the supernormal form of perception in some of the eartier texts on 

Nyaya (particularly in Jayanta Bhatt.a's Nyayamanjari and Vacaspati Misra's 

Nyiiyavartika-tatparyatlk§). Gopinath kaviraj states that there are passing 

references to these three types of unusual perception (i.e. samanyala~rya. 

jnanalak~rya and yogaja pratyak~) in our period, notably in the Ny8yarnaf1jari 

of Jayanta. 27 . ,. . . .. , .. i&'t 

126681 
, Q ~~G 'g~ , 
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Perhaps supernormal perception was not systematically distinguished 

until GarigeSa. After the vigilant investigation of the Nyaya-Vais~ika philosopt-ry 

it becomes reasonably clear that supernormal perception was well known and 

regularly appealed to by our philosphers.28 For instance, AnantalaiThakur r~ports 

that Srihar~. the Advaitin, attributes the doctrine of samanyalak¥JfJ8 pratya~ 

(perception) to Vacaspati Misra, even though Vacaspati had a different term for 

it ( sarvopasamharakavyaptif8·1 The same doctrine was interpreted by Vallava 

clearly. It was Gange5a, the founder of the New school of Nyaya, who, for the 

first time, in his Tattvacintamaf}i systematically distinguished between normal 

(laukika) and supernormal perception (alaukika pratyak~a). Normal perception 

is generated by normal sense object contact (laukika sannikar~a) and 

supernormal perception is generated by supernormal sense-object-contact 

( alaukika sannikarsa). 

The contact ( sannikarsa) existing in the definition means six kinds of normal 

contact which have been discussed earlier. However, supernormal sense-object

contact is of three kinds: (1) samanyalak~a'!a (2) Jffanalak~a'!a and (3) Yogaja. 

Normal perception is of two types, namely, (a) external ( vahya) and (b) 

internal (antara) or mental (manasa). From a part of Gautama's definition 

(lndriyiirtha-sannikar~otpannam jnanamavyapadesyamavya~bhicari 
vyavasayatmakarh pratyak~am "Nyayasutra 1/1/4) namely 'lndkriyartha 

sannika~otpannam jnanam'follows six kinds of normal perception (laukika 

pratyak~) ~.e., five kinds of External perception ( Vahyapratyak~a) ·and the 

only one Internal Perception (miinasa_pratyak~). Perception is external when 

it is caused by the contact of any one of the five external sense-organs with an 

~ernal object. So, the sense (indriya) in the indriyartha-sannikar~ means 

five external sense-organs, e.g. vision (cak~u), (ii) hearing (srotra) (iii) smell 

(ghraoa). (iv) taste (rasanii)and (v) touch (tvak). One internal sense (antrika 

indriya} or mind ( (manas) also is meant by the sense (indriya) throu(gh mind 

(manas) is not mentioned in the definition. · 

The five kinds of external perception are : ( 1) visual perception (cak~u~a 

pratyak~a) (2) auditory.perception{srautrapratyak~a), (3) Olfactory (f{llifJaja 

pratyaks,a), (4) Taste perception (rasana pratyak~a}_and (5} Touch perception 
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( spar5ana pratyak~). The Naiyayika holds that each of the five external sense

organs is maternal sense-organs is material and is composed of the same 

· material element The quality of that el~ment is sensed by the concerned sense

organs. 

When perception is produced by the contact of the internal sense-organ, 

that is, mind (manas) with the attributes of the self like pleasure (sukha), pain 

(duhk!Ja), desire (icchii) etc., perception is internal (antara). According to the 

Nyaya, mind (manas) is immaterial by nature and in all kinds of knowing, 

assistance and cooperation of mind (manas) is necessary. 

Supernormal Perception (Aiaukika Pratyaksa) : 

Supernormal (alaukika) perception is of three types : (1) samanyalaksana 

- Pratyaksa (2) Jnanalaksana Pratyaksa and (3) Yogaja Pratyaksa. · . .. . .. . 

Why Perception is called alaukika (supernormal)? 

At first one question may be raised :Why is this contact or perception is 

called alaukika or supernormal(?) The answer is as follows : 

Sometimes we are in a position to admit such contact in which the object 

is not present to our senses or a particular sense-organ is not able to perCeive 

the object ordinarily, i.e., an object may not be amenable to the particular organ 

through which it iS Comprehended. Such an object may not be produced or may 

not come in contact with a particular sense at the time of perception.ln such 

cases there is necessity of a means which is of supernormal character. Thus, 

here sense-obj~ contact is called, by the Navya-Naiyayika (Neo-Logician) 

alaukika (supernormal). 

Any analytic mind would agree that the acceptance of these super-normal 

contacts indicates that even normal perception of a normal human being 

involves in some cases supernormal contacts although the perceiver is not 

aware of it. 
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According to the Naiyayikas, the supernormal perception of a supernormal . 

individual like a yogin is also as real as any other true perception. Such perception 

is called supernormal because these perceptions are above the normal 

percepti.on of any ordinary man. It cannot be said that such perception does not 

exist and so unreal on the ground that such perception is above the aocessibility 

of any normal person. 

Now, samanya/ak~fJapratyak¥ is the perception of whole class of objects 

through the generic property or essense (samanya) perceived in any member 

of that class. For instance, we can perceive the whole class of dogs through the 

generic property (samanya) "dogness' perceived in any dog which is a member 

of the class "the dog". Jfianalaksana pratyaksa is the perception of an object 
• • • I . • 

through a sense-organ which is not normally associated with it, _but becomes 

supernorma]ly associated with it , through a memory knowledge of the same 

perceived previously by another sense. Such perception is illustrated by an 

example, as, "I see a piece oftragrant"sandal wood". Here the visual perception 

of fragrance of sandal wood is the case of Jffanalak~ar;a Pratyak¥1, because 

normally the fragrance is perceived not by visual sense but by olfactory organ 

Yogaja pratyak¥ (yogicperception) is the intuitive perception of all objects of 

all times and places due to some yogic property or power in the self through the 

constant practice of meditation. Yogic perception is accepted by almost all the 

systems of Indian Philosophy except the Carvaka and the Mimamsaka. Yoga 

is the cultural heritage of India. Its importance has been realised in different 

countries of the world. · 

It may be said that though Gautama does not speak of the three forms of 

supernormal sense-object contact {viz., samanya-laksana, /nana-laksana and .. . . . . 
yogaja) , yet these are implied by his use of the word sannikaf"¥ in the definition 

. "" 
of perception. Besides, Gautama has to admit jniinala~l)a for the following 

ground. The 'NOrd avyabhicarin or non-illusory is used by him in the definition of 

perception. This signifies that he admits the possibility of illusory perception 

which is completely different from valid perception. In the case of illusory 

perception, there is no question of normal sense-object-contact, for the object 

perceived in illuson is not actually present there. Hence, we should admit that 

in the case of an illusory perception, there must be a supernormal sense-object-
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contact which is found in the case of recollection of that object previously 

perceived elsewhere. This is nothing but the /niinalaksanasannikarsa of the . . ,. 
later Naiyayikas. Further, Gautama mentions, towards the end of the fourth 

adhyaya, the need of yoga etc. for one who wants to attain liberation (Nyaya

sutra, 4.2. 46f). This is a proof that Gautama admits yogaja sannikarf?B. 

~ntuitive knowledge (Pratibhajnana) : 

~ 
Yogaja Pratyaksa is included in a special faculty mind called Pratibha. the 

• A 

inadequacy of the intellectual power points to the existence of the world which 

is beyond the reach of our sense-organs. There is some faculty in a man that is 

capable of revealing that world. This faculty is known as Pratibha (intuition or 

intuitive knowledge). Pratibha (intuition) is one in its essence but it differs in 

kind.lt is of two kinds: (i) first category and {2) second category. 

(1) The first category of intuition is developed by a steady and continuous 

effort. The inner organ of a sage is capable of perceiving all knowable objects · 

by the constant practice of meditation. 

(2) The second is produced automatically by virtue of Adr:s~a (unseen 

factors). Thus, Yogaja pratyak¥1 (yogic perception) belongs to the first category 

of intuition (pratibha), while the·Extra-Seosory-Perception like telepathy,· 

clairvoyance etc. belongs to the second.29 

Para Psychology: Extra-Sensory Perception 

Para-psychology gives us informations of the phenomena beyond the 

ordinary empirical or physical phenomena. These phenomena cannot be 

explained by the ordinary natural laws. For such occurrences are felt directly by 

the psychical researches in their investigations or by media. These (Phenomena) 

are occurred in the field of knowledge like telepathy, clairvoyance, precognition, 

psychokinesis and also in the field of action, as levitation and materialization 

and their validity can hardlY be ignored. Or, in other words, psychical research 

shows that the above phenomena are not wis_hful thinking or imagination or 
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conjecture. These Extra-Sensory-Motor phenomena or Extra-Sensory 

perception of para-normal phenomena are called supernormal, psychical and 

physical phenomena. These phenomena have opened a new vista of human 

personality. Hence every advanced country feels itself ir:mocent to set up a 

research branch for para- psychology. Or, the former may feel a necessity to set 

up the latter. 
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CHAPTER -II 

- '-THE CONCEPT OF SAMANYALAKSANA PRATYAKSA . . . 

The Definition of Samanyalaksana : . . 

In order to understand the samanya/ak~aiJa pratyasattiwe should know 

what samanya . is. Generally, the Naiyayika holds that samimya is a class -

concept, class-essence or universal. It is the common characteristic of certain 

individuals which fall under the same class. A padartha which is eternal, one 

and inhering in many things is called a samanya or a generic attribute." Nityatve 

sati anekasamavetatvain. 1 Nityamekamanekanugatain Samanyam 

Tarkasamgraha, Karmadilak9BT]a prakaraf]am. Hoernle says, "The universal 

is a class ch~racter which is common to, or identical in, many objects whose 

membership of the class is thereby determined"1·1 The definition of samanya 

(jat1) or universal is stated in the Nyaya-sutra by Gautama in the following way: 

The universal is that entity which creates the concept of identity in our 

mind".2 That is to say, it is the universal by the possession of which different 

individuals ~re referred to as belonging to one class. According to Pra5astapada, 
, -

a famous Vaisesika thinker, a padartha which is eternal, one and inhering in 
' . 

many things is called a samanya or generic ~ttribute.3 For example, 'manhood' 

(manu~yatva) inheres in every individual of the class 'man'. 

The word 'laksana' ,;, the word samanyalaksanasannikarsa implies . . . . . 
two meanings- svarupa and vi9aya (object of knowledge). That whose nature 

is universal_ is called samanya/ak~SIJ8.4 And that which has got samanya 

{universal) as an object of knowledge is called samanya/aksana. In this . . ' 

sense, it is the knowledge of samanya (samanyajnana) which serves as 

pratyasatti (contact). When we perceive, with normal contact, a pot present 

before us, we also perceive all the other pots of all times and spaces through 

super-normal contact. In such case, there is a relation technically called 

'svasamba- ddhavise~yakajfianaprakaribhutadharmavatta" between our eye~ 
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and all the pots. This sambandha (relation} is called samanyalak~a'}a 

pratyasatti.5 Here the word 'sva' means sense-organ i.e. our eyes and any 

object presented to our eyes, i.e. any 'jar' of this world becomes the qualificand 

(visesya}. And the universal 'jarness' (ghatatva} has become a qualifier . . -

(prakarlbtiuta) in the knowledge of which the object 'jar' which is connected 

with our sense organ i.e. our eyef. is a qualificant:L(svasambandhavise~ya

kajnanaprakarlbhiita). In this jar (ghata) the object 'jar' which is connected 

with our sense organ i.e. our our eyer; is a qualificand. (svasambandha

vise~yakajnanaprakarlbhuta) In this jar (gha~a) the universal jarness inheres 

as a qualifier (prakarlbhuta). In this way,· a property of being qualifier 

(prakarlbhutadharma) is produced in the jar presented to our eyes. Thus, the 

jar becomes the said dharmavat (substratum of a property). In this case 

samanya implies not only the universal Uati) but also the qualificand feature 

of the type mentioned above. Hence, in the case of the perception of a pot, 

potness (gha!atva) is the samanya (universal) but when the perception of the 
-

ground (bhutala) containing a pot occurs in our mind, it is gha{avatta (Jocusness 

of a pot) or gha!a ( pot) which is the samanya. If the first definition is accepted 

, everybody would have knowledge concerning all smoke indiyiduals, through 

the contact of smokeness which is eternal and inheres in all smoke -

individuals. But in practical life this does not happen. 5-1 So, a different type of 

definition is being introduced : Samanyalak~af}a sannikar~a means the 

universal which has become a qualifier in the knowledge of which the object 

.connected with sense organ is a qualificand (lndriyasamvandhavisesyaka).52 
- . 

In. the case of the knowledge of a particular manifestation of smoke, the 
. ' . 

smoke has become a qualificand which is connected with sense organ. In this 

smoke the universal'smokeness' inheres as a qualifier (Prakarlbhuta). All the 

individual manifestations of smoke_existing in past, distant, present and future 

can be perceived with the help of supernormal connection through smokeness 

existing in a particular smoke.6 

But if the characteristic feature of the object related to the organs is 

regarded as the connection, then after one has mistaken a mass of dust as 
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smoke, one cannot have the knowledge of all smoke, because here there is no 

relation between the organs and smokeness. But, according to some Naiyayikas 
I - - -(e.g., Visvanatha Nyayapancanana), though the mass of dust is connected with 

the organs, there is the knowledge that it is smoke, which has the dust as its 

object. Smokehood which is a feature in that knowledge is the contact 

(sannikar~a). So, there is no obstacle of being supernormal perception of all 

smoke. 

At present we have to find that the reality of samanyalak~BI]B as a type 

of perception depends on the direct knowledge of a class of things. Provided 

that there is any such knowledge, samanyalaksana will be a genuine type of 
. . . 

perception. If we can perceive some individual object, then there is the 

presentation of a class of objects to which it belongs. So, the important 

question is : Is there any presentative or direct knowledge of a class of objects 

? The Naiyayikas demand that there is such a knowledge. We shall come to 

these later on. Now we can mention the following facts for the justification of 

samanyalak~a'}a. 

The Justification of Samanyalak~af!ii: 

I 

At first we know an individual as belonging to a certain class and at that 

time we know the universal underlying it. When ·we know the universal we can 

know the character or a group of characters which belongs to all the members 

of the class. Hence, to know the universal is to know all the individuals of that· 

class, past, present and future as ·belonging to that universal. We know a cow 

as such means to know cowness. which • again implies to know that it belongs, . 

to all cows. For instance, we can state some particular cases, as, 

X is mortal 

Y is mortal 

Z is mortal 
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.......... and so on ............................ . 

And from these particular cases we can conclude that 

All men are mortal. 

Here,_we somehow know that mortality is true of the class of men. In 

this case, a question arises: how do we know anything about the whole of a 

class of things from the observation of some of its members ? Or, how do we 

get universal or general propositions from the observation of particular facts ? : 

This is explicated by inductive inference in Western Logic.7 According 

to the Naiyayikas, the knowledge of the class or the universal proposition is 

obtained by supernormal perception. 

·The Vedanta Philosophers advocate that a generationlisation is the 

statement of an invariable relation .between universals. And we can know it 

through the observation of their concomitance. So, the Univ~rsal or general 

proposition "All men are mortal" or 'whatever is smoky is fiery' is the expression 

of an invariable relation between manhood and mortality or smokeness and 

fireness". When in any particular instance it is known that manhood to be related 

to mortality or smokeness to fireness we have a knowledge of such universal 

·propositions. Hence, the notion of generalisation as pointed out by the 

Vedantins correliponds to "intuitive induction" in. Western Logic.8 It is a . 

process by means of which we understand a particular instance as exemplifying 

an abstract generalisation. 

While the abstract principles of mathematics may be taken as statement 

of necessary relations between certain universal concepts, all our empirical 

generalisations are truths about classes of things. These are truths about any 

universal that has a denotative reference to a class of things. Such principles 

are supposed to be better called the necessary laws of thought. Provided that 
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the above cases are abstract generalisations exemplified in particular instances, 

it is beyond our realisation how they can be called "intuitive induction•. Some 

Western logicians have called them so. If this induction means, - the immediate 

apprehension of an axiom by means of its exempl!fication in a particular instance, 

it must be admitted that there is no need for any induction or inference or 

reasoning in it. If there is an immediate knowledge of anything, there is no room 

for any inference or reasoning for it. A description of such knowledge as a intuitive 

induction" seems to be no less objectionable than a description of it as 

"perceptual inference". Provided that it is meant by "intuitive induction", the 

intuitive knowledge of a general principle through a particular instance, it should 

be clear that such instance is not the basis of an inference regarding the general 

principle. Here according to Dr. Stabbing, we should characterise our knowledge 

of the general principles of logic and mathematics as intuition than to call it an 

"intuitive induction", in order to avoid a possible misunderstanding.9 

The abstract principles of logic and mathematics are different from the 

ordinary generalisations. Here, the former are truths about certain universal 

concepts, the latter are classes of objects. The propositions, 'all men are mortal' 

-or 'all smoky objects are fiery' do not mean that there is a necessary relation 

between manhood and mortality, or_ between smokeness and fireness but they 

. mean that mortality is true of the class of men or that all smokes are connected 

with fire. These propositions are empirical generalisations meaning thereby these 

are assertions about whole classes of things and these are arrived at from 

observation of particular instances. But now the question is : what is the true 

.nature of the process of knowledge which is involved when we generalise from 

'some' to all, in a reasonably proper way? Is it an induction ? It must tbe 

•tnduction by simple Enumeration" or "perfect induction•. A perfect induction is 

that in which from the consideration of each of the members of a limited class 

we pass to a generalisation concerning all the members of that class. When on 

examining every boy of a class one says, "all the boys of this class are intelligent", 

it is an instance of perfect induction. Here, Dr. Stabling says, 'Mr. Johnson has 

suggested the convenient name summary induction for this mode of inference, 

and that it is certainly a more appropriate name than •perfect induction". Both 
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the names are equally inappropriate, and that for the same reason: . A summary 

of a number of observed facts is not an induction at all. To say this an induction 

is to misunderstand its epistemic character as inferential. When on examining 

every patient in a sick room a doctor says, .. all the patients in this room have got 

headachea his judgement is not to be regarded as an inference or induction in 

any sense. This is a memory synthesis. It is same as the one we have when we 

understand the meaning of a sentence by a synthesis of its constituent words 

and their meanin~. These meanings are determined by memory. So, our 
~ . 

knowledge of a universal proposition like, •an men are mortal• cannot be called 

a •perfect induction• even if it were possible for us to verify all human beings. But 

this is not possible as a matter o.f fact. The class of men is an unlimited one and 

it has an infinite number of members. So to examine all men is not possible as 

a matter of fact. 

Now let us consider whether "Induction by simple Enumerationa can 

supply us. an empirical generalisation like •an men are mortal•. Generalisation 

from a number of examined instances which do not constitute all the members 

of the given class is known as •Induction by simple Enumeration•. This type of 

induction may be shown as under : 

X, Y, Z are mortal 

therefore, all men are mortal. 

But it is not a valid form of inference. It does not follow the general rule 

of inference. We should not go beyond the evidence. For, in this inference the 

· conclusion makes a statement about all men on the ground of what is observed 

in some men. If it would be a form of valid inference, it will make other argument 

of this form valid. In like manner, the forms of deductions guarantee the validity 

of a reasoning that may be put in any of those forms. 
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Here, we agree to the argument" All men are mortalu because X, Y, Z are 

mortal but we do not accept the argument, all meri are black• because X, Y, Z 

_are black. The examination of these two arguments will show the following 

distinction between them. 

In the first case, mortality which is seen in some men is predicated of all 

men. In the second, blackness which is found in some men is predicated of all 

men. We notice X, Y, Z are mortal' not because they are X, Y, Z but because 

they are men. On the other hand, we find that X, Y, Z are black because they 

are X·, Y, Z, not because they are men. Here mortality is related to the essential 

nature of X, Y, Z but the relation between blackness and X, Y, Z are not like that. 

The particular men like X, Y, Z possess a certain essential common natur~ 

(manhood) which -is found in all men. We can put together all men into one 

class and exclude all other animals from that class with the help of that common 

nature. 

So when we observe that mortality is related to the essential nature of 

some men, like we can say that all men must be mortal. But the second 

knowledge does not follow from the first. Just when we know that mortality is 

related to the essential nature of some men, we know that it is related to all 

men. It is a truth which is known directly or immediately, and for which we 

require no inference or reasoning. So our knowledge to the whole class is an 

intuitive knowledge of the class essence or the universal is not attained by 

inductive inference.,The knowledge of the inductive inference depends on that 

of the class essence of the universal and so the former cannot be the ground 

of the latter. The universal, belonging to all members of a class, is either directly 

known or never known. We can find or discover the universal Which is_ in things 

through observation and experime~t on things. Universal is not a thing to be 

made or constructed out of them but it is already in them. If by observation and 

experiment we know that a universal is related to something, we know at once 

that all members of the class are related to that thing. The Naiyayika argue that 

it is the perception of the whole class as related to an attribute, and we can 

perceive the class essnece simultaneously as related in the same way. The 
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Naiyayikas call it Al8u/lk8 or supernormal perception in order to distinguish it 

from normal perception. So, inductive inference as accepted in Western 

Philosophy may be similar to the Naiyayikas' samany818k~81J8 perception in 

the sense of intuition qf a universal or general proposition with the help of the 

knowledge of class essence or the universaL 

. . , . 
If we go through the NaVyaNyaya texts before Gangesa we find that the 

concept of samany8/8k58n8 comes in connection with the concept of vyapti . . 
(universal. concomitance). The main argument for the acceptance of 

samany818k$81)8 before the period of Gange~a was such that inductive 

generalisation is possible by it. Again we find that there is a relation of universal 

concomitance (vyapt1) between all cases of relata, for instance, fire and sr:noke. 

But we cannot perceive all cases of smoke and fire and their co-existence by , 

our ordinary sense organ. When we perceive a particular smoke, particular fire 

and their co-existence , we perceive simult~neously their corresponding 

essential common nature, i.e. smokeness, fireness etc. We can have the 

knowledge of all individuals containing the class-essence through these 

perceptions or perceived universals at the next moment. Here, the universal 

or the knowledge of it acts as the contact or relation (Pr8tyas8ttJ) which unites 

the sense organ and the objects or all individuals and this is called supernormal 
. I 

perception. This ·argument was put before Sriharsa and it was not favourable to 
• I 

him. He does not investigate this elaborately. But Sriharsa and Manikantha 
. . . . . 

argue tharthe admission of samany818k~8'}8 would involve omniscience. It is 

argued that one may know a thing as knowable and there may be a universal 

concomitance between knowability and objectivity. And this Would in its turn 

imply omniscience. So, we suppose that the problem of vyapti ~ncourage the 

NavyaNaiyayikas to postulate samany8/8ksana. . . . 
Maryikaryt,ha rejects this concept because to him it is an inference and 

he asserts that the services of samany818kS8na is not necessary for the . . 
knowledge of all individuals but he opines. that it can be considered as a case 

of inference.10 
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When we come to Gange~a we find a more concrete picture of the problem 

of samanyalak~af}a:. In the Vyaptivada section of Tattvacintamani, Ganges'a 

records d!fferent traditional definitions of Vyapti and gives his own definition of 

it and then he discusses the problem of certainty of Vyapti. He gives a 

passing reference to this concept (Tattvacintamani, p. 187, 2-5). It formulates 

the basis of the sainanyalak~aQa section.lf we go deep into Gangesa's text we 

find that many new problems have been evolved as a result of giving arguments 

and counter- arguments and the samanyalaksana pratyaksa has been very . . . 
useful for the satisfactory solution of the problems. Gange£a has elaborately 

presented the arguments of the opponents. He gives the opinions of both the 

parties admitting and rejecting samanyalaksana in the purvapaksa section. At . . . 
first he states the argument of the follower of samanya/aksana. And this argument 

I • o 

coincides with the opponent argument given by Sriharsa and Manikantha. 

Besides, Gange~a mentions another argument and this ar.gument is supp~~ed 
to have originated from some Navya- Naiyayikas of the period before GangeJa. 

These arguments are as follows. We know that every synthetic knowledge 
I ..,.._ 

(visistajnana) presupposes the previous knowledge of the determinant .. 
( visesana). The proposition 'there is fire on the hill' is synthetic .in character and· . . 
'fire or fire-on-the-hill' acts as the determinant. So, it must be previously known. 

tf the hill is not perceived at first, fire-on-the-hill cannot be known. Likewise 

when universal concommitance ( Vyapt1) is established by the perception of 

probans and probandum, all members of the classes of probans and probandum 

·are perceived through the medium of their respectifu.'e class - essences or 

universals. And this shows the justification of samanyalaksana. But all these 
. . . . . • I • • 

arguments were not sufficient to Gangesa. So he wants to justify 

samanya/ak~l)B on the grounds as under : Such types of doubt about uwhether 

all smoky objects ~re fiery- always occur at the time of assertion of vyapti. No 

difficulty arises in the observed cases of instances but doubt arises regarding 

all other unobserved cases of smoke and fire which remains beyond the range 

of ordinary observation. Doubt implies that the object of it must be previously 

perceived. Here, the perception of all smokes is possible without any ·doubt 

because all cases of smoke are concomittant with all cases of fire. This is the 
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function of samanyalaksana as sought by Gangesa.10
•
1 

Samanyalaksana and its different types : . . 
Sam"imyalaksana sannikarsa is of two kinds - samanyasvarupa ( that . . . . 

which is in the nature of samanya) and samimyajnana (that in the form of 

knowledge of samanya). Some Naiyayikas point out that it is the 

samanyasvarupa which is the contact (sannikar9a) and the others maintain 

that samanya/nana (knowledge of samanya)'js the contact. The Naiyayikas who 
- - .,._ 

demand samanyajnana as the contact have differenc~s of opinion among 

thems~lves. One· section _of the Naiyayikas (the old Naiyayikas) advocates that 

it is the samanyaprakaraka/nana (a knowledge in which universal has become 

a qualifier) is the contact. And the others are of the opinion that 
- - '-"-

samanyavisayaka jnana (i.e., a knowledge revealing universal as a content) is 

the contact. Those who support samanyavi~ayaka /nan a as the contact admit 
- - - ........ _ 

also the samanyaprakarakajnana as the contact (sannikarsa) because , . 

samanyaprakaraka jnana is also called samanyavi9ayaka /nana. Objectivity is 

of three types: Prakarata (objectivity), samsargata (character or attribute of 

relation) and vi;esyata (substantiality). So, samanyaprakaraka }nana, is included . 
in the samanyavi~ayaka jnana, as a content of knowledge can be known as 

being a qualifier. If it is stated that samanyavi~ayaka fnana is the samanyalak~arya 

sannikarsa, then the three types of knowledge· i.e., samanyaprakaraka . . 

(knowledge in which universal is a qualifier) samanyasamsargaka (knowledge 

iri which universal acts a~ a relation) and samanyavisesyaka jnana (knowledge 
. . 

in which universal is a qualificand) are inevitably called the contacts. It may be 

stated truely that samanyavisayakanirvikalpaka /fiana also is regarded as . . 

samanyalaksana sannikarsa because the samanyavisayaka ;flana is regarded . . . 
as the contact (sannikarsa). The pracTna (old) Naiyayikas admit that it is the 

. . 
samanyaprakaraka jnana which is the contact (sannikarsa). And according to . 
the Neo-Naiyayika it is the samanyavisayaka jnana which is the contact. When 

• 
we examine the meaning of the word 'laksana' in the term samanya/aksana .. . . . 
we are acquainted with such kind of differences of opinion. 
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- - I - . 
The word samanya has been used by Visvanatha in the non-technical 

sense in the following way: the common characteristics of all the individuals of 

similar type is called samanya (samananam bhavah samanyam)11
• According 

to the Nyaya-Vaisesika, samanya me~ns a category (padartha) which is eternal 
. . 

and inheres in many things. But here the word samanya does not mean this 

kind of padartha or category only. Here the technical meaning of the word 

samanya is not implied, but non-technical meaning of it also is indicated. Hence, 

the meaning of the word samanya is the knowable Unayamana) generic attribute 

inhering in many similar loci. There is no guarantee that this attribute must be 

a samanya Uati) Some substances and some qualities also may be referred to 

as samiinya. That attribute may not be eternal and may not inhere in many 

things. The actual locus of an attribute rnay be one o~ many in number. If that 

· attribute is known by many loci, them that attribute should be known as . 

samanya. A colour (rupa) is located in a substance (dravya). If that colour 

which actually resides in a particular locus is erroneously known by another. 

substance (dravya) . A pot (ghata) is a substance (dravya). Here if that pot is 
• 

known through many loci, it will also be called samanya. As the word samanya 

is applied here in a non-technical sense, we should not think that samanya 

will not indicate jati (universal) e.g., •potness•, •smokeness• etc. The eternal 

'attribute, •potness•, •smokeness• etc. may be implied by the word samanya and 

the things like pqt etc. and the qualities like colour etc. which are non eternal 

attributes are also referred to as samanya; In this way the meaning of the 

word samanya has been used here. 

When a pot is known tb be e~isting on the ground through conjunction or 

in its two halves through inherence. there arises the knowledge of all grounds 

or all halves having that pot. With the help ofthis example we can realise that 

the transitory common feature also is the connection. In the supernormal 

perception the common feature (samanya) is the contact (sannikarsa) of the 
. . 

sub$trata pot (e.g. smoke etc) through the relation of conjunction or inherence 
'-

by which it is known. After the destruction of the pot one recollects the substratum 

having that pot b!Jt there would be no knowledge of all such substrata of pots 

/ 
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through the contact (sannikarsa) based on a common feature because the 
• 

common feature (potness) is absent at that time. On the other hand, if one has 

got the knowledge of a pot (the object of knowldge) which is connected with 

the organ, such knowledge may arise on the next day. Further, there is the 

common feature (potness) which is a feature (prakara) in such knowledge, 

although there is no connection with the organ. So, it is the knowledge of the 

samanya (the common feature ) which is the contact and not the sam7mya 

itself. Hence, in the word samanya/aksana /aksana implies an object of . . 
knowledge. Therefore, we can say, the knowledge of the samanya is the contact. 

If, even without the conjunction of eye etc., there is the knowl~dge of the 

common feature (samanya), there might be ocular or any other perception of 

all pot etc. If we want to have perception through an external organ With the 

help of the contact of a samanya (common feature) 'there must be present 

the sum total of causes of the perception of that common feature (samanya) by 

the respective organ, in some object having that feature. The said sum total 

quoted above is the conjunction of the eye, the existence of light and so on. So, 
) 

there is no such perception by the eye etc. in darkness etc. 12 
. 

Here samanya which comes under tne purview of our knowledge 

Unayamana samanya) is the sannikarsa (contact) because samanya itself 
. . 

has been stated .as the contact. When knowledge is attained by the· ordinary 

contact of sense organs with the locus of samanya '·knowable universal 

Unayamana samanya) or the knowledge of samanya will be the contact of our 

sense organs. Provided the knowledge of samanya is acquired by a means 

except Jaukika sannikar9a, it will not be a contact of sense organs. 

If our eyes are conjoined with a pot, we can attain the normal perceptual 

knowledge of that pot (ghata) which is in the relation of inherence with potness 
' 

(ghatatva). Here we can perceive all the other pots because to perceive one . . . 

pot is to perceive potness in it and this 'potness' belongs to every member of 

the class of all pots. For, potness is inherently related to every pot (samanya 
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sambandha or the relation of inherence) and here we find the relation of 

svavisayabhutaghatatvasamavaya sambandha ( i.e. a relation of inherence . . . 

through jarness remaining in the content of knowledge). That is to say, provided 

our visual organ is connected with a particular pot, the visual perception of all 

the other pots existing in past, distant, present and future is also possible in the 

way mentioned above. Here the distinction between the two kinds of perception 

is as follows :The perception of the pot connected with our eyes is called /aukika 

(normal or ordinary) as it is produced by the normal contact. And the perception 

of all the other pots is called alaukika (supernormal) because it is produced by 

the alaukika sannikarsa (super-normal connection). This type of supernormal 

contact (alaukika sannikarsa) is called samanya/ak~ana sannikar~a .. And the 

perception (pratyaktja) caused by this sannikar~a is called samanyalak~al)a 

pratyaksa . That potness (ghatatva) becomes a connection (sannikarsa) . . . 
because it inheres in all pots through the relation of inherence (samaliaya 

sambandha) and the knowledge of potness exists in all pots through the relation 

of svavisayabhiitaghatatvasamavayasambandha i.e. the relation of inherence . . 
of jarness existing in the individuals which becomes an object of knowledge. 

Again samanyalaksana pratyaksa may be illustrated in the following way. . . . 
Samanyalaksana pratyaksa is the perception of a.whole class of objects 

• • • j 

through the generic property (samanya) perceived in any individual member of 

that class. Jayanta clearly de~ribes the S~miinyalak~al}a kind of super normal 

perception explaining that it is accomplished through the internal organ. 1
2.

1 

. Thus, when we perceive something, e.g. a man, we take it as beJonging to the 

class of men. To know that an individual belongs to the class of men is also 

to know all other members of the same class. But initially there should be · a 

linkage between our senses and the external objects for normal (laukika) 

perception. When we perceive a man, we perceive the universal'manhood' as 

its defining property. When we perceive the universal'manhood'. in the present 

'man' there obtains a link between our· sense organs and all the other men. 

Thus, the perception of one thing implies the perception of the generic attribute 

of that thing which exists in all other things of its class. Here, the man existing in 
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past, present, distant and future can be perceived by the extr~ordinary·linkage 

through 'manhood' existing in a particular man. 

The possibility of Samanyalaksana through other senses : 
• • 

Samanyalaksana Pratyaksa i.e. the super normal perception through . . . 
universal is possible through other senses also. This is shown by the following 

illustration. 13 

When we touch a table, we perceive its individual characteristic and its 

universal characteristic (tableness). We can perceive all the other tables 

because we have already perceived class essence 'tableness' which inheres . " -- -

in every member of the class of tables. Here the individual characteristic is 

only the characteristic of the table present before us. But the universal 

characteristic is not only that of the table before us but it belongs to all other 
. ' 

tables of the past, present, future and the distant. It is possible because the 

perception of the universal characteristic present in a particular table causes 

a supernormal contact between the sense of touch and all the tables. So we 

can perceive all the tables. 

In like manner, when we taste a bitter medicine we perceive its particular 

characteristics and universal characteristics as well. Its particular 

characteristics are the characteristics of the bitter medicine that we taste. Its 

universal characteristics (i.e. bitterness) perceived in the present ~itter medicine 

, .. . n<?t only belong to ·it but also it belongs to all bitter medicines. By perceiving 

samanya (bitterness) in the present bitter medicine we . c~ri know all the 
. . 

other bitter medicines because every bitter medicine belongs to the samanya 

(universal) 'bitterness'. This is so because perception of universal characteristic 

occurs a supernormal contact between our sense of taste and all bitter 

medicines and we perceive all bitter medicines. 

Again on hearing some sound we perceive its individual characteristic 

as well as its universal characteristics, i.e. soundness. Its individual 
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characteristics are that which we hear. But its universal characteristics, i.e. 

soundness perceived in the present sound not only belongs to it but it also 

belongs toall sounds. By perceiving universal feature in the present sound 

we can know all sound because every sound has soundness as its universal 

characteristic. The u:niversal f?haracteristic, 'soundness' brings about the 

extraordinary contact between our auditory sense organ and all sounds and 

we perceive all sounds. 

Similarly, when we smell some odour we perceive the individual 

characteristic and the universal characteristic (samanya). Its individual 

characteristic is only the characteristic that we smell. Its universal characteristic 

i.e. odourness (gandhatva) not only belongs to it but it belongs to all odours; 

By perceiving the ·generic essence , i.e. odourness in the present odour, we 

can perceive all odours because every odour has a generic attribute 

· (samanya) i.e. odourness. The universal characteristic i.e. odourness present 

before us brings about a supernormal contact between our sense of smell 

and all odours and we perceive an· odours. 

Nature of Samanyalak~a'?a : 

It has been said earlier that the old Naiyayikas calls. sanmanyajnana . 

prakarakajnana {i.e. knowledge having universal as a qualifier) as the connection 

and according to the Neo-Naiyayikas, Samanyavi~ayakajnana {knowledge 

having universal as a content) is the connection, Here Samanyalak~'!a 

sahnikarsa is admitted by both of the Naiyayikas .. in a different way. So, the . ' . . . . 

consequences of these views also differ. The old view says.that at first we 

perceive the jar present be~ore us normally and then extraordinary perception 

of all the other jars is occured. For as per this view samanyaprakaraka /nana 

i.e., visual perceptual knowledge qualified by jarness becomes the supernormal 

connection between our eyes and other jars. If there is no visual perception 

characterised by jarness at first, how is supernormal perception possible? 

Hence, at first there is visual perception characterised by jarness 

(ghatatvaprakaraka) out of normal contact {laukikasannikarsajanya) and then 
• • 
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extraordinary perception of other jars is possible because of extraordinary contact 

or visual perception (caksusapratyaksarupa). . . . 
. According to the Navya-Naiy~yikas (Nee-logicians) at the time of ordinary 

perception of a jar, extraordinary pen;:eption of other jars also is possible because, 
- - "' """ according to this view, samanyavisayakajnana ·i.e., gha-tatvavisayakajnana . . . . 

(knowledge characterised by the object- jarness) is admitted as the connection 

(sannikarsa). Ghatatvavisayaka/nana becomes the supernormal connection . . . 
in case of the perception of other jars. For this reason, supernormal perception 

occurs at the very moment of normal perception. Just after the contact. between 

our eyes and a jar, there is an indeterminate perception (nirvikalpaka pratyaksa) . 
of a jar, jarriess and the relation called inherence (samavaya), existing between· 

them. As the jarness ( ghatatva) becomes the object of that indeterminate . . 
. ,., 

perception (Nirvikalpaka pratyaksa) as it is called ghatatvavisayaka jnana. When .. . . 
after the inderminate perception, there is determinate perception (savikalpalka 

pratyaksa) of a jar connected with our eyes, extraordinary perception of other . . 
jars is there at that very moment since that indeterminate (nirvika/paka) 

ghatatvavisayaka/nana (knowledge characterised by the object janiess ) . . 
becomes the connection (sannikarsa). Thus, the ordinary perception of a jar 

~ . 

connected with our eyes and the extraordinary perception of other jars are 

produced at the same time. 

After having the indeterminate knowledge we have the perceptual 

knowledge of a jar caused by ordinary contact with our eyes and that of all 

other jars is caused by extraordinary contact in the form of the knowledge of 

jarness (gh~tajnanariipa). Though all the jars become the object of that 
• 

perceptual knowledge, the perceptual knowledge of that jar is not of the same 

form. That knowledge is determinate in case ofthe jar before our eyes and 

indeterminate (nirvikalpaka) in case of all the other jars. Just before the 

perception of a jar, present to our eyes the jar, jarness and their inherence 

becomes the three objects of the indeterminate perception (nirvikalpaka 

pratyak$a) which must be admitted. So, here we can familiarwith.jarness and 
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the relation of inherence between jar and jarness. Nevertheless, the 

·indeterminate perception of all the jars except the one connected with our 

eyes must be admitted because the perception of a relation depends on the 

relata. So long ·as the relata i.e. the knowledge of the nature of all the other 

jars is not attained, the perception of the relation of the inherence of jarness 

and all the other jars except that present to our eyes is not possible. If we 

have no knowledge of the nature of all the other jars, the perception of the 

above relation .is not possible. No knowledge can be called savikalpaka if it is 

not in a relation. Therefore, it is to be admitted that this perceptual cognition 

is known as savikalpaka in respect of the jar present to our visual organ and 

this cognition is attained by the ordinary contact. And the above cognition is 

nirvikalpaka in the conte~ of all the other jars revealed to us through the 

samanyajnana which is acquired by supernormal connection. However, the 

Modern Indian logicians are of the opinion that samanyalaksana pratyasatti . . 
and ordinary contact simultaneously produce a perceptual cognition of all 

the jars. 

Here we shall have to concentrate our attention on another object. In 

case of ordinary contact or visual contact we admit counterpositive ( Pratiyog1) .. 
and subjunct or co-positive {anuyogi) of relation. In like manner, we should 

admit counterpositive (pratiyogi) and co-:-positive (anuyogi) in case of 

samanya/aksana, the extraordinary contact. Organs are the counterpositive 

of those relations in respect of visual contact etc. and the jar etc, the co

positive (anuyogi) become the object here. If samanya {universal) or knoWledge 

of samanya (samanyajnana) be referred to as a relation, the coupterpositiv~ 
of that relation will be the sense-organs and the substratum' of the samanya 

will be the subjunct :(anuyogi) .. 

If samanya {universal) is called the contact then relation controlling 

counterpositiveness (pratiyogita) existing in organs is 
IV o 

svavisayakajnanavisayaka-samyoga {i.e. a contact having some knowledge 
• • 

· of an object which becomes an object of jarness). Here, the word 'sva• implies 
tw_ 

'jarness•, the universal (ghatatvasamanya) Svavisayakajnana implies . . ' 
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knowledge of jarness in a jar present to organs: The object of that knowledge 

is a jar. The connection (sariwoga) of that jar exists in sense organs. Hence, 

the counterpositive of the relation of ghatatvasamanya i.e. universal in the 
. . 

form of jarness becomes the sense organs. If the universals, jarness etc. are 

admitted as relation, the regulator (niyamaka) or anuyogita i.e. subjunctness

will be inherence (samavaya). The substratum of the universals like jarness etc 

(ghatatvadisamanya) is anuyogf or subjunct and the universal (samanya) exists . . - . 

in that anuyogi in the relation of inherence. 

If samanyajnana (the cognition of universal) is admitted to be a contact, 

then the regulator of pratiyogita · (counterpositiveness) will be 
• 

svavi~ayavatsamyoga. The meaning of the word 'sva' is the cognition of jarness 

(ghatatvajffana), the object of it is jarness, svavisayavat means the locus of the 
• t • • 

object of the cognition of jarness, i.e., the jar and the connection (sam yoga) of 

the jar (ghata) qualified with jarness exist in sense organs and thus the sense 
• 

organs become the counterpositive. When the knowledge of universal 

(samanyajnana) is said to be the contact, svavisayasamanyasrayata would be 
• . . 

the regulator (niyamaka) of anuyogita (subjunctness). The word 'sva' means 

the knowledge of jarness (ghatatvajffana), its object ( visaya) or samanya is 

jarness (ghatatva) and the char;cter of its substratum ( a~rayata) exists in the 
• 

jar. 

Thus, if samanya-·is regarded as contact and the cloud of dust ( dhulipatala) . . 
is known as smoke, then svavisayajnanavisayasariwoga and inherence become 

I . . • • • 

·the regulator (ni;Yamaka) of Pratiyogita and anuyogita respectively. The word 

. 's_va• .means the universal (samanya) 'smokeness' (dhumatvasamanya). 

-:~Svavisayakafiana implies the cognition of smokeness in the cloud of dust present -· · . - ·. . 

to·our sense organs. The object of that knowledge is the cloud. of dust. It has a 

connection with our sense organs. 

The universal (samanya) smokeness inheres in smoke. So, the regulator 

(niyamaka) of anuyogita or subjunctness is inherence. 
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The same case happens when we consider samanya(nana (the 

cognition of universal) to be the connection -(sannikarf§a}. If samanya/nana 

becomes the connection (sannikarsa), the regulator (niyamaka) of pratiyogita . 
i.e. counterpositiveness is Svavisayavatsamyoga i.e. contact having object · . 
in the form of jarness. But if samanyajnana becomes the connection 

(sannikarsa) of mind i.e. internal sense, svavisayavatsariwoga cannot be the 
• • 

criterion (niyamaka) ofthe counterpositiveness (pratiyogita). The relation which 

determines the counter positiveness existing .in mind is svasrayasamyoga i.e. 

the contact existing in the locus of jarness. Pl~asure, pain etc. are the objects 

of mental perception. The knowledge of happiness and pain :-r~f the sannikar~a 

of the supernormal perception of pleasure and pain. The counterpositive of 

that sannikarsa is rt:~ind. The criterion (niyamaka) of this coun~erpositiveness ( 
" . pratiyogitB) is svasrayasamyoga (i.e. the contact existing in the locus of jarness). 

The word •sva• implies the knowledge of happiness and pain. The substratum 

of that knowledge is self which has the contact with our mind. Thus, mind 

becomes the counter-positive in the relation of sva~'lhlyasarrwoga. 

It should be noted here that the follower of the, first view calls the 

universal under the perview of our knowledge Una yam ana samanya) to be the 

contact (sannikarsa). According to the second view, the qualificative cognition . 
of samanya (samanyaprakarakaj{1ana) is the contact ·and the third view says 

that the objective cognition of samanya is the contact. Among the three 

views the third view or the view of the Navya Naiyayika is correct. To admit 

samanya as a contact causes a defect. When a non-eternal universal 

{samanya) is not present before us and we are mistaken for it {samanya ), 

the supernormal perception of the substratum of the non-eternal universal is 

not possible, since the cause of that perception -samanyalak~a'!a sannikar§a 

in the form of non-eternal . samanya is not perceived at that moment. sam'iinya 

being non-eternal cannot exist for ever. The extra-ordinary perception of the 

real substratum of it will not be possible in the event of its absence due to false 

cognition. For this reason the acceptance of the knowable Unayamana) 

samanya as a contact cannot be accepted. 
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If siimanyaprakaraka jnana i.e. a cogr:Jition of universal as a qualifier is 

called samanyalaksana sannikarsa then there arises another defect. The . ·• . . 
extraordinary perception evolved from the samanyavi~e~yaka/nana (i.e. the 

cognition of universal as a qualifier) will not have any ground (upapatt1). The 

supernormal perception of the substratum of samanya which comes after the 

samiinyavi5e~yaka j[1ana (the knowledge of that universal which is produced 

by a qualificand) is based on experience (anubhavasiddha). If qualificative 

knowledge of samanya as a qualifier is accepted as a contact, then that type 

of supernormal perception is oot possible: Hence, according to Navya NaiyB.yika, 

samanyaviiesyaka j/1ana is the samanyalaksana sannikarsa. 
' . . . . 

I . 
It has been stated by Visvanatha that the knowledge having the universal 

as content is called Pratyasatti. The k:nowledgeness (property of being 

knowledge) havin-g universal as content (samanyavi~ayakajnanatvam) becomes 

the limitor of the pratyasatti.lt entails that the knowledge which comes through 

Samanyalaksana is of an object remaining immediately after indeterminate. . . .. 

perception and recollective knowledge. 14 

In this context, the phrase •samanyavisayakajnanam (i.e. knowledge 
• 

having samanya as its content) means knowledge of the universal which has 

become a qualificand by virtue of being connected with sense organ. 15 

According to a seCtion of Naiyayikas, mere knowledge of the universal which is 

common in the indeterminate perception and recollective knowledge becomes 

the praiyasatti.16 

The above mentioned view is not at all tenable. Because the knowledge 

of the universal cannot be apprehended at the stage of indeterminate perception. 

Moreover, in the case of memory the samanya cannot also be perceived 

because, the content of memory is very much difficult to ascertain whether it 

is true or not. The verifiability principle being not applicable to it fails to reveal 

the real nature of an object. That is why, it has been mentioned in the Prabha 

that the knowledge of universal has to be ascertained in an object remaining 
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just after indeterminate stage i.e. savikalpaka . stage and after the memory 

stage i.e. at the level of knowledge (prama). Smrti being not verifiable, cannot . 
provide us the true knowledge of an object as per a. section of philosophers. 

Now, a question may be raised, if, on seeing a pot, or at the time of 

perceiving it we can know all the pots, then on perce~ving a thing or at th~ 

time of perceiving it, we can know all the things. Or, in other. words, the 

perception of all knowable objects are implied by the perception of anything of 

the world belonging to the class of knowables. So, we shall be omniscient. If 

samanyalak~a'}a is admitted, how the problem of being omniscience of all 

things will be solved ? In reply to this question it can be said that we cannot be 

omniscient with the help of the cognition attained by samanyalak~a[la 

sannikarsa (a contact in which universal becomes the nature) The particular • 
knowledge of all -things or padarthas is required for being omniscient. That 

kind of particular knowledge is not acquired by samanyalaksana sannikarsa. . . . 
We may have the particular knowledge of the pot present before our eyes with 

the aid of normal contact (laukika sannikar~a). But this type of knowledge of 

all the other pots is not possible by supernormal contact called 

samanya/aksana. We can know the pot present before us in particular by 
• • 

normal perception. But such knowledge of other· pots is not possible by 

supernormal perception in the form of samanyalaksana. Knowledge of specific 
• • 

feature of a thing is called particular knowledge. The knowledge of relation 

and relata are the requisite things for being full of specific feature 

· ( viJistavaisistyiivagatii). Here in case of the extraordinary perception of other . ' . . . 

pots although the relata, potness and the relation are known previously, the 

another type of :relata being unknown will not be characterised by particular 

feature. Therefore, if that type of knowledge of all knowable objects (prameya) 

is not attained by samanyalaksana sannikarsa in the form of prameyatva.· 
' . . ' 

then how the objection of being om.niscient will be raised ?17 
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The Necessity of Admitting of Samanya/aksani: · 
. . . 

Now, the question is : we find that the pot in front of our eyes is known 

particularly but in case of samanyalaksana pratyaksa other pots are n·ot known" . . . 
like the former. Here the knowledge of the former pot is called particular 

knowledge and that of the latter is called universal knowledge (samanyalak~arja). 

If the objectivity of knowledge is not admitted in the same way in the same kind 

of knowledge, then why do we say that all the pots are the objects of knowledge 

? That is to say, what is the necessity of admitting of samanyalaksana sannikarsa . . . 
? That all the pots of all times and space are perceived at the time of seeing 

one pot is not accepted by experience (anubhava). With a. view to justifying 

-this imagination which is contradictory to experience and showing a connection 

between our sense-organ and the pots of the distant, the present, the past 

and the future, it seems non-sense to call knowable samanya (universal or 

samanya which comes under the purview of our knowledge) or knowledge of 

samanya to be a contaqt. 

In response to the above question, the Naiyayikas point out that some 

defects may occur if samanyalaksana is not admitted. First, if someone finds 
- . . 

the co-existence of smoke and fire in some places, he may have doubt that all 

the manifestations of smoke of the world are not universally related to fire. This 

doubt cannot be overcome if samanyalaksana is not admitted. For, it is 
• • 

established that there are universal concomitance ( Vyapt1) of. fire in the perceived 

smoke. Here, there is no doubt of vyapti between smoke and fire. Now we 

shall have to admit that there is a doubt of universal concommitance between 

the unknown smoke and fire. This doubt will be dispelled through the means of 

. samany~/~ksana pratyaksa. The case' of samanyalaksana pratyaksa has 
- . . . . . . 

been justified by the Naiyayika in the following manner : 

In respect of a visual perception of a number of cases, e.g. smoke is 

found to co-exist with fire. All cases of smoke and fire and their co-existence 

can never be covered through our ~ensuous perception. In our ordinary life we 

notice a number of cases, and on the basis of that we form the judgement that 
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wherever there is is smoke, there is fire. It is considered as a type of perception 

which is pure and simple. Whatever it may be, the question arises : how can a 

universal concomitance ( vyapt1) of smoke and fire be established on the datum 

of perception ? A sense-organ can never be related to all instances ofsmoke, 

fire and their co-existence. The difficulty is steered clear of by saying that when. 

we perceive a particular instance of smoke and a particular case of fire and 

their co-existence, we also perceive their generic attributes i.e. 'smokeness', 

'fireness', and the property of co-existence at that very moment. And it is only 

at the next moment that we perceive through the data of smokeness, fireness 

and the property of their co-existence all the individual instances respectively 

related to the above universals. Thus; the perceptual knowledge of the unive.rsal 

serves as the supernormal link through which all the unobserved instances of 

smoke, fire and their co-existence become amenable to the visual sense organ. 18 

Such is the way of justifying samanyalaksana which assists in ascertaining 
• • 

vyapti. 

Secondly, darkness (tarnal}) is a perceptible thing . ·samanyalak~a'!a 

sannikar~a is necessary for perceiving this thing (padartha). According to 

Nyaya-Vai~e~ika, absence in general (samanyabhava) of all manifestations of 

fire is called tamaiJ (darkness). The perception of that thing called tamafJ 

depends on the· knowledge of all kinds of lights because of the cognition of 

· counterpositive (pratiyogT) becomes a cause of the cognition of absence or 

non-existence (abhava). Hence, at first the knowledge of all kinds of light or 

that of counter~positive (pratiyog~ is required for the perception of tamah. But, ., 

how is the knowledge of all kinds of. fire possible ? It is the siimanyalak~aQa 

sannikar~a which can make this possible. We can know all the manifestations 

of fire after the perception of a particular fire by the samanyalak¥J!Ja contact 

(sannikarsa) of the knowable Unayamana) lightness (tejastva) or the cognition . . 

of samanya and thus the perception of darkness whi<;:h depends on the 

knowledge of the counterpositive of all the manifestations of light will occur 

immediately, provided we admit the samiinyalak~ar;a sannikar~a.19 
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Thirdly, it has been contended by some that samanyalaksana sannikarsa 
. . . . 

is a necessary condition for the perception of previous non-existence 

(pragabhava).20 The ordinary perception of the counter-positive is not possible 

owing to the absence of a sense object contact. The counter positive (pratiyogi) 

may be known by another supernormal means of knowing called jnanalak~a!Ja 

: which is also not possible here. So samanyalak~al)a has to be admitted. 

Hence, when we perceive a pot we can perceive all other pots including the 

non-produced or even the damaged ones through the universal potness present 

in the perceived pot. 

Fourthly, s'iimanyalaksana pratyaksa is a requisite for forming any 
• e . • 

negative judgement of perception.21 For instance, "This (horse) is not a cow", 

is a negative judgement of perception as there is an absence of cowness in the ) 

horse. But •absence of cowness in a horse" can be known by perceiving all 

cows. And all cows cannot be perceived ordinarily .. We can perceive cow

universal (cowness) in an individual cow and the cowness is linked with all 

other cows. And through this link we can perceive all the cows. Thus, any negative 

judgement can be perceived through samanyalaksana pratyaksa.22 . . . 
Fifthly, we cannot explain the voluntary effort to attain.pleasure without 

the help of samanyalak~af}a pratyak?a. To desire for pleasure is somehow to 

know it as something to be, but not yet experienced. When we perceive one 

pleasure, we perceive all pleasure~including the future pleasure through the 

generic property, 'pleasurability' present in the perceived pleasure. 23 
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CHAPTER-Ill 

rv-

THE CONCEPT OF JNANALAKSANA PRATYAKSA . . . 

Significance of Jninalaksana Pratyaksa : 
4 • . • 

Now an effort will be made to give an account of the second type of supernormal 

perception called jnanalak~a'Ja pratyak~a. The word Jnanalak~ar:a means that it is 

the jnana (i.e. cognition) which acts as the contact in this perception. Here lak~af}a 

means nature or svarupa. The contact in which j{i'ana (knowledge) becomes an 

essence is called jf?'analak~af}a sannikar~a.:. This knowledge Unana) is in the form 

of memory. If the memory-knowledge of previously perceived object serves as the 

qualifier (i.e. prakata) of the object present to our sense-organ then that kind of 

supernormal contact is called jnana/aksana sannikarsa. 
• ,. <:9 

Here the memory-knowledge (smrt1) or previous knowledge of the object . . 
'V 

concerned is the cause of jniinalak~B(J8 pratyak~a. On finding something when a 

person says, "I see a fragrant sandal wood", he has an immediate knowledge of its 

fragrance. In this case, the memory of our past experience of fragrance in the 

sandalwood-through. the olfactory organ acts as the contact between the present 

fragrance and the ocular organ. This is a famous example of jnanalak~af}a. The 

Naiyayika points out that the seeing of 'fragrance' which is ordinarily perceived by . 

olfactory organ cannot be explained without the help of jnanalak~ai]S. So he is 

bound to accept the jnanalaksana as a pratyasatti. 
' . - . -

• There is a clear distinction between the samanyalak~a'}a _and the 

jfiirnalaksana.ln case of samanyalaksana the knowledge of the universal or samanya . ... . . 
leads to the perception of the· individuals in which it inheres· and in jnanalak~aQa a 

previous knowledge of the object concerned serves as the present perception of its 

own object. 1 
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It has been argued in the Prabha commentary that there a(e two types of 

vi~ayata in the case of jnanalakfiBfJB. When we are apprehending a piece of 

sandalwood and its fragrance, the phenomenon of fragrance is perceived through 

the relation called extra-ordinary contentness (alaukika vi~ayata sambandha} through 

the medium of another knowledge i.e. the knowledge of a piece of sandal wood 

through the relation of contentness ( vi~ayatii sambandha}. In other words, the ordinary 

relation called vi~ayata between self and the knowledge grasped earlier gives rise 

to the perceptual awareness of an object which is supernormal in character through 

the relation called supernormal contactness. It may be said that both the contacts 

i.e. j{ianalak~af}ii and samanyalak~ana, by virtue of being the form of knowledge 

give rise to two different types of activities, as the limitor of contactness 

(pratyasattitavacchedaka) is different in two cases. Though both of them seem to 

be the forms of knowledge, yet the results arising from them are completely different 

in character (phalavaicitrya). The knowledge of universal (samanya) leads to the 

knowledge of the individuals existing in different time and places, while the knowledge 

of a sandal wood can lead us to the knowledge of fragrance. In these cases, though 

the case is almost same, the effects are so. Hence, we have to ~ccept two different 

cause-and-effect relations. in these two cases.2 

It has been argued by Dinakara that the knowledge of fragrance in a piece of 

sandal wood is not possible due to the lack of contact of eye with the fragrance. The 

knowledge of fragrance is not also possible through samanyalak~BI]B due to the · 

absence of accessories connected with the collocation of causes behind the ordinary 
' . 
· pereeption characterised by fragrance. In other words, if fragrance is taken as grasped 

.bY samanyalak~arfa, we have to look for.some assisting causes of the totality of 
. . 

causes of ordinary perception, which is .not available here. Moreover, when the 

fragrance is taken, no other attributes existing in it are apprehended. From this, it is 

concluded that the knowledge of fragrance is not possible through samiinyalak~af]a. 

Hence, there is no other alternative than to accept jnanalak~af}a as a means of 

knowing it. 3 
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The Justification of Jnanalak~al)a : 

Sri HariramaTarkavagTsa, in his" Jnanalak~af}a Vicararahasyam~ mentions four 

kinds of cases for the justification of j(fanalaksana pratyaksa. The cases are: (1) . . .. .. . 
-v . 

recognition (pratyabhijn§), {2) the perception of negation (abhava}, (3) the visual 

perception of fragrance' in a piece of sapdal wood (surabhi candanam) and (4) 

apperception or the knowledge of knowledge (anuvyavasaya). These cases cannot 
. . ,...._, . 

be explained without the acceptance or service of jnanalaksana. These are being .. " 
explained gradually in the following : 

.-v 

(1) Recognition (pratyabhijila): In the case of recognition like 'this is that 

Oevadatta' the perception of the 'that' is perceived through ·it. Here, the present 

knowledge of the 'that' must be possible by jfi'analaksana sannikarsa because the 
. ... . "' 

'that' is not caused by the normal contact with our senses but 'this' can be perceived 

through the ordinary perception (laukika pratyaksa). 
f 

(2) Perception of negation (abhava) : In the case of the perception of 

negation of an object as, "There is negation of the jar on the ground' there is no 

sense-contact with the 'jar' which is the counterpositive or absentee or negatum 

(pratiyogi) of the negation. If an object has no contact with the sense, it cannot be an 

object of perception. Thus, there can be no perception of the counterpositive without 

jniinalak~Qa sannika~a~ the distinguishing character of the perception of negation. 
('J_ 

So, the Naiyayika accepts this as an instance of jnanalak~aQa. 

(3) Visuai perception of 'fragrance' in a piece of sandal wood (surabhi 

csndanam) : This type of the supernormal visual perception of the fragrant 

sandalwood has already been explained. 

(4) The knowledge of knowledge (anuvyavasaya): In the case of the 

"knowledge of knowledge" (anuvyavasaya) e.g." I know the pot' (ghatam aham jiinami 

or aham ghafajnanavan) we have no ordinary contact of knowledge with the sense 

organ. Here the mind is in contact with the knowledge through the relation of samyukta-
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samavaya i.e., conjoined inherence. But the mind has no ordinary contactwith the 

pot yet it has become an object of perception. Hence, the perception of that object in 

the case of this anuvyavasaya' should be explicated by jnanalaksana sannikarsa . . . 
(i.e. super normal connection through knowledge). 

• ~J 

An objection may be raised here : knowledge Unana) cannot be regarded as a 

sannikar~a or contact. A sannikar§a or contact implies the relation between the sense

organ and its object. As knowledge exists in the self, it cannot stay in between the 

sense-organ and the object. In response to this objection, the Naiyayika points that . . 

the word 'knowledge' means the relation of bei_ng the object of the memory-knowledge 

and this memory-knowledge inheres in the self which is in contact with the mind 

connected with the sense organ (sva-samjukta manaiJ- samyuktatamasamaveta

/iianavi~ayatvarupa-sambandha). 

That there is the knowledge of fragrance in a sandal wood is known through 
~- - . 

jnanalak~a'Ja is evidenced from the following fact. If an individual finds a sandal 

wood or comes to know a sandal wood for the first time in his life, he has no previous 

experience about the concomitant 'of being a sandal wood' (candanatva) and-'being 

fragrant' (saurabha). Due to the lack of previous experience he will surely gather 

the knowledge of sandal wood alone, but not its fragrance. In the initial experience of 

sandal wood there is the lack of the knowledge of fragrance due to the absence of its 
. ' 

previous knowledge. In other words, the knowledge of fragrance is not possible as 
,_J_ . . 

jnana does not work as a sannikarsa. When an individual comes to know that a . 
pi.e~ of sandal wood is fragrant', he will be in a position to know about the fragrance 

. . ~ 

·. · · as soon as he perceives a piece of sandal wood, because jnana which is very much 
,.... 

presenf acts as a sannikar~a. From this, it can easily be concluded that jnana serves 

as a sannikar~ in the case of cognitions as of the fragrance etc. 

In the case of 'knowledge of knowledge' (anuvyavasaya), "I know the pot' (a) 

the contact between the knowledge and the mind is normal and (b) the contact 

between the pot and the mind is supernormal (svasamyuktatmasamaveta

jnanavi~ayatvarilpa-sambandha'). So the perception of knowledge is normal and 
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. that of the pot is supernormal. In response to this objection the N~iyayikas advocate 

that an objecnelated to another object (svasambandhikapadartha) cannot be known 

as separated from the 'relatum' (sambandh1). So, in respect of the perception of non

existence e.g. 'There is no pot on the ground', the apprehension of the pot', the counter 

correlative of which qualifies the non-existence is not possible without a supernormal 

sense-contact like jnanalaksanasannikarsa. In like manner, in the case of a 'desire, . . ~ 

of an object related to another (svasambandhikapadartha, e.g. I desire a pen), the 

perception of the object of desire is not possible without jnanalaksana sannikarsa. . . . 

Prabhakara Mimamsakas do not accept jnanalaksana pratyaksa on the basis 
• <ll • , 

of recognition (pratyabhijnii). They advocate that the knowledge in the form. 'This is 

that' is not called 'recognition'. Two pieces of knowledge are there, such as, (a) one 

of the 'this'(this is a case of perception) and (b) the other of the 'that' (that is a case of 

memory-knowledge). These two cognitions are evolved from their concerned causes 

{a) the knowledge of the 'this' is caused by sense-contact and the memory-knowledge 

. of the 'that' is due to previous experience. Hence, there is no proper argument for 

accepting /iianalak~a'la or upanitabhana in this case.4 The Naiyayikas suppose 

that the above two distinct congnitions are one but not distincfas it {distinction) is 

not revealed. In response to this Prabhakaras point out that it is not the rule that 
. . 

there can be no normal perception of _a related object without having its object. The 

proper rule is that there cannot be normal perception of a related object if there is no 
. . 

knowledge of the relatum. Therefore, though the knowledge of the non-existence of 

a pot depends upon the knowledge of the pot, we cannot admit that the object of the 

~owledge of the non-existence of the pot would be that pot. As there is the memory

knowledge of the pot, there is no question of accepting pot as the object of the 

knowledege of the non-existence. 

Prabhakaras point out that knowledge is self-manifesting (svaprakasa) and. 

hence they do not admit apperception (anuvyavasaya) and therefore, there is no 

ground accepting jniinalak~a!Ja sannikar~a on the basis of anuvyavasaya. It has 
. rv 

been said above that it is the knowledge which serves as the jnanalak~al)a sannikar~a. 

If knowledge alone serves as /niina/ak~aQa sannikar~a. any person may attain 
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supernormal perception of any object with the help of any cognition. But this does not 
f'v 

happen. So mere knowledge is not sannikarsa. But when jnanalaksana pratyaksa is 
• ,1 4 , • 

occurred, the knowledge in a self which is connected with mind through sense 

organ is called the sannikar~a here. When we acquire the knowledge of fragrance in 

a piece of sandal wood with the help of our eyes, the memory.knowledge of fragrance 

inheres in our selves which are connected with our minds conjoined with our eyes 

and that knowledge exists in the fragrance through the relation of .contentness 

(vi~ayata). Such knowledge (i.e. this type of knowledge offragrance) inherent in self 

which is connected with mind which is again connected with eye is called 

jnanalak~af}a sannikar~a. 

Refutation of ttie perceptuality of'Surabhi candanam' as both visual and 

alfactory: 

If someone admit that both qualificand (vise~ya) and qualifier (vise~aQa) are 

the object of one single knowledge, we should present an example of knowledge in 

the form "fragrant sandal wood" to him because fragrance is no~ perceived through 

eyes and there is no po}wer of an olfactory organ to perceive a substance (dravya). 

Therefore, to perceive fragrance or sandal wood . with the aid of both the organs is 

· not possible because it is very essf:mtial to perceive both the substrata for the 

apprehension of their relations or contacts. An opponent says that the single cognition, 

"fragrant sandal wood" comes from any of the two organs-visual organ and oHactory 

organ. It is ·supported in the following way with an instance of an apperception, such 
.. 

as ,-"A jar which was seen earlier is remembered now" and so it is said "This is that 

ja~·. Here since the knowledge of the 'this' is due to sense-contact, so it is a present 

knowledge. As the perceptual knowledge of the 'that' is generated by sannikarsa,or 

previous experience, so. it is called past knowledge. In this direction some (the 

Prabhakara Mimamsakas) say that here two types of knowledge are there - one 

comes from visual organ (eye) and the other from olfactory organ (nose) and the 

objects of the cognitions are substance (dravya) and fragrance (saurava) respectively. 
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This type of support is not correct because knowledge is a composite whole , 

it has no part. If knowledge is connected with parts, it can be said that one part of it 

comes from visual organ(eye) and the other from olfactory organ (nose). So, if 

knowledge is partless, or it is produced from two sense-organs.and if both fragrance 

and object (i.e. sandalwood) are the object of it, it is to be admitted that the perception 

of fragrance also is possible by visual organ or the object (i.e. sandal wood) will be 

perceived by olfactory organ also. For, a thing which is perceived by a particular 

sense-organ is the object applicable to apprehend it (i.e. sense organ). Besides, we 

know that mind is atomic, so it cannot be connected with two sense-organs 

simultaneously.5 Therefore, practically, even without willing, we shall have to admit 

that at first we perceive the fragrance only by olfactory organ and we can know the 

sandal wood through the contact of eye with it afterwords. This rule is applied even · 

for the knowledge of qualificand ( vise9ya). From this, it can be inferred that though 

"fragrant sandalwood" is a perceptual knowledge, yet it is the knowledge related to 

its qualificanfl.or vise§ya as its object (vi~e~yavi~ayaka/nana). In like manner, the 

knowledge in the form 'two objects' also is related to its qualificand as its object 

because ·it is also the knowledge related to qualificand ( vise~yajnana) ~hough it is · 

perceptual. 

The phrase' being perceptual' (pratyak~atve sat1) has been included in order 

to exclude the inferential cognitions. If it is argued that the substratum of the 

knowledge of the qualificand is taken as the nature of substance, the knowledge of it 

would arise even if qualifier is not there. By virtue of being a cause the qualifier gives 

rise to the knowledge of qualificand. As it is absent . in this case, the knowledge of 

qualificand does not arise at all. It can :_}lot be said that the knowledge of the 

qualificand exists in the nature of an object, but 'it is called qualified. This phenomenon 

of qualified ness ( visi~{atii) remains in an object which is different from its own essence - . . 

as we find in the case of the knowledge of damji i.e. an individual having some stick. 

In this case, there is neither the knowledge of an individual nor the knowledge of the 

conjunction ofthe stick. But in this case an individual endowed with some extraneous 

character is referred to. 'Being endowed with the stick' ( danrJopasarjanatva) is the 

differentiating factor of him from others. For this reason a qulifier is always called a 
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differentiator (bhedaka). By virtue of being qualificand the stick attached with the 

individualdifferentiates this particular individual from others.This is the essential 

difference between· vi'e~aQa and and upalak~al)a. Th~ same function of differentiation 

is done by the Upalak9al)a also, but this is n~t due to the prior awareness of it. In the 

case of the knowledge of danrjf the knowledge of dancja is a pre-requisite. In the 

same way, in the case of jatabhistiipasam (a saint is known by his clotted hair), the 
• 

'clotted hair is the prerequisite of such awareness. In spite of this , this case is not 

same as the earlier one. Because, in this context, the clotted hair' (jata) is not 

embedded iri the word '!apasa' as we find in the case of 'dancjl in which the meaning 

of danda is inherent. As an individual with a stick is completely differentiated from 

another one without a stick an individual holding of stick is more, basic and the 

knowledge of 'stick' has become a pre-requisite. Hence, the knowledge in the form 
-

'Dandi purusah' is nothing but the result of the combination of two pieces of 
. • - tJ . 

knowledge- visesya and visesana.ln the same way, it canoe said that the knowledge 

in the form- Surabhi candanam (sandal wood is fragrant) is the result of perception 

as ii comes through vise~aQa-vise~yabhava. Though sandal wood ( candanam) is 

perceptually cognised, the fragrance, though not connected with our nose, comes to 

our awareness through the relation called visesana-visesyabhava. Hence, there is 
' . . 

no question of accepting the knowledge of fragrance as an inferential one, as 

advocated by the opponents. And thus, the opponents' view that the perception of 

fragrant sandalwood is due to both the sense-organs- visual {eye) and olfactory 
. / 

(nose) has been refuted by Sridhara.6 

'V 

What is the utility of accepting jnanalak9af}a as a sannikar!ja? In reply, it may 

be said that in the case of 'sandalwood is fragrant' (surabhi candanam), the visual 

perception is possible so far as the piece of sandal wood is concerned. After this, the 

phenomenon of fragrance is not capable of being known through the same visual 

sense-organ due to the absence of the eye with it. Though the fragrance is inhered 

with sandal wood which is again connected (conjoined) with sense organ, it cannot 

directly be apprehended through the visual organ due to the lack of sannikar~a with 

it. Hence, the knowledge of fragrance is not known through direction visual perception, 

·but through jnanalak~aQii7 
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It may be argued why the fragrance is not apprehended through samyukta

samavaya type of ordinary sannikar~a (laukikasannikarpa). For, this type of sannikar9a 

is enumerated as one_ of the six types as found in Nyaya. In reply, it may be said 

that when a jar is conjoined with the eye, the red-colour inhered in it is 

simultaneously perceived by the same sense-organ, there is no question of taking 

the help of memory. But in the present case th:::ough sandal wood is connected with 

the eye, the fragrance inhered in the sandal wood is not capable of being known 

simultaneously through the same sense organ due to the lack of the said sannikar~a. 

From this it follows that though the:ce is a character of samyukta-samavaya, it 

cannot be taken as a sannikar~a due to the above mentioned difficulty. 

If we do not admit this type of sannikar~a or contact, visual perception of 

fragrance in a piece of sandal wood, that of silver etc. relating to some other place 

at the time of error, mental perception of external vyavasaya (i.e. knowledge) in 

anuvayavasaya (apperception or knowledge of knowledge) will not be occurred, 

because there is no contact of eyes with fragrance or silver relating to some other 

place and external objects for the mental perception of these things.8 Here the contact 

ll)eans the hetu or link or cause of the said mental perception: Though there is a 

relation called conjoined inherence :between fragrance and-visual organ, it cannot 

be regarded as a sannikar~a (contact) ~hich is a cause (hetu) of a perception. Hence, 

we should admit jifanalaksana sannikarsa for the exposition of the perceptions 

mentioned above. So it is .sa.id : Surabh/candanamiti jnan~ sourabhasya bhanam 
. ~ 

katham syat ?9 

-Again_, if jnanalak~af]a sannikar~a is not admitted, how is the knowledge of 

fragrance in the perception like fragrant sandalwood possible ? Although the 

cognition of fragrance is attained by samanyalak~al)a, yet the perception of fragrance 

will be possible by /nanalak~fJB 10 In like manner, where a cloud of dust is known as 

smoke, the knowledge of the cloud of dust as smoke in anuvyavasaya (apperception 

Le. the knowledge of knowledge) arises through the /nanalak~arJa sannikar~a (the 

connection based on knowledge). 
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The theory of error propounded by the Naiyayikas is called anyathiikhyati

vada which is referred to by them for the substantiation of the /nanalaksana 

sannikar9a and for the refutation of the prabhakara view. According to them, two 

pieces of knowledge alone cannot cause volition (pravrtti) . So, in the case of 

recognition and error, if one particular piece of determinate knowledge is not accepted, 

there can be no volition for picking up the object lying before one, e.g., a conch-shell 

· (suktj) which is falsely perceived as a piece of silver (rajata). Thus for the justification 

of the volition for picking up the object in the present case, jnanalak~af}a sannikar~a 

must be admitted. There can be no volition without the knowledge of the 

conduciveness to desired object U9(asadhanataj{1ana) . Hence in the case of the 

illusory perception such as, 'This is silver', the inferential knowledge 'conduciveness 

to desired' as the following is to be accepted :This is a means to the attainment of my 

desired object on previous occasio~s. Such inferential knowledge is possible only 

for those who recognise anyathiikhyati . In the_ case of erronous knowledge, the 

persons who do not admit one particular piece of determinate knowledge and yet, 

recognise two pieces of knowledge experiential and previous have no of silverhood 

in the object perceived and there can be no such inferential knowledge of 
i·.¢~a.dh.o...7l.A.l:Ci. 
(i.e.,Conduciveness to what is desired). · . 

" 
According to pracTna (ancient) naiyayikas, determinate knowledge is the 

jnanalak9af}a sannikar~a but the Neo-Naiyayikas point out that either determinate 

or indeterminate knowledge may be regarded as the jnanalak9aQa sannikar9a. If 

indeterminate knowledge , the old Naiyayikas advocate, is regarded as the 

sannikarsa, then we shall have to admit the absurd position .of the validity of . 
indeterminate knowledge. But it is not possible. The cause of 'the perception of 

knowledge is the contact known as conjoined inherence with the mind' 

· (manal)samyuktasamavaya). This pontact is attended by the presence of all the 

conditions necessary for the manifestation of the object. But in the case of 

indeterminate knowledge there is no jnanalak~arya sannikar9a as the condition for 

the manifestation of the object, although there is the normal contact called conjoined,~

.inherence with the mind with that knowledge. Indeterminate knowledge being 

nisprakaraka (unqualified) in character cannot be regarded as a sannikar!fa. But the 
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question is : if any kind of knowledge ( determinate or indeterminate) is regarded as a 

sannikarsa, then indeterminate knowledge also becomes a sannikarsa. Therefore, it . . . 
makes us bound to admiUhe perception of indeterminate knowledge which is absurd. 

Those who believe that only saprakaraka /nana (determinate knowledge) is 
,..., ' 

jnanalaksana pratyaksa accept that the apperception of such knowledge is always . . . 
possible. If there is a knowledge without content i.e. nisprakaraka 

jnana,(indeterminate knowledge) the apperception of it is absurd in character. 

Therefore, the possibility of assuming it (i.e. nisprakaraka jnana) as an obstacle to 

the jnanalaksana pratyaksa is irrelevant. For this reason savikalpaka/nana (i.e. . . . . ' 

determinate knowledge) is essential for jnanalaktiBf]B pratyak?a which leads to the 

· law of parsimony (l§ghava). 11 

We know that memory-knowledge (smrti) is regarded as the jnanalak~aQa 
/ 

sannikar~a which is admitted by Raghunatha Siromani. But, according to him, 

'psychical trace' (sarhskara) also is to be regarded as the jnanalakf?BQB sannikar~a. _ 

It is not true that jnM1a/4k~aQa sannikar~a is always to be taken as a form of some 

knowledge but it can be said that jnanalak~aQa sannikar~a is ·something having 

some content (savi~ayaka). of its own. Desire(iccha), aversion (dve~a), volition (krti 

or prayatna) fa:ll under the perview of j[1analak~af}a sannikar~a because they have 

some content. 12 

Hence, there are two views on .the causality of }nanalak~f}a sannikar~a 

~upanaya}: (1) the causality in the form of knowledgehood ljnanatvarilpenakaraQata) 

and (ii) the causality in the form of something having its content. (savi~ayakatva

rupena karanata).According- to the first view knowledge alone is the upanaya 

(precondition}. (savi~ayakatva-rupena karaf}ata). According· to the second view, 

besides knowledge, desire, aversion, volition and psychical trace (samskara) are 

upanaya (precondition). In respect of the internal perception (manasapratyak~a) of 

'desire' in the form I desire a pot' (gha!amahamicchamJ) the requisite knowledge of 

the 'pot' related to desire is attained by upanaya'. 
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According to the second view, just after the desire of a pot the internal perception 

in the form 'I desire a pot' is done and in that internal perception 'the prior desire of the 

pot' is the 'upanaya' which causes the jniinalak§aQa pratyak~a (upanitabhana) ot 

the 'pot' which is related to the 'desire'. 

Harirama TarkavagTsa also, like Raghunatha Siromani, has regarded knowledge 

, desire, aversion, volition and psychical trace, all as upanaya/or precondition 

Unanalak~afJa sannikar~a). 

A fallacy of vari;:ibility (vyabhicarado§a) evolves from the recognition of two 

different kinds of causality for upanftabhana (/nanalak§aQa pratyak~a). Th~s fallacy 

may be removed by applying the character of following immediately 

(avyavahitottaratva) to the differentiatum of effectuality (karyatavacchedaka). 13 The 

causality of the reviver (udvodhakal of the trace (sainskara) is included in the 

causality just as the samanya (the generic attribute) of sainskara. (Samskaratva). 

Hence jnanalak~aQa pratyak~a is not possible because of unrevived psychical 

trace (anudbhuta samskara). 

The transcendental things (padarthas) like atom etc. may be the object of 

""' perception through jnanalak~af}a sannikar~a. 

Refutation of the Objection of the Vedantins : 

The Vedantins object to the Nyaya theory of jnanalaksana. They argue that . . . . 
I'J . 

the jniinalak~aQB. of the Naiyayikas is nothing but inference. According to the 

Nyaya theory, a man can perceive the fragrance of sandal wood by his sense of sight 

because he perceived previously the fragrance of it at another place. Here the 

Vedantins hold that a man's previous knowledge of fragrance makes him possible to 

infer the unperceived fragrance of sandalwood. Thus the perception of smoke as 

related to fire in all cases can be inferred from a particular case of perception of 

· smoke as related to fire. Therefore, there is no need of accepting the supernormal 

perception called /nanalak~aQa as propounded by the Naiyayikas. Dharmaraja 
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Adhvarindra14 opines thatjnanalak~al)a pratyak~a (acquired perception) consists of 

two acts of knowledge: perception and inference. perception in respect of that which 

is present before the sense, an'd inference in respect of that which was perceived in 

the past. In this way, Dharmaraj~ points out that the case 'The sandalwood is fragrant' 

is an example of two acts of knowledge: perception in respect of 'sandalwood', and 

inference in respect of'fragrance'. But the transition from the perception of sandalwood' 

to the inference 'This is fragrant' is so swift and sudden that we think as if we 'see 

fragrance'. 

.. 

Now we can justify whether the judgement, "I see a piece of fragrant 

sandalwood' is a case of perception as held by the Naiyayikas or a case of inference 

as urged by the Vedantins. The above judgement is an another instance of 

"complication" ~s held by the Western Philosophers, e.g., Ward, Stout -and Wundt. 

The said proposition is equivalent to·::_ "The sandalwood looks fragranf'. The 

other examples of complication is as, "Ice looks cold", ''The armour looks hard, smooth 

and cold" .. We may s~w that the jnanalak~af}a of the Naiyayikas is similar to the 

visual perception of distance since the eyes have no independent means of 

apprehending those relations of surfaces and lines which presuppose the third 

dimension. We can say that there can be a visual perc~ption of fragrance provided 

that there can be visual perception of distance, coldness, hardness etc. So, now we 

· shall have to discuss the justification of {a) of distance (b) of coldness, hardness, etc. 

and (c) of fragrance. 

In the first case, J.S.Mill opines that the perception of distance by the eye 

depends on the inference. Modern psychologists say that there is a perception of 

distance. With regard to the other cases, there is a difference of opinion among the 

philosophers both Indian and Western. According to theyedantins, all such cases 

are grounded o~ inference and the Naiyayikas are of the opinion that they are genuine 

perceptions. With regard~~ to the second group of cases, modern psychologists point 

out that they are one kind of perception for which they give the name of "complication" 

which diff~rs from the ordinary perceptions. The Naiyayikas declare for the third case 

that there is visual perception of fragrance. 
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But there is a distinction between perception and inference. perception is an 

immediate knowledge of objects or a knowledge of something which is not attained 

by any other knowledge. And inference is the indirect knowledge of something through 

the medium of some sign which is always related to it. There is an explication of 

some data in both the cases of perception and inference. A differentiation between a 

given and a suggested content is done in both the cases. In case of perception there 

is a synthesis of some sensuous elements and some non-sensuous presentations. 

These two elements are not kept distinct in the case of perception. Here, they become 

one whole. They may form parts of a complex object. The transition of consciousness 

from the one to the other is not possible here. We do not think of one independent of 

the other. The one immediately indicates the other and produces the knowledge of 

an object as one whole, of which they are the parts. Hence, in the cas-e of a person's 

visual perception of a rose, the sensory element e.g., its colour immediately suggests 

its other qualities, i.e , its touch and smell, and the sensed and the presented elements 

cause the perception of the rose. 

Inference gives us a knowledge of an object through the instrumentality of the 

knowledge of some· other object which is uniformly related to the first object. Here, 

the second object suggests the first one through the uniform relation with them. And· 

the suggestive object and the suggested object do not fuse into one whole as they do 

in case of perception. So, the distinction between the inference and the perception is 

as follows : perception is the integral immediate consciousness of an object. Inference 

is a multiple mediated consciousness of an object which may be expressed as this-

. therefor~hat . 

We cannot accept the Advaitin's view that to recognise jnanalak~af}a as a 

form of perception is to ignore the distinction between perception and inference. 

When we express such judgements, asl(.ice looks cold", "the sandal looks fragranf', 

there is no transition of thought from ice to coldness or from the sandal to its fragrance. 

We do not argue, "since ice, therefore cold" "since sandal, therefore fragrant''. 
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On the other hand, coldness or fragrance is a part of the presentation of the ice 

or the sandal. The above judgements may be expressed in another way as, "I see 

the cold ice" or the fragrant sandal", just as it is said, "we see the distant hill". When 

we infer fire from smoke, we have a transition of thought from smoke to fire as two 

distinct objects. Here we don't say, "I see the fiery smoke". Here we only think of the 

fire but it is not presented to us. Therefore, to admit /ianalak~a'}ii as a form of perception 

is not to obliterate the distinction between perception and inference. 

In case of the visual perception of a rose or a stone or a block of ice, some 

tactual qu~lity is present. But in case of visual perception of sandalwood, such 

presentation of fragrance is not there. Here it can be said that if the eye can present 

a tactual quality like softness or hardness or coldness (e.g. the judgements, 'the 

rose looks soft~'the stone looks hard' etc} which it is not fitted, by nature to perceive, 

it is not inherently impossible by the eye to perceive smell. So, we have to consider 

under what conditions ·perception takes place. After discovering these conditions, it 

will be found that, though· perception and inference are two fundamentally distinct 

ways of knowing, yet psychologically it is impossible to distinguish between them. 

In perception there is the union of certain sensuous elements with non

sensuous presentations into one whole. Here, the sensuous elements are the given 

and the non-sensuous elements are presented by the given. Generally, when there 

is either a natural or a habitual asociation between the sensuous and the non-. 

sensuous elements, perception takes place. Here one element immediately calls up 

the other and the two are fused into one whole of presentation of some object. 

'Natural association' means an association, in our minds, of one sense quality with 

such other sense qualities which are by nature, connected with it. Hence, we can say 

that this type of associations will be experienced by us very often and so it is rooted 

in our minds. We know that there are five senses and five respective sense qualities, 

e.g., smell, taste, colour, touch and sound. Remembering this sense qualities in the 

order quoted above, it can be said that there is a natural connection of that which 

preceds to those which succeed it, but not vice-versa. Hence, a smelling object 

possesses some taste, colour, touch and sound. But an object having sound like 
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space or air has no colour, taste and smell. Therefore, generally we can say that, to 

smell an object is to find and touch it. But to see or touch a thing is not to taste or 
( . . 

smell it. Thus, a smell or taste sensation generally reminds us the colour and touch 

of a thing. 

A 'habitual association', on the other hand, is the association in our minds of 

one sense quality with those which are not, by nature, connected with it. So, we 

experience it less frequently and in many cases, it is looser than a natural association .15 

If a habitual association between them is on~ formed in our minds, one sense quality 

immed.iately calls up others and all of them are mixed up into one whole and the 

perception of one object is presented. Hence, there is no connection between sound 

and touch because sound is in space but no touch. In the like manner, touch has no 

natural connection with colour because there is touch in the air but no colour. In the 

same way, colour has no natural relation to taste and smell. Hence, colour is found 

in light but no taste and smell. So, we find that an association of colour with smell is 

looser than that of smell with colour, with which it has natural connection. Although 

the mere smell of kerosene immediately suggests its colour, the latter by itself cannot 

possibly suggest the former. But a habitual association between them may be 

establ,ished in our minds by continuous experiences of their uniform connection with 

one another and one sense quality may present another that is not generally 

connected with it. In this way, the tactual and visual qualities of a bell are presented 

by the sound of it and the auditory preception of a bell is presented by us. In the .like 

manner, the sight of the bell presents its tactual and auditory qualities and a visual 

perception of it is possible by us. In this way, it seems our judgement, "I hear the bell", 

is presented in the another way as, "I see the bell". 

A natural and a habitual association (the two alternative conditions of 

perception) between its two elements are grasped by an individual through repeated 

experiences of the wordly objects. A natural association between them does not 

mean that it ·is congenital. Therefore, the association is made in the mind of every 

person from his or her birth.lf it were so, every child should have perceptions like any 

grown up man. A natural association has a basis in the constitution of things and it is 
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very often realised by the experiences of an individual. Hence, if both natural and 

habitual associations are formed by repeated experiences, two important results will 

· be found : (1) It follows that under the same objective conditions, the knowledge of 

the same object may be a matter of perception or inference for different individuals, 

according as there is or is not a natural or a habitual association as the basis of their 

knowledge, (2) It follows that, under the same objective conditions, the knowledge 

of the same object may at first be a matter of inference and subsequently of perception 

and vice versa, for one and the same individual. 

The knowledge of a rose which is seen is a perception for the person in whom 

the continuous exPeriences of roses have produced a natural or a habitual association 

between its colour and touch and smell. Under the same external conditions, the 

knowledge of the said rose will be an inference for another person. Here, for want of 

repeated experiences, the colour of the rose does not immediately remember its 

touch and smell but indicates . them as distinct ideas or images on the ground of its 

similarity to the colour of roses. For example, we may refe~ to the difference between 

our knowledge of a new type of rose and that of the gardener by whom it is presented 

to us. An aged man who is familiar with armour may look it hard, smooth and cold. A 

baby may just imagine it to have these or other different qualities,· e.~ .• tactual 

qualities. 

The fragrance of sandalwood may be directly known from its visual organ by 

those who are closely familiar with it but for others its visual appearance may only 

be a sign from which its fragrance is inferred. If I go to a foreign country I can infer 

the distance and size of an object from its visual appearance. But a native of the 

country who is familiar with the environment nasa perception of these from the same' 

position, which is essentially visual. Anyway, if I stay there for some months and 

become familiar with the environment, I may have a visual perception of the same 

· facts under the same objective conditions. 

The above discussion leads us to conclude that there is no absolute line of 

demarcation which can be drawn between perception and inference. Sometimes the 
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knowledge of an object may be a perceptual one and it may be an inferential to 

another individual at other time i.e., we cannot say that under the same objective 

conditions the knowledge of an object must always be a perceptual for every 

individual and that it can never be otherWise. we·cannot also say that such knowledge 

must always be an inferential for all individuals and that it can never be a perception. 

Therefore, we should conclude that it may be either, for different individuals, or for 

the same individual at different stages of his or her life, according to his or her or 

their mental equipment. 

The answers which have been given to the two questions quoted above are 

justified because under certain conditions it is possible that there may be a 

presentation of fragrance through the visual sense-organ. If these conditions are 

fulfilled, we can attain an immediate knowledge of fragrance through the visual 

organ i.e. the eye. Therefore, the Vedantins must admit that there can be a visual 

perception of fragrance, because they say that perception is an immediate knowledge 

of fragrance and it is not a knowledge achieved by sense stimulation: Thus, it is 

admitted that there can be a visual perception of fragrance and some western 

psychologists also believe that there is a visual perception of hardness, coldness, 

softness etc. However, as, such perceptions are presented by sense-organs and as 

these sense organs cannot perceive their objects, we should call them supernormal 

and place them in a separate class called jnanalaksana pratyaksa. . . . 
Some Problems Concerning Jnanalak~al)a Pratyasatti for Explaining 

the Perception of Negation : 

As we .have already found, Harirama has taken the aid of sup~rnormal . 

connection in case of perception of negation (abhava). All Naiyayikas admit that 

negation is invariably linked to a negatum (pratiyogin). Whenever a negation is known 

and explicated, it is determined by a negatum. So, when negation of a jar on the 

ground is perceived by us, the negatum, i.e., the jar is also perceived. That is to say, 

the content of perception is 'negation with negatum as an adjunct to it'. 
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Now, if we examine the situation, it will be seen that there are difficulties in its 

path. Because, in the absence of the negatum, the contact between it and the visual 

organ cannot be established. Hence, the Naiyayika proposes that the negatum is 

presented to the sense through memory--knowledge and so, the contact between the 

negatum and the visual organ is said to be supernormal. 

We should notice here that when the Naiyayika says that the negatum appears 

as an adjunct to negation, the relation that subsists between the two is, in his opinion, 
. . 

one of pr-ir.Jtiyogita only and not one of physical contact which determines the relata 

as a container and its contained (adhiira-iidheya-bhiiva). That is to say, in the case 

of negation. of a jar, for example, the negation includes all jars past, present and 

future. But, none of the three categories, of jar are physically present when negation 

is felt. Hence the Naiyayika admits that the relation between negation and its negatum 

is one of pratiyogita only and not of iidharadheyabhiiva (relation between substratatum 

and superstratum). 

The serious analysis of~ this view point" of the Naiyayika will show that the 

argument in favour. of asserting supernormal contact named /ianalaksana is not 

convincing. The Naiyayika accepts that the relation between the two, e.g., negation 

and its negatum, is not to be taken as adharadheyabhava Le. relation existing 

between substratum and superstratum and yet he points out that the negation will 

reveal as an adjunct to its negation in the perception of the latter. The position is . 

anomalous and does not stand the test of criticism. If we say that the negatum and 

its negation are not related as adhara and adheya, the implication is that they are . 

dissociated from each other and in that case one cannot be described as an adjunct 

to the other. Further, in view of the. fact that negation and its negatum cannot co

exist, it cannot be ascertained how the former will be perceived as an adjunct to the 

latter. It is, therefore, not realised, how from the Naiyayi.ka point of view the negatum 

would be presented through supernormal contact. 

e..•<YYn. m._e.-
lt is for this reason that our present,rtator, i.e., Gadadhara Bhattacarya does· 

not agree with Harirama when he requisitions the office of jnanalak~a'}a pratyiisatti 
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for explaining perception of negation. Rather, he thinks that the instance under review 

may be explained satisfactorily without the aid of ~my supernormal contact. He opines 

that negation is characterised by two properties, viz., absencehood (abhavatva) and 

·counter positiveness (pratiyogitva). The abhiivatva has been described by the 

Naiyayika as anuyogitva. It is, therefore, quite understandable that in all cases of the 

knowledge of negation both these characters of negation viz., 

subjunctness(anuyogitva) and counterpositiveness(pratiyogitva) will be 

comprehended. Now, it is pratiyogitva which is explained by the appellation of the 

negatum and whenever we perceive a negation, we always comprehend and express 

it through the medium of the appellation of its negatum. It is .not a fact that the 

negatum is presented in any way as an adjunct to negation in the case of its perception. 

It is, therefore, concluded that there is no valid ground for recognising jf1analak~al]a . 

pratyasatti in the case of perception of negation. 

Next, we proceed to review the case of introspection for which also Harirama 

has sought the aid of jniinalak~af}a - pratyasatti. According to the Naiyayika, 

introspection is the perception of knowledge which is not caused by external organ 

but happens to be -purely a mental process. As the mind is the instrument of the 

knowledge which is comprehended in introspection,· it cannot be the organ for 

revealing the content of the knowledge for which an external sense organ only 

operates. But, a question arises. The visual perception of a jar, for instance, is 

comprehended in a subsequent introspection. Here the jar enters into the content 

of introspection as an adjunct to the visual perception . So far as the Visual perception 

is concerned, it is comprehended by the mind. That is to say, the mind is the instrument 

... for the visual perception. But how can the content of the visual perception, namely, 

· the jar~ be comprehended by the mind ? T~e difficulty is that the jar is not amenable 
--

to the mind which is, after all, an internal sense-organ. Harirama thinks that the time 

of introspection by the mind it is the visual perception that will officiate as the contact 

between its own content, viz., the jar and the mind and certainly such conta·ct cannot 

but be super normal. 
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We beg to submit that it is not necessary to requisition the office of supernormal 

contact in the case as described above. Like pratiyogitva as in the case of negation, 

visayataalso does not determine two relata as a container and its contained and as . . 

such, the content of visual perception in the case cited above cannot appear as an 

adjunct to the visual perception itself when it is comprehended in a subsequent 

introspection. Further, vi§ayata relates. knowledge to objects which are not merely 

prE3sent, but past and future also. And, as such it is not possible to have the content 

of the visual perception as an adjunct to the content of introspection. 

The commentator of the book Jnanalaksana-. . 

Vicararahasyam solves the difficulty in the following way : 

Vi~ayata like jflanatva is a property of knowledge and as such, the mind can 

rightly be described as the organ that comprehends it. It is, therefore, quite in the 

fitness of things to suggest that the content of visual perception is comprehended by 

the mind. As ":'e have explained in the case of negation, vi~ayata is invariably 

understood and communicated through the appellation of the vi~ayata._ Thus, we 

conclude by saying that so far as introspection is concerned we need not seek the 

aid of any supernormal contact. 

- rv- A · 
NAVYA-NAIYAYIKA VIEW ON JNANALAKSNA PRATYAKSA : 

. •A • 

Garigesa and his followers, Le., the Navya-Naiyayikas think that when we see 

a piece of sandal-wood and feel that it is fragrant, we have not an internal perception 
- ' 

of fragrant sandal through the manas, as Jayanta Bha~fi thinks. But we have a distinctly 

visual perception of the fragrant sandal. But the question is,: H<?w can we have a 

visual perception of the fragrant sandal, because fragrance can never be an object 

of visual perception.? In response to this, Garigesa says that the visual perception of 

fragrant sandal is not a normal perception (laukika pratyak~a) due to an ordinary 

contact (laukika sannikar~a), but that it is a supernormal perception because of a 

supernormal contact·(alaukika sannikar~a). There cannot be a normal contact of the 
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visual organ with the fragrance of the sandal, since smell is not an object of visual 

perception. But the fragrance of the san·dal revived in memory by association produces 

a supernormal contact called jnanalak~arya-sannikar~a. and through it constitutes 

the visual perception of the fragrant sandal. In this case, though there is normal contact 

of the visual organ with the sandal and hence, there is a direct visual perception of 

the sandal there is a supernormal contact through the idea of fragrance revived in 

m~mory by association, and in this way, there arises a visual perception of the fragrant 

sandal. Therefore, the Navya-Naiyayikas differ from Jayanta BhaW:t, who holds that 

though ttie sandal is perceived by the visual organ, the fragrant sandal is not perceived 

by it but by the manas, when. there is a visual perception of the sandal with a 

recollection of its fragrance perceived by the olfactory organ in the past. 16 

According to Vardhamana, there is a difference between the visual perception 

of fragrant sandal and the olfactory perception of the fragrance of sandal. Sometimes 

we see a piece of sandal and at once perceive that it is- fragrant. And sometimes we 

smell an odour and at once perceive that it is the fragrance of sandal. The former 

perception is produced by the visual organ in cooperation with the recollection of 

fragrance- perceived by the olfactory organ on a previous occasion. And the latter 

perception is produced by the olfactory organ in cooperation with the recollection of 

sandal perceived by the visual organ in the past.17 

According to both the earlier and later Naiyayikas, the perception of fragrant 

sandal is a single unitary presentation, it is not a compound of presentative and 

representative elements but a presentation qualified by a representative process 

which is its immediate antecedent. The Naiyayika does not admit a mixed mode of 

·oo_nsciousness, which_is admitted by the A9vaita Vedanta. The Naiyayika holds that 

th~Je';'is no simultaneity of psychoses owing to the atomic nature of the manas. 

f==urther, he adds that there cannot be an intermixture of two heterogenous psychoses, 

··,for' example, a presentative process and a representative proc~ss. This has been 

clearly avered by Udayana. 18 
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JniinalakfBI]a Pratyakiia (Acquired Percepti~n) in Jaina 
Philosophy : 

According to Jaina Philosophy, the visual perception of fragrant sandalwood 

is a case of /nanalak~afJa pratyak~a or acquired perception. The visual· organ alone, 

i.e., eye cannot perceive the fragrant sandal, since fragrance cannot be apprehended · 

by the visual organ. Even in cooperation with the recollection of fragrance, the visual 

organ cannot produce this perception, because, in that case, odour will be· 

apprehended by the eye, which is not possible. One cannot perceive smell with the 

aid of visual sense. Therefore, we cannot perceive the fragrant sandal aided by the 

visual organ alone and it is not possible by the cooperation with the recollection of 

odour also. 19 We are apprehended by the fragrant sandal after the operation of 

fragrance. From this it cannot be said that it is a simple pychosis of the nature of 

visual perception produced by the visual sense. In fact, it is a complex psychosis of 

presentative and representative proces-s mixed up togehter. Here, it is a mixed form 

of consciousness made up of presentative and representative elements mechanically 

associated with each other. Ari integrative association of two coordinate and co

existent elements are found and ttie visual percept of the sandal and the idea of 

fragrance freely reproduced in memory. The apprehension of fragrant sandal is simply 

a sum of two distinct psychic entities, the present visual sensation of the sandal and 

an image of its fragrance reproduced from past experience by association and 

integrated together into a eomplex psychosis. Not only that; it involves a judgement 

and ~n inference. Though the sandal is perceived by the ·visual organ, and the 

fragrance is reproduced .in memory by the law of association, the apprehension of 

the sandal as qualified by fragrance, or fragrant sandal, involves a process of 

judgement and inference. In this way, the.Taina thinks that there is a free association . 

of ideas, judgement, and inference in the acquired perception of fragrant sandal. 

Jnanalak~aqa pratyak~a or an acquired perception is rather an act of inference .than 

perception, though it depends on both perception and recollection. 20 There is a 

similarity between this account of an acquired perception and the account of the 

associationist psycology of the west. 
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6. Ye tu vise~ar;~ise~yayorekajnanalambanatvamahu~. te~am surabhi candana

mityatra ka va~a? Nahi cak~urgandhavi~ayam na ca ghraaam dravyamadatte. 

Ata eva na tabhyam sambandhagrahaQam, ubhayasamvandhigrahanadhl-

natvatsamvandhagrahanasya. Yatha samskarendriyajanyam pratyabhijna-

pratyaksam ubhayakaranasam arthyatpu rvaparakalavisayam, evam . ~ "' 

cak~urghraQabhyam sambhuya janyamanamidam karaQadvaya-. 

samarthyadubhayavi~ayam syadityeke samarthayanti. 

Tadapi na ~adhfya~. nirbhagatvat. Yadi Jnanarh sabhagam syattada 

kascidasyamso ghra~ena janyate kasciccak~u~etyupapadyate vyavastha, 

kintvidamekamakhandamubhabhyam janitam yadi gandham dravyam 
' .. 

C~Q~r)hati, tada gandhdpi cak~U~O dravxamapi ghral)agamyam prasaktam, 

tajjanitaf1anavisayatvalaksc:;atvattadindriya----. grahyatayah. Na 
-. '(\" -- . . 

ca~utvanmanaso yugapadubhayendriyadh~!hanasambhavat) • . Tasmad 

ghniQena gandhe grhite. pascattadgrahaQascC.hakariQa cak~u9a 
kevalaVise~yalamvanamevedarh vise~yajnanam janyata 

ityakamenapyabhyupagantavyam. Tatha ca satyanye~amapi vise~yajna 
na ~amayam n.yaya upatisthate. Vivaaa dhyasitarh visesy~j~anam ..._, ' . . . ........ .. 
kevalavise~yalamvanam pratyak~atve sati vise~yajnanatvat 

surabhi candanamiti jnanavat. Pratyak~a,tve satiti laiflgikajnanavyavaeche

dartham. Nanu yadi dravyasvarapamatrameva visesyajnanasyalamvanam, 
. . . 

. · asatyapi vise~aoe tatha pratyayaf:l sy~t. Atha vise~ar:!asya janakatvannya 

tadabhave vise~yajnanodaya~. tathapi dravyarupapratyayadasya na vise9a~, 
vi9ayaviSe~amantareQa jnanasya vise~antarabhavat, na, amibhyupagamat 

Na vise~yajnanasya dravyasvarupam~tramalamvanam vrumaJ:t, kintu visi~tam. 
Visi~~ata ca svarupatirekir~yeva, ya da~c;jlti jnane pratibhasate. Na khalu tatra 

puru~amatrasya pratliirnapi da~qasamyogitamatrasya. Tatha ca da!Jqlti 

pratTtavitaravilak~al)a eva puru9a~ samvedyate. Vailak~al)yam casya 

dandopasarjanatvameva. Ata eva visesanarh vyavacchedakamiti gTyate. Dando . . . . . 
hi svopasarjanatapratipattim puruse kurvan purusamitarasamad vyavacchinatti. 

. . . 
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Ayameva casyopalaksanadvisesah. Upalaksanamapi vyavaechirl-:iatti na tu .. .. . . . . . '--' 

svopasarjanatapratitihetuh. Nahi yatha dand~i dandopasarjanata puruse pratTyate . . . .. . . .. 
tatha jatabhistapasa iti tapase jatopasarjanata, dandopasarjanata purusasya 

• .. I I t 

pradhanyam varthakriyayamupabhogatisaya'natisayapek~aya. Nanvevam 

tarhyapeksiko'yam visesanavisesyabhavo' na vastavah, kirh na drsto bhavadbhih . . - . ~ . .. . .. 
kartrkaranadivyavahara apeksiko vastavasceti krtam vistarena 

' ,J I . • I 

samgrahatTkayam. Nyayakandalf I Prasastapadabha~ya with commentary 
- - , 

Nyayakandali of Sridhara, Ed. Kshetresachandra Chattopadhyaya, 

Ganganatha Jha Grantham ala, vol.l, Varanasi, 1963, pp. 276-279. 

. - - - _ .. / . 
7. Candanakhanqasya cak~u~apratyak~e jayamane'pi saurabhamse cak~u~-

sannikarsabhavat caksusamyukta samavayasya saurabhe sannikarsatva . . . 
sambhavat tatra saurabhabhanam ha syadityarthah - Muktavaiisaingraha on 

Siddhantamuktavali under Verse No. 65. 

8. SiddhantamiJktavaiT on Verse No. 65, See Bhasaparicchedaly: Sri Pan~nan 
Bhattacharyya, Sanskrit Pustak Bhandar; Calcutta, 1377 (Bengali), p. 308. 

,...., 
9. Surabhi candanamiti jilane saurabhasya bhanam kathain syat- Ibid. 

10. Yadyapi samanya-laksanayapi Saurabhasya bhanaril sambhava1i, tathapi . .. 
-· saurabtiatvasya bhanarh fnanalak~a~aya - Ibid., fl. 309 .. 

11.Saprakaraka jnanopanayakatamate ca sarvatra manasafnanabhanasambhavena 
,..., - -

jnanadyavisayaka manasasyaprasiddhya tatsthaliya samagriprati-. . ' 

. vandhakatvakalpanena laghavam. 

Hariramatarkavagis'a: Jnanalak!ianavicararahasyam, Ed. Gopikamohan 

Bhattacharyya, Sanskrit College, Calcutta, 1958, p. 99. 

,v -

12. Ye tu tattadigocarasamskaradapi pratyabhijnadikarii svikurvate te 

sarhskarasadhara~yanurodhena jnanatvamanantarbhavya tadvi~ayata:s'alitve
naiva tadupanayakata ityahut) • Ibid, pp. 48-49. 
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13. Uktalaghavena samskaratvena samskarasyapyupanaya-katasiddhau 

tajjanyopanTtabhane vyavicaravaranayavyava--::hitottaratvanivesasyavasya-. 
.. • ""--J 

katvat- Ibid, pp.1 06-107 ~ 

14. Surabhi candanamityadi- jnanamapi candanarhse aparok~am. Saurabhamse 

parok~am, saurabhasya cak~urindriyayogyataya yogyatva gha!itasya nirukta

laksanasyabhavat. Dharmaraja Adtarindra - Vedanta Paribhasa, Ed. Panchanan 
• • 1\ •· ~ 

Bhattacharyya, Chapter-1, (Pratyak~a Pariecheda), Sanskrit Pustak 

Bhandar, Calcutta, pp.42-43. 

15. Stout : A Manual of Psycholog~ pp. 102-103. And Bosanquet : The Essentials 

of Logic, p.31. 

16. SiddhantamuktavaiT(Visvanatha) Javajis Edition, Bombay, 1916, pp. 283-284. 

Dinakari (Oinakara Bhatta) on SiddhantamuktavaiT, Bombay, 1916, pp. 283-.. 
284. 

Ta.rkamrta (Jagadisa), Jivananda's:edition, Calcutta, 1921, Chapter IV, p. 14. 

17~ Nyayakusumanjaliprakasa (Vardhamana) on Nyayakusumanjali, Benares, 1912, 

p.105. 

18. Nyayakusumanjali (Udayana), Benares, 1912, p.1 04. 

19. Na hi parimalamaranasavyapeksam locanam surabhi candanamiti .. . " ,., , 
pratyayam utpadayati .......... gandhasyapi locanajnanavi~ayatvaprasangat. 

· Prameyakamalamartar:qa {Prabhacandra}, Javaji•s Edition, Bombay, 1912, p.1so 

and p. 143. 

20. Gandhasmara~asahakarilocanavyaparanantaram surabhi candanamiti 

pratyayapratTteh tanna pratyaksenasau pratiyate. Ibid, p.150. . ' ~ 



CHAPTER -IV 

THE CONCEPT OFVOGAJA PRATVAKSA 
• 

Nature of Yogaja Pratyak~a : 

The word 'Yogaja' comes from the- word 'Yoga'. So, at the outset we should 

concentrate on the meaning of the word' Yoga'. The word' Yoga' literally means 'union'. 

It is a spiritual union of the individual self with the universal one and is used in this 

sense particularly in the Vedanta. The Gita defines Yoga as that state from which 

there is nothing higher or worth realizing. It indicates a place in which a person is 

- never shaken even ·by the greatest pain. PatanjaJi points out that Yoga does not 

mean union but spiritual effort to attain perfection through the control of the body, 

senses and mind. And Yoga is defined as the cessation of the modifications of citta 
I 

(Yogascittav(ttinirodhaiJ)1. One who follows the prescribed method of Yoga is 

generally called a Yogin. 

The view of Yogaja Pratyak~a is mentioned in Gautama's Nyaya Sutra (3.2.43) 

and this theory is elaborated byVatsyayana 2 and Uddyotakara.3 ln the Nyaya_Sutra, 
. - - . . 

Gautama indicates Atman as Jnanavan (the self as a knower). According to 

~aiyayikas, the supernormal perception of an individual i.e. a yogin is also as real 

as any other perc~ption . They call such a perception as supernormal one for, such 

perceptions are beyond the range of the normal perception~ It cannot be said that 

such a perception does not exist and hence unreal on the ground that such a 

perception is above the accessibility of any ordinary person. The Naiyayikas treat 

the descripti()n of _a yogic perception to be true and try to give an independent

interpretation of such perception. 

Bhasarvajna (a Naiyayika) calls Yogaja Pratyak~a as Yogic phenomenon.4 1t 

is a direct perception of objects which are far away in space and time or of objects 

which are imperceptible( e.g. paramal)u etc.) 
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It is stated that a Yogin can attain, through yogic practice of concentration 
V"' 

known as samprajnatayoga indescribable supernormal state or quality and with the 

incomprehensively powerful mind assisted by that supernormal quality tle can have 

a supernormal perception of his own self, the selves of others and all the other things 

past, present, future. and distant. That is to say, they can perceive the subtlest objects, 

the four kinds of atoms, the minds of others, air, space, time, either their attributes, 

Karma(action), samanya (universal), vi~e!ja (particularity), samavaya (inherence), 

heaviness, elasticity etc., volition, indeterminate perception, psychical traces, dharma, 

adharma and all other things. Jayanta Bhatt.a describes yogic perception as the 

perception of subtle, hidden, remote, past and future objects and considers it to be 

the highest excellence of human perception.5 And he rejoins that the yogins perceive 

all objects in all places through a single cognition simultaneously.6 Here the 

supernormal state or quality of the mind acts as the super-normal sense- objeqt contact 

(alaukika sannikarsa). This type of sense object contact is called Yogaja $Bnnikarsa . . 
and the perception caused by this sannikar~a is called Yogaja Pratyak~a.7 

I - -
Visvanatha {a famous Naiyayika) points out that there are two kinds of yogins: 

Yukta{ conjoined) and Yunjana( occasionally conjoined). 8 So Yogaja Pratyak~a is also 

of two kinds: Yukta Pratyak~ and Yunjana Pratyak~a.9 A Yuktayogin is one who has 

attained spiritual perfection and such intuitive knowledge of all objects is constant 

and spontaneous to him. The perception of a Yuktayogin is called Yukta Pratyak~a. 

The yogins acquire the power of perceiving all objects with their pure minds free 

from all taints and become one-pointed by constant concentration.9a 

A yu"fi]ana yogin is the man who is on the way to perfection and so he requires 

the he.lp of concentration for occasional intuitive knowledge ofthings. That is to say, 

here a yogin requires dhyana, dharana etc. as additional subsidiary factors· for the 

supernormal perception. 10
• The perception of a Yuif)ana yogin is called Yunjana 

Pratyak¥J. The Yufi]nana type of a Yogin who has occasional flash regarding an 

object existing in past,· present and future and regarding all imperceptible objects 

like space, atom etc. The Yogin is endowed with a mind having two types of properties 

-a particular method of thinking (cintiivi!e~afJ) and a power generated through the 
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practice of yoga (yogabhyasajanitaf}). Both the methods are accessory to the 

_ attainment of transcendental. perception. 11 

The power of the sense-organs of the ordinary man like us is limited .. The 

Naiyayikas hold that there_can be natural or inborn variation in the capacity of sense

organs. For example, the cat can perceive in darkness also and the vultures can see 
. . . 

an object from a very far distance from the sky. And Sampati, the king of vultures sa·w 

the daughter-in-law of Dasaratha {Sita) from a distance of a hundred yojanas. 12 But 

human eye cannot see after a certain distance. The superior quality of perception · 

varies in degrees like the superior quality of the colour 'white, etc. A section of men . . 
attains the. highest degree of perception if they develop in quality of the same. Those 

whose perception reaches the highest degree of perception are called sages. So we 

cannot deny the possibility of higher degree of functioning of the sense-organs of a 

living being. The most excellent perfection of perception is constituted by the 

apprehension of subtle, remote past and future objects. 13 

But the Mimamsakas like Kumarila etc. state that a. man, possessed of superior 

power of vision perceives only visible objects. But nobody comes across such 

superiority of sense-perception apprehending the transcendental objects. 

This type of criticism is not fair. It is true that though dharma is transcendental 

to normal sight, yet it is perceived by the sages or seers. We have seen above that 

though a very distant object and an object coverecj by darkness, are beyond the reach 

of our normal ~yes, yetthey are perceived by Sampati and a cat respectively. 14 

In response to this sort of reply Kum:arila may-say that if a sage perceives a 
' 

transcendental object then he should also perceive smell, taste etc. with his eyes. If 

someone imagines that an omniscient sage grasps every object of the universe by 

means of a single source of knowledge then he should admit that the sage perceives, 

taste, smell etc. with his visual organs. Kumarila's objection is not based on facts. 

The other sense-organs of the sage. have super-excellent powers like the eyes. So, 
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the peculiar hypothesis that a sage perceives taste, etc. with eyes is not to be 

conjectured. The Mimamsakas may point out that the Naiyayikas should not imagine 

that a sage perceives dharma with his eyes. In response to tfJis the Naiyayika says 

that dharma is not invisible like taste, etc. The argument of the Mimamsaka is based 

upon the misrepresentation of the above sentence. And it is known that taste and 

similar qualities other than co·lour are always imperceptible. 

The Naiyayika reacts on the Kumarila's arguments and contents that the latter 

cannot sayfrom his experience that a sage though possessed of super-eyes, perceive 

dharma. For, dharma and the excellent power of the eyes of a sage are imperceptible 

to him. So, Kumarila should not point out that dharma is not an object which is capable 

of being perceived with eyes. 

The knowledge of eternal dharma is only derived from the vedic injunction 

such as 'should sacrifice'yajeta etc. Dharma is the eternal fulfilment of duty. It has no 

limitation in past, present and future. It will be rash for us to think that dharma is 

perceived with our mortal eyes. But it is not at all difficult for the omniscient sages to 

perceive it. 15 

A sage intuits dharma with his internal organ through the practice of constant 

meditation on it. Likewise, a Jove-sick man beholds his beloved lady with the help of 

meditation alone.16 

The justification of such intuition is that the internal organ is competent to 

comprehend alfobjects without an exception and there is no such thing in the universe 

which disturbs its p~netration. There is a lot :of examples to show that persons, have 

clear and vivid vision of objects which are beyond the reach of our sense-organs. 

Such visual perception is possible only through the constant practice of meditation. 

We find that persons, affected by lust, or excessive grief, disease. insanity, a 

dream of thieves etc. possess clear,· distinct, vivid vision of imaginary objects as if 
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they are in front of them. 

Intuitive knowledge ( Pratibhajnana) 

When we repeatedly concentrate upon an object, each act of concentration 

leaves an impression behind it. These impressions accumulate on our self. They 

constitute the permanent (stable) basis of our knowledge. They generate the highest 

form of knowledge provided they are arranged in a perfect order. 16
·
1 

We can take an instance which shows the aquisition of proficiency in learning. 

A young student follows a prescribed course of discipline such as the strict observation 

of the vow of celibacy, the regular revision of the old subject matter learnt by him, etc. 

He acquires permanent impressions thereby. They become stable as they are and 

they help him to recall the matters read by him in memory with perfect facility. 

Or, we know that gold acquires matchless beauty if it is slowly purified in a 

closed vessel. In like manner, the inner organ of a sage is capable of perceiving all 

knowable objects by the constant practice of meditation.16·2 

On the contrary, the inner organ of worldly men like ourselves is covered by 

the veil of passions and so we do not acquire the highest stage of knowledge, that is, 

omniscience. Any object is directly apprehended by the pure inner organ of the 

sages. The reason of this direct awareness lies in the fact that all the impurities of 

their mind are consumed by the daily practice of meditation. When the sages consume 

all the inner drosses and acquire high proficiency in the art of concentration by the 

constant practice of meditatioin, they attain the property of being omniscient.16
·
3 

. 

Future events are foreseen sometimes by us. An illustration of the true 

judgement of foresight is that my brother will come tomorrow. This type of foresight is 

called as Pratibha Pramarya. This kind of valid knowledge is not halucinatory. It is 

not a doubt. It is not even negated by its contradictory judgement. Its source is not a 
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defective sense organ. Tffus, it s'fiotitd be treated as a piece of valid knowledge. 16·4 

Pratibha PramatJa is one kind of Extra-Sensory_ perception. Its validity is 

doubted by the critics as it , according to them, is purely accidental and a possible 

event. In this connection, it is said .that the knowledge in the form 'My brother will 

come tomorrow' is certain, though the object is totally accidental or unexpected. 16
·
5 

This kind of valid knowledge (i.e. pratibha-jnana) is direct but not indirect. It 

may be objected that it cannot be direct since it is non-sensous. This type of objection 

does not stand because the inner organ determines it. But, if the inner organ would 

independently gra~p external objects, there would be no blind person in this world. 

The answer to this objection is that the external object which has been perceived 

with eyes is only intuited by the inner organ. Thus, the objection that there would be 

no blind person does not occur. 

According to ·the critics, the direct awareness of a sage is· not a perceptual 

orie because it is not determined by a definite set of conditions like the normal 

perception. In response to this charge it is said that the transce.ndental knowledge 

of a sage is always perceptual. If it is not direct it is no~ the knowledge of a sage. 

Some opine that the knowledge of a· sage is exactly the same derived from the 

scriptures. This implies that it cannot be direct. 

Here another objection is that foresight is non-perceptual for perception refers 

only tQ a.pre~ent object. Kumarila points out that an object which is present and 

c6mes in contact with our sense-organ is only perceived. Besides, perception differs 

from transcendental peception in the point that it apprehends a. present object. Such . 

an objection is not tenable. The objectors themselves have said in another place that 

an object with its future property is grasped. At the time of perceiving silver it is also 

perceived that it will last long. Thus, it is also established that the perception that my 

brother will come tomorrow presents a futur~. object. Here the perception of an ordinary 

man refers to a future object; hence, the superormal perception of a sage refers to 
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future dharma. 

Therefore, the argument against omniscience offered by Kumarila is refuted. 

Now, the question is : Is omniscience constituted by a single act of 

transcendental perception or by many acts of transcendental perception ? The first 

alternative is not possible since the incompatible objects like heat and cold are never 

present in a single act of consciousness. All the objects of the world are not also 

known by many acts of consciousness. These acts of consciousness cannot 

simultaneously arise because the internal organ, the ~nstrument of consciousness is 

so small that it cannot simultaneously produce many acts of consciousness. If it 

produces them one after another, it will not-be able to generate the direct awareness 

of all objects of the three worlds. How is such omniscience justifiable?- In response 

to the objection it is argued that the sages will simultaneously perceive all the object~ 

all over the world by a single act of perception. The argument against the copresence 
" 

of the incompatible objects in one act of perception has no binding force since we 

may mention instances which show that we simultaneously feel heat and cold on 

some occasions. In winter a person who has descended the icy cold water of a lake 

up to his navel with the upper part of his body exposed to the very hot rays of the sun 

in a midday of the summer simultaneously feels heat and cold. 

If the sages are pioneer" to know the true nature of dharma from the Vedas 

then the well-established proposition that Vedas are the only source of dharma is 

never contradicted. It is the final argument of the objector, e.g. the Mimamasaka. A 

reply to the above objection is ·given below.: Th~re is a tr-uth in the above objection 

that the sages are initiated into dharma by the Vedas. Latter on when they attain the 

fruit of meditation the transcendental perception of dharma flashes in their mind. As 

a result oflt, we can say that the ascertainment of the truth of the thesis that the Vedas 

are the only source of the dharma becomes doubtful or shaky. Besides, the eternal· 

perception of dharma belongs to God and this perception is·the source of dharma. 

God is the author of the Vedas for He perceives it (Veda), God's eternal perception is 
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already proved in Indian Tradition. If God's eternal perception is proved then the 

above thesis that the Vedas are the only source of dharma is not conclusively proved. 

Thus, the argument offered by the MimTunsakas, against the possibility of the 

·transcendental perception of dharma by the sages, is not justifiable i.e. convincing. 

According to the Mimamsakas, perception arises only from the contact of the sense

organs with an existent object and dharma cannot be perceived by the sages since 

an existent object is only perceived. 

'-

I_ Dharma is the merit arising from the performance of the acts directed by the 

Sastras (scriptures). The view that the scriptures ~re the only source of dharma has 

been refuted by the following argument : Every word informs us only of known facts. 

The Vedas are nothing but the sum-total of words. So, they possess the character of 

words. Each of the words cannot give us a piece of knowledge of an object not 

known before. In other words, words do not denote novel objects. The Vedas which 

are words do not signify novel dharma. Dharma is grasped by some other means of 

proof. Thus, .the Vedas are not only the source of dharma. A jar is a knowable object; 

so it is to be perceived by somebody in the universe.AII these counter-arguments are 

easily available in order to silence the objectors. 

Hence, the sutra on perception; put forward by the Mimamsaka (i.e., Jaimim) 

thus interpreted, (i.e. meant for the refutation of transcendental perception) is really 

irrelevant. 16
·
6 

The Naiyayikas strongly justifies their inference about atoms by saying that 

yogins can perceive them. The Advaitins give less importance 17 to this yogic perception 

as it is, accoording to them, not conducive to the higher-pursuit of Brahman. Besides, 

they do not accept the possibility of external perception without sense activity. 

Battas18 also deny the possibility of the Extra-Sensory perception . .. 

The Indian Philosophers in general and the Nyaya Philosophers in particular 



have accepted Yogaja Pratyak~a. 

Yogaja Pratyak9_a is accepted by some distinguishef;f Buddhists19 like Dinnaga, 

Bharmakirti, and Dharmottara. 

According to Dharmottara, there are three stages in Yogaja Pratyak~a. At the 

first stage a yogin perceives the image of an object which is not vivid but has begun 

to be vivid. Here contemplation is in progress and is taking shape. At the second 

stage, the yogin in his contemplation perceives the object covered by a thin cloud. At 

the third stage, the yogin actually perceives an object vividly. 

S. Radhakrishnan also accepts the supremacy of Yogaja Pratyak~a. he says, 

"By constant practice of meditation a man may acquire supersensous vision, and 

can apprehend all objects near and far, past and future,· remote and hidden. This 

highest kind of insight has the immediacy of intuition. What is a miracle for us is a 

natural power of the sages. What seems to our oewildered eyes immeasurably 

complicated and subtle is revealed to the sages sub specific simplicitatis. Eve !)'thing 

is transfigured. We have at the lowest level the simplicity of sense perception of 

concrete objects and at the highest yogic intuition.'120 

PARA-PSYCHOLOGY : EXTRA SENSORY PERCEPTION 

According to some philosophers and psychologists, Yogaja Pratyak~a has 

·. . be~n 'developed into Extra-Sensory Perception: This is justified by the researches 

conducted by some distinguished philosophers and psychologists- at the-
.- ' ' ~ . . . } ~ . . - - - ... 

psychological Research Society of England and at the Duke. University, USA. The . 

existence of a sixth sense or Extra-Sensory Perception is almost a certainty, not a 

conjecture or mere a delusion of the mind. Not less than one hundred scientists in 

many laboratories in the U.S.A, Canada and England, have' been working for years 

on data supplied by men and women from all over the world in the field of 

psychokinesis, forecasts, telepathy, intuition deep meditation and clairvoyance. 21 The ' . -
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experiments conducted at these institution establish the fact that the senses perceive 

the distant objects and~ctions without being in contact with them.22 They call this 

perception as Extra-Sensory Perception of para-normal phenomena. Hence Extra

Sensory Perception is a perception without any usual contact between the senses 

and the objets perceived. Slow knowledge in this area is probably due to the fact that 

we think that the real is supplied only by what our five senses perceive .. 

Quite many researchers now believe that in the near future man would surely 

be in possession of ESP with which he would be in contect with others around the 

glove instantly, would jump over time and space with a leap of the mind, would be 

able to move even distant things to desired places on mental command and would 
.. 

be able to know the past, future and present in any details he requires and would 

also be able to cure most diseases and ailments through the power of the mind. It 

looks strange to the extent of an impossibility but people had s!milar expression to 

make when Copernicus declared that the earth moves round the sun. There are 

persons, here and there,who can and do communicate by means other than five 

senses. Some examples of perception of para~normal phenomena are given below: 

(a) Telepathy 

Telepathy is a fact and there are people who can and do pick up information on 

remote and hidden objects, persons or events; that is, telepathy is communication 

between two minds without sensory channel ofcommunicaton. For example, we meet 

~ gifted person who tells us that the purpose for which we have visited him even 

·though we have not told him anything about our purpose. 

(b) Clairvoyance 

Clairvoyance is the Extra-Sensory Perception to know objects or persons 

without the use of sense organs. One dreams of a high appointment, and the next 

day the dream is authenticated through a letter of appointment from an appropriate 
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authority. 

(c) Pre-cognition 

Pre-cognition is the knowledge of the occurrence of an event before it has 

really occured. There are gifted persons who have semi-consciousness of the vision 

of an event which is still to happen, for instance, the assassination of a king. 

(d) Psychokinesis 

Psychokinesis is the Extra-Sensory Perception of an action at a distance. For 

instance, one dreams that one's enemy is piercing a knife in one's breast and in the 

morning one finds himself on the hospital bed for a cure of injury. Some people have 

the capacity to move or affect objects, even distant ones, without touching them. 

Felicia Praise of the staff ofthe Thermonides' Dream Laboratory in New York performs. 

quite many fears in psychokinesis under controlled conditions. 

In four areas-telepathy, clairvoyance, precognition and psychokinesis, ESP 

has been fairly well established and it has been shown that in ESP distance and time 

do not matter, people who believe in ESP do better in utilising the sixth sense,people 

who feel close to each other communicate better and more easily, shock events such 

as accidents and disasters are reported more easily and very correctly. than happy 

. qnes and ESP is more effective inchanged states of consciousness such as relaxation, 

hypnosis and sleep. 

Re-incarnation is not a matter of doubt now. Not in hundreds but in thousands 
. . 

people have talked about their previous birth and details given by them have been 

confirmed on verification. Experience after death have been narrated by such persons, 

mostly ladies who come to life after having been dead for a few hours ranging from 

two to fourteen. And there are cases who have reported out of body experiences 

also. Experienced meditators often report feeling "oneness with the universe". They 
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feel as if their minds encompass the whole universe. Mind can and does travel leaving 

·the body behind. Many people can locate lost articles in their dreams. 

It is believed that every one has some ESP power (Psi Power). It is not as yet 

known what this power is and how it works but it is a known fact that quite many 

people had been using it for long years, especially in India. 

In Canada pre-cognition ability of a handful of men is being used in detective 

work. One of the pre-cognitionists has correctly nabbed thousands of criminals. Psychic 

Gerald Goiset (Netherlands) is another known pre-cognitionist.23 

Mind has great powers and these can be utlised for ESP in many ways. Indian 

Yogins have often displayed the use of this power. Psi presents hints of universal 

unity. Individual consciousness is a part of universal conseiousness we all share. 

This was told to Arjuna by Lord Krishna thousands of years ago. Each of us is a part 

of every one and every thing in the universe. Post Francis Thompson rightly puts in 

"Thou canst not stir a flower without troubling a star''. 

There is world out side and there is a world inside. The inner world if explored 

deeply and continously makes a man know the source of his origin, his being a part 

of cosmos and also of his destination. In the process the mind acquires abilities like 

telepathy, precognition, psychokinesis, clairvoyance, intuition and many more. Human 

mind can truly travel through space,heal illness and fore-tell the future. 

N~vertheless,there is no proof in every case that the perception of object~ in 

·Extra-Sensory Perceptiri is a reality. But this cannot be rejected as a downright· 

deception. Therefore, Extra-Sensory Perception is a topic of research for examining 

its authenticity. Hence we have to examine whether Yogic perception h'as really been 

developed into Extra-Sensory Perception or not. 
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YOGIC PERCEPTION IN DIFFERENT SYSTEMS OF INDIAN PHILOSOPHY 

Yogic perception is ·accepted by almost all the syste~s of Indian philosophy 
-- -· . (, except the Carvaka and the Mimamsaka. Now we shall explan different views on this 

A 

perception and try to highlight some affinities in different systems so far as Yogic 

perception is concerned. It has been done only to show that the Nyaya theory of 

Yogic perception has been subscribed by other systems. And an attempt will be made 

to make some remarks on the synthetic view of Yogic perception as found in different 

systems. -

I 

YOGIC PERCEPTION IN VAISESIKA PHILOSOPHY: 

According to Prasastapada, a Vais'esika thinker, Yogic perception is divided 

into two kinds: E~ ~atic (Yukta) and non-ec~tatic (Viyukta) perception. For him, the 

definition of the first one is as follows: 

Ecstatic perception is a perception of the essential nature of their own selves, 
I . 

other selves, ether (akasa~space, ti~e,atoms, air and manas, and of the qualities, 

actions generalities, particularities and inherence remaining in them by the Yogins in 
. 1 . 

ecstasy through minds aided by merits born of meditation. The Yogins perceiye these 

objects through their internal organs (manas) strengthened and perfected by merits 

because of the practice of meditatibn.24 He says that, a yukta-yogin has non

erroneous knowledge of everything through the instrumentatily of the mind with the . - e . 
tielp of supernormal Yogic power. Pra~astapada dfiines nonecstatic perception 

A 

(viyukta prutyak~a) as p~rcepti_on of subtle/hidden, and remote objects through the 

four-fold contact of the sense-organs with th·ese objects,.cohtact of the sense-organs 

. with manas, and contact of manas with self, by the Yogins, who have fallen out of 
~ . 

ecstacy through the supernormal power produced by special merit due to meditation.25 

I 
Sridhara avers that a yukta-yogin remains inthe state of samadhf, but a viyukta-yogin 

because of having excessive supernormal power as a result of abundance of Yogic 

practice, has intuitive vision of everything, eyen of the insensible objects, despite his 
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not being in the state of samadhi. 26 

Udayana asserts that ecstatic perceptin (yukta pratyak~a) is a mental 

perception. And he avers that the Yogins in a state of trance perceive supersensible . 

objects through the manas aided by a special merit born out of meditation. They 

acquire trance or ecstacy by withdrawing the manas from the sense organ and 

focussing it on the supersensible objects which are to be intuited, according to . 

Udayana. They continuously think of them without any disturbance for a long time 

every day and achieve an intuition of them. Udayana also advocates that viyukta 

pratyak~a (non-ecstatic perception) is a sensory perception ofsubtle, hidden and 

remote objects through the sense-organs whose powers are enhanced by a special 

merit produced by meditation. A special merit (dharma) is produced by constant 

practice of concentration of mind and meditation. Various types of mental concentration 

cause various types of suprenatural powers. The sense-organs become more acute 

and powerful by them and operate on those objects which are not ordinarily within 

their range of knowledge. In case of viyukta pratyaksa the obstructions to the function 

of the sense-organs are removed and they are brought under control by the Yogins. 

The objects are perceived through the sensory contact27 

We can regard the indeterminate perception of the bare nature of substances 

etc. as the means of valid knowledge (pramana), substances etc. as objects . . . 

(prameya), the self as the knower (pramata),and the knowledge of substances, etc. as 

valid knowledge (prams) as said by Pra~astapada. The right determinate congnition 

of an object is described as valid knowledge by Udayana.28 

Here Pr~'asi~pad~~regards right, indeterminate,nameless knowledge due to 

the contact of the sense-organs with the objects, contact of manas with the sense

organs, and contact of manaswith the self, as the means of valid perception (prama~a), 

substances, etc., as objects (prameya), self as the knower (pramata) and the · 

knowledge of acceptability, avoidability and neutrality as the result of valid perception 

(prama). 29 The validity of yogic perception to a special merit (dharma) produced by 

meditation is attributed by Udayana and he regards it as the result of perception which 
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is a pramal)a due to its being immediate knowledge.30 Here it is said that he 

does not regard it as valid, for it is the consequence of concentration of mind 

and of the practice of meditation because constant thinking of a beloved woman 

creates the false hallucination of her, and because mere concentration and 

meditation without the help of merit (dharma) produced by the practice of yoga 

do not yield valid yogaja pratyak~a (yogic perception).31 

YOGIC PERCEPTION IN BUDDHIST PHILOSOPHY 

The Buddhist also believes in yogic perception. Dharmakirti defines yogic 

perception as the knowledge of a yogin, which is generated by the excellence 

of meditation on the ultimate truth or the transcendent reality. The knowledge of 

the yogin, he observes, results from the 'culmination of the excellences '(Prakar~a

paryanta) of deep meditation on the 'objects' as they are in reality (Bhutifriha)~'
The word 'bhutartha' means objects as they are in reality i.e. the four noble 

truths (aryasatya). 

A yogin possesses the culmination of the excellences of deep meditation 

on the real nature of objects. 

. . . . . 
The word yoga means absorption (samadh1). A yogin must acquire the 

capacity for absorption. The knowledge of the yogin is the knowledge of such 

persons. In this way, an infallible light i.e, knowledge is produced in such persons 

through the power of absorption. Such knowledge reveals quite correctly the 

nature of all the objects of past, present and future. 

Dharmottara explains the definition of yogic perception .thus. The four 

noble truths are: (i) There is suffering (ii) It has a cause (iii) There is cessation of 

it. (iv) There is a way leading to the cessation of suffering. 33The constant practice 

of meditation on these truths produces a gradually increasing manifastation of 

knowledge of them. When the meditation reaches the highest stage of 
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excellence, it produces. the most distinct intuition of them. The object of 

meditation is most distinctly manifested in consciousness as if it were a fruit on 

the palm of one's hand. The yogic perception is indeterminate intuition of an 

object present 'here and now'. It is devoid of mental construction or 

determinations which are capable of being related to words. Meditation produces 

determinate perception until it has reached the highest degree of perfection. 

Yoga is trance. The mind becomes one with its object at the time of samadhi. A 

yogin is a person in trance (samadh1). His intuition of the ontological truths is 

yogic perception: Since the object is known through a valid means , it leads 

him to a fruitful action. Yogic intuition is valid because it is in harmony with its 

object and because it leads to fruitful action.34 Hence, though the Buddhists. 

do not believe in God, the permanent self and the permanent world, they believe 

in yogic perception and its validity. Dharmakirti regards the object of yogic 

perception as real. 

YOGIC PERCEPTION IN SAMKHYA PHILOSOPHY 

According to Samkhya philosophy, yogic perception is a mental and 

supernormal perception.35 This theory corresponds to ecstatic perception· 

mentioned earlier. Here the past is present as merged in the material cause 

and the future also is present potentially in the material cause. The present is 

the actual manifestation of a physical ~hing.36Yogic perception knows the past 

and future objects because they exist at present in a condition and because 

the yogins have a supernormal power attained by the practice of yoga. All 

objects in all times and in all places are known by yogic perception because of 

the relation to Prakrti through the manas which acquires excellence due to a 

special merit (dharma) created by yogic practice.37 Aniruddha points out that 

there is a difference between the yogic perception and the ordinary perception. 

The former is produced by the mind and the latter by the external sense organs. 

A yogin acquires. peculiar powers through the constant practice of meditation. 

Such yogins can perceive all objects of all times and places through the 

connection of his mind with Prak[ti, the ultimate ground of all existence.36 
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YOGIC PERCEPTION IN YOGA PHILOSOPHY 

All orthodox systems of Indian philosophy except the Mimamsa 

believes in the validity of yogic perception. According to Yoga Philosopher, the 

past and the future are present in a physical substance in some condition and 

can be cognized by yogic perception. The present alone is real. Temporal order 

is the construction of our intellect. There can be no aggregate of moments in 

reality. Thus, the yogins can know the past and the future from the present 

states of things by concentrating their minds on them and completely withdrawing 

them from other objects. Besides, the . Yoga believes that all objects are in the 

nature of all other objects so that all other objects are known through the -

concentration on any object. 39 Concentration on conditions. (avastha), 

characteristics (lak~af]c!l) and attributes of physical objects which are modifications 

of sattva, rajas and tamas leads to the yogic perception of the past and the 

present.40 

·;v 

Vijnanabhik~u thinks that the mind_ of the yogin achieves a peculiar 

power (atisaya) in his self through the constantpractice of meditation. This power . -

consists in its all pervasiveness or its power of acting on all objects due to the 

complete suppression of the inertia (tamas) of the- mind which stands as an 

obstacle to the path of its acting on them. The Yogin's mind can _come into contact 

with subtle, hidden and distant objects because of having such peculiar power. 

And this type of perception of things by a yogin is known as yogic perception. -

The tamas (inertia) of the mind is given up sometimes by the power (dharma) _ 

attained by the practice of yoga as in yogic perception and sometimes by the 

contact of sense-organs with their objects like in ordinary sense-perception~41 

Concentration of pure sattva of mind on subtle, hidden and remote 

objects gives rise to an immediate knowledge of them.42 Pure sattva of mind is 

attained by the practice of yoga which removes the taints of love, hatred' egoism, 

nescience, and delusion, and decreases rajas and ta·masto extreme limit. Rajas 
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makes the mind restless. Tamas obstructs knowledge and produces ignorance 
,.., 

. The yogins can perceive all objects through pratibhajnana.43 It is the state 

prior to discriminating knowledge of the self as distinct from Prakrti and mind 

body complex. It is called redeeming (taraka) knowledge because it is the prior 

state of discriminating knowledge which causes release.44 Subtle, hidden, remote, 

past and future objects, supernatural sounds, touches, sights, tastes and odours 
,... 

are perceived by Pratibhajnana.45 Concentration on the present moment and 

the order of moments yields discriminating knowledge of the self.46 

The yoga regards the mind as pervasive (vibhu) that perceives all 

objects when its rajas and tamas are removed completely and when the sense

organs are completely controlled by the self and cannot obstruct its knowledge.47 

The yoga conceives both self and mind (citta) as pervasive but the Nyaya

vaitesika regards the self as pervasive (vibhu) and mind (manas) as atomic. 

The validity of yogic perception is due to a special merit produced by the practice 

of yoga. 

'Yoga 'consists in restraining all modifications of the citta or mind 

( YogaScittavrttinirodhaJ:l). According to Vyasa, the mind has five stages: (bhumis), 

namely, (a) K~ipta (distraught), (b) Muqha (forgetful), (c) Vik~ipta (occassionaly 

steady or restless) (d) Ekagra (one-pointed) and (e) Niruddha (restrained).48 At 

the first stage, the mind being overpowered by energy (rajas) becomes extremely 

. unsteady and constantly flits from one object to another. At the second stage , 

the mind is overpowered by inertia (tamas) and sinks into listlessness , 

drowsiness, and deep sleep. At the third stage, the mind, though unsteady for 

the most part, becomes occasionally steady when it avoids painful things and 

is temporarily absorbed in pleasurable objects. At the fourth stage, the mind is 

withdrawn from all other objects and concentrated on one object, either material 

and mental, and assumes an unflickering and unwavering attitude with regard 
' . 

to that object owing to the predominance of essence or purity (sattva). At the 

last stage, all the mental functions are arrested and the mind retains only the 

potencies of its functions. The first three stages are not at all conducive to 
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yoga. On the other hand, the last two-stages are conducive to it. At the fourth 
. (V 

stage, the mind falls into conscious ecstacy (samprajnata samadhi). At last, 

the mind reaches the highest stage of supra-conscious ecstacy (Asampra}nata 

samadhl). 

The mental functions can be arrested by constant practice of 

concentration and abstraction and extirpation of passion for objects of 

enjoyment.Trance or ecstasy (samadh1) is the ultimate result of the long and 

ordous processes of (i) perfect posture of the body (asana), (ii) the regulation 

of breathing (pranayama) (iii) the withdrawal of the mind from the distracting . . . 

influences (pratyahara) (iv) the fixation of the mind on certain parts of the 

body (dharaQa) ; (v) the constant meditation on the same object. (dhyana) . 

And when the mind by deep concentration on an object is transformed into it 

_ arid feels at one with it, that condi~ion of the mind is called trance or ecstasy 

(samadh1). 

..... 
This ecstasy is of two types: (i) conscious ecstasy (samprajhata 

""' samadh1) and (ii) supra-conscious ecstasy (asamprajnata samadh1) . In the 

first case, the object of concentration alone is directly known by the mind and 

it has no consciousness of anything else. And in the second, ·, nothing is 

known at all; subject becomes one with the object. . 

. - ' ' 

There are four kinds ofsamprajnata samadhiaccording to the nature. 

of the object of concentration, such as' vitarka, vicara, sananda and sasmita.49 

(i) In case of vitarka samadhi, the mind concentrates upon the gross 

objects, (2) when the mind concentrates upon the subtle things, e.g., atoms 

tanmatras etc.,- there is vicara samadhi. (3) Sananda samadhi is the 

determinate state of mind when by deep concentration It becomes _identified 

with the gross sense organs, the essence of which is sattva owing to their 

power of manifesting object. (4) Sasmita samadhi is that state of the mind in 

which it concentrates upon the ego. 
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As a result of the mind's cor:tcentration upon various types of objects 
. ~ . . 

at the different stages of samprajnata samiidhi, different miraculous powers 

are achieved, such as powers of thought reading, clairaudience, clairvoyance, 

understanding the language of the animals, knowledge of the past and the 

future, that of the distant and subtle things and the like and the knowledge of 

the self. 

The Yoga prescribes the methods by which a yogin can perceive his self, 

his mind (citta) and others' mind. Patanjali holds that habitual concentration of 

the mind on the self isolated from experience generates the intuition of the self. 

Because such experience is originated from the self and also from the wrong 

identification of self and mind which are as a maker of fact different from one 

another. 50 Vyasa avers that the self knows the mental mode in which it is reflected 

and that the mental mode does not know the self as its object, since the knower 

cannot know itself51
• Patanjali asse.rts that habitual concentration of the mind 

on the heart. yields the intuition of the pure mind.52 The heart is the seat of the 

m'ind (citta) . Patanjali avers that habitual concentration of the mind on any 

organic expression of another person's mind yields the intuition of it devoid of 

the knowledge of its objects. 53 

YOGIC PERCEPTION IN THE ADVAITA VEDANTA 

- f"J 
Sadananda · Yogindra accepted Patanja:li's classification of samadhi. He 

. f"J . . 

divides samadhi mainly into two kinds (i) Samprajnata samadhi or Savikalpa 
~ -

samadhi and (ii) Asamprajnata samadhi or Nirvikalpa samadhi. 54 He like 
• (OJ . 

Vijnanabhik~u. divides the former, again, into six kinds: (i) Savitarka samadhi 

(ii) Nirvitarka ·samiidhi (iii) Saviciira samadhi (iv) Nirvaciira samadhi (V) Simada 

samiidhi (vi) Sasmita samadhi. Thus ~adananda Yogindra has incorporated - ~ -
the Patanjala system of yoga-practice into the Vedantic culture. 

The Advaita Vedanta generally recognizes only two kinds of samadhi . 
. tv . . ,..,_ -

(i) Samprajnata samadhi or savikalpa samadhi and (ii) Asamprajnata· samadhi 

or Nirvakalpa samadhi. Mahadeva Saraswati Muni divides samadhi into these 
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two kinds . He defines samprajnata samadhi as an unbroken stream of mental 

functions having for their object the pure consciousness (Brahman) without 

the distinction of subject and object. In this stage the mental modes are not 

entirely destroyed, they have for th$ir object Brahman or pure consciousness 

and are transformed into it. In it the consciousness of subject and object drops 

off altogether, but the mental modes remain concentrated on and transformed 

into pure consciousness, it is the result of the utmost perfection of the practice 
. ~ 

of concentration. Mahadeva Saraswati Muni defines Asamprajnata samadhi 

as the complete suppression of all mental functions(Sarvadhinirodha) on the 

suppression of the effects of Sampra/nata samadhi . He explains it as the 

transformation of the mind into the form of Brahman or pure consciousness 

without the medium of mental modes which are entirely destroyed. 55 

According to Sadananda, there are two types of samadhi: (i) 

Savikalpa samadhi and (ii) Nirvikalpa samadhi. He defines the former as the 

mental mode which has for its object Brahman or pure conscio1.1sness into 

which it is transformed and in which the distinction of the knower, the known, 

and the knowledge is not destroyed. In this case, there is consciousness of 

identity (the pure self) through the medium of mental modes in spite of the 

consciousness of duality of subject and object. He defines the latter as the 

mental mode which has for its object Brahman or pure consciousness into 

which it is transformed , and with which it is more completely identified and in 

this stage, though this is a mental mode which is transformed into Brahman or 

pure consciousness, there is no consciousness ofthe mental mode, but only 

the consciousness of pure Brahman. 56 

Sadananda thinks that there are mental modes in both 

determinate and indeterminate ecstasy. But in indeterminate ecstasy, though 

there are mental modes, there is not consciousness of them. In Savikalp~ 

samadhi (determinate ecstasy), according to Sadananda, there is the 

conscioiusness of Identity (Brahman) together with the consciousness of duality 
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of subject and object. But in· Nirvikalpa samadhi (indeterminate ecstasy), there 

is the pure consciousness of Identity (Brahman) without the consciousness of 

duality of subject and object. He points out that, in the highest stage of Nirvikalpa 

samacJhi(indeterminate ecstasy) all the mental modes and their subconscious 

impressions are destroyed and there remains only the pure absolute 

consciousness and bliss. It is the pure, absolute, transcendental consciousness 

free from all empirical modes and determinations and devoid of all consciousness 

of relativity. This state of ecstasy alone should properly be called Nirvikalpa 

samadhi (indeterminate ecstasy). All the other kinds of ecstasy in which there 

is empirical conscious.ness revealed through mental modes should be called 

determinate ecstasy (Savikalpa samadh1). 

. /.- . -
YOGIC PERCEPTION IN THE VISI~TADVAITA VEDANTA 

Venkat.anatha, a Vi£i~tadvaita Vedantist. defines perception as 

immediate knowledge. According to him, immediate knowledge means distinct 

and vivid manifestation of an object in consciouness. Here vividness implies 

the power of manifesting an object with its individuality and uniqueness. 

Immediate knowledge, he says, is of two typ~s: (i) eternal and (ii) Non-eternal. 

Divine perception is eternal immediate knowledge. Human perception is non

eternal immediate knowledge. Again human perception is non.yogic perception . 

. When an excellent merit (dharma) is produced in the self of a person through 

the constant practice ofyoga, there is yogic perception. It may be ecstatic or 

non-ecstatic. E~tatic perception is generated by the internal organ (manas) 
1\. 

only. Non-ecstatic perception is gathered by the external sense-organs also.57The 

special merit is produced by the practice of yoga and austerities. The intuition 
"" of sages (arsajnana) also generated through austerities is produced by excellent 

• 1- -
merit, and as a result, included in yogic perception. Srinivasa also includes 
- rv 
arsajniina in yogic perception. . . 

Yogic perception which reveals superserisible objects is independent of 
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physical sense-organs but dependent of spiritual sense-organs, because we 

find in the Srimad Bhagavadgitathat Arjuna could see Sri Kri;na's cosmic form 
. " 

(Viivariipa Daisana) through the spiritual eye (divya) granted by Sri ~rishna.58 

According to Verikatanatha, none of the yogic perception, divine perception 

and perception of the released souls are dependent on sense-organs. 59 

Here, there is an objection that, though yogic perception may cognize 

subtle, hidden and remote objects because they exist at the present time and 

because the sense-organs are strengthened and purified by the practice of 

yoga, it cannot cognize past objects. Venka!anatha adds that yogic perception 

can cognize past objects even as recognitive perception cognizes th~ past 

condition of a non-existent object. When a subconscious impression (samskara) 

is related to recognition to the prior condition of an object, an unseen agency 

(adrsta), for example, a special merit (dharma) produced by the practice of 
' .. 

yoga may be said to relate Yogaja pratyak~a (Yogic perception) to a past object 

as well as a future object. The Navya ~yaya accepts a supernormal yogic 

contact (yogaja sannikar9a) to account for the yogic perception of past and 

future objects. The Visi~~advaita Vedanta does not believe in such a supernormal 

contact. 50 
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YOGIC PERCEPTION IN JAINA PHILOSOPHY 

The Jaina philosophers do not believe in God. But they believe in 

permanent self and the permanent world. The Jaina recognizes five kinds of 
... 

knowledge : (i) Mati (ii) Sruta (iii) Avadhi (iv) Manahparyaya and (v) Kevala. The 

knowledge attained by the external sense-organs and inanas is called Mati. 
, 
~ is testimony about. the reality of an entity due to the destruction or· 

subsidence of Karma-Particles which veil the self. Avadhi is the immediate 

knowledge of distant objects because of the same cause. This is clairvoyance, 

clairaudience, and the like. Manahparyaya is the immediate knowledge of other 

persons minds (manas). Kevala is omniscience due to the complete destruction 

of Karma-particles. This description of the various kinds of knowledge is given 

by Pujyapada;61 

Avadhi, M~mahparyaya, and Keva/a are supernormal perceptions. Avadhi 

i·~ immediate knowledge of distant objects by the self independently of the 

external sense-organs ~nd manas. Manahparyaya is immediate knowledge of 

others'm inds (manas) independently of the eXternal sense-organs and man as 

due to the subsidence of karma-particles and to the purity of the self. Kevala-

"" jnana is the highest immediate knowledge of all objects due to the subsidence 

of the karma-particles which produce delusion, which counter knowledge and 

perception and which produce obstacles to knowledge. It is omniscience. 
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IS YOGIC PERCEPTION VALID ? A CRITIQUE OF THE MIMAMSAKS. 

The Mimamsaka has a strong objection against the possibility of yogic 

perception. He holds that even if it were possible, it would be illusory. The 

perception of a yogin is said to be the consequence of the constant practice of 

meditation. Here, there is a flash of presentative intuition,as the result of 

meditation. This doctrine of intuition, the Mimarhsaka says, is peculiar to Indian 

thinkers. But though the cognition produced by the constant meditation is 

manifested as a distinct presentative cognition, does,. it cognize a thi_ng as 

apprehended in the past or more than that? If it apprehends exactly the. same 

thing as apprehended in the past, then the cognition generated by inten.!?~. 

meditation is nothing but memory. But, according to the Mimamsaka, memory 

is invalid. And if it apprehends more than that which was perceived in the past, 

then it is il.lusory since it apprehends something which has no real existence. 

Thus the MTmamsaka concludes that if super-normal perception called yogic 

perception is possivle at all, it is invalid. 

More grounds forwarded by the Mimamsaka for not accepting a yogic 

perception ar~ as under: 

(a) Sense organs have limitations. 

(b) Though it is pointed out that by practice the power offunctioning 
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of a particular sense-organ can be increased, it cannot be said that a yogin can 

see anything and everything by his eyes. In fact, the eyes cannot reveal sound 

and ears cannot reveal colour. 6u 

(c) Although the power of functioning of senses is increased by 

practice, still it has limitation. One can jump over a wall by the regular practice 

but how can one jump over an ocean or the Himalayas.61 ·2 

(d) Dharma is known from the vedice text only. It can never be the object. 

of perception. 61
·
3 

The Importance of Yoga Realised by the Contemporary Thinkers : 

The importance of yoga is not limited in classical systems only. Its 

importance has been realised by the contemporary thinkers like-Sri Au rob indo, 

Swami Vivekananda and Rabindranath Tagore even in this modern age. The 

experimental side of Yoga has been shown by them. That Yoga is efficacious to 

lead a perfect life, practical and spiritual, has been highlighted by them, which 

presupposes its eternal value. Hence, a few words have been offered from the 

standpoint of Sri Aurobindo, Swami Vivekananda and Rabindranath Tagore. 

. SRI AUROBINDO 

We have __ already given an account of intuitionor intuitive knowledge 

(pratibhajniina) which is accepted by the Nyaya, the yoga etc. i.e. almost all the 

systems of Indian Philosophy except the Carvakaka and the Mimamsakas. Sri 

Aurobindo proceeds one step further. According to Sri Aurobindo, intuitive mind 

becomes overmind and then overmind is transformed into supermind through 

the constant practice of yoga. 

In The Life Divine' Sri Aurobindo says that mind is an instrument of 
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ignorance. To him first, human mind, properly speaking, is sense-mind which is 

under the pull of vital aspects of being. Secondly, mind is only a link in the 

evolutionary ladder. Thirdly, higher reaches of mind reveals newer dimensions 

of consciousness. 62 

Matter, life, mind are evolutes of the involved facets of the Unitary Reality 

called Saccidananda. Sri Aurobind.o takes it axiomatically granted that 'what 

is involved must evolve'. This ontological ladder can be viewed in the two fold 

manner: 

Possibilities 

(A) Super Mind 

Overmind ~Intuition 

Illumined mind 

1 
Higher mind 

· Mind · 

Unconscious \ Life > Evolutionary Path as in Nature 

i Matter 

(B) lnvolutionary Process 

Supe~ mind 

Over mind 
.. 1 . d IntUitive m1n 

lllumihed mind 

Hig~!r mind 

Mind 

(A) and (B) comprise the dou.ble movement up and down the ontological 

ladder. 53 

As temporal change is real, all the objects consisting of matter, life and 
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mind are real. Sri Aurobindo accepts the view of the Upanisad that the whole 

universe is covered by consciousness and hence it is real as Saccidananda. 

Matter is, according to him, a covered sat element of Brahman. In the same 

way, life is the non-manifested form of the cit element of Brahman and mind is 

an inferior manifestation of supermind existing in each and every man. The 

position of caityapuru~a in human personality is neclear and hence it is always 

surrounded by the physical self (annamayakosa), vital self (pranamayakosa) 
' . . . 

and mental self (manomayakosa). The caityapurusa functions being guided by 
. . . . 

them, but not independently. The mind given by nature is the inferior manifestation 

of the super mind, but this position of mind can be changed through yoga. 

Through this yogic process, the caityapurusa is brought forward and the . . 
physical, vital and mental selves get transformed. At this stage, the supramental 

consciousness is an individual freed from all faults like desire etc. can serve as 

the guide rendering the physical self etc. enlightened. As Matter, Life and 

Mind are the lower manifestation of saccidananda; they are real but not false. 

At this stage a man possesses supermind through which he can know Matter, 

Life and Mind are the non-manifested forms of Sat, Cit and Supermind of 

Brahman respectively. Through this supermind an individual can know that like 

Saccidananda the world-phenomenon consisting of Matter, Life and Mind is 

real. .Supermirid which is completely free from ignorance first decends to 

overmind where there is separateness. Overmind is.a separating line· between 

· knowledge and ignorance. From the overm ind ignorance begins and hence it is 

the origin of multiplicity. As this is the stage nearer to supermind, the ignorance 

is less. 

Evolution is nothing but the explicit manifestation of the implicit. Evolution 

· prescupposes inY9!ution.64 Matter evolves life, because life is involved in matter .. 

In the same way, life evolves mind, because mind is concealed in life. Evolution 

is the process through which every level from lower to higher is supramentalised. 

Let us explain the whole thing with the help of a diagram: 
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In short, Sri Aurobindo uses the term 'evolution' in his own yogic way. It 

is the discloser of the involved Reality. As mind is 'the instrument of ignorance', 

reason is _not excepted. But it bears a promise of opening up to higher 

potentialities of ontological consciousness. For Sri Aurobindo evolution is the 

evolution of consciousness, it is being freed of more and more, made more and 

mo~e unitive as it progresses in the scale. In the lower hemisphere matter, life, 

mind are transformed images of the coordinates of the higher hemisphere. But 

only psyche is the untransformed factor and it guarantees the journey upto 

Saccidananda through supramental transformation of the mind and its 

operations. The stages between Mind and super~ind are transformed stages 

of the mind till the final transformation. 

An individual will harmonise two hemispheres, one consisting of Matter, 

Life and Mind accepted by the Materialists, but denied by the ascetics and 

anpther having Sat, Cit and Supermind of Brahman accepted by the ascetics · 

but denied by the materialists. In this age each and every memberof a society 

will realise this harmony resulting in the age of divine or spirit which is the 

ultimate goal of society. In this way, society will turn into a divine one where 

each and every member posesses divine body. It has been stated e,arlier that a 

man can make his b~dy divine after bringing the Caitya Puru~a in front through 

some Yogic process. How can all the members of the society know this truth ? 

The m~m_who has realised the truth, can, Sri Aurobindo suggests, communicate 
~ ';P' -

it to others. But another problem will crop up in this case. As the common 

. people have got :ordinary minds influenced by physical and vital selves, they 

cannot take the image of the divine though they may have faith in the teachings 

of the man having Supermind. To prepare to make them accept the divine 

image the subjectivism of the mental self of a man is highly essential. This 

subjectivism of the mental self is possible ~mly by awakening and bringing forward 
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the caitya puru~a which can master and enlighten the physical, vital and mental 

selves, When this becomes possible through some Yogic process, a man can 

realise the divine image and the Age of superman begins. Predictions about the 

coming of the subjective age is possible , since the social change has been 

accepted as temporal one. According to the principle, "That which occurs in 

course of time is subject to change", the coming of the subjective age can be 

foretold. For one may have the knowledge of present, past and future objects 

through supernormal perception (Aiaukika Pratyaksa). The past existence of 
• 

the symbolic age and the coming of the subjective age in future are 

transcendentally perceived by Sri Aurobindo.65The.symbolic age is one of the 

five cycles of society as described by Sri Aurobindo. In this age each and every 

object was looked upon as a symbol of the Divine. Sri Aurobindo has 

accepted a man•s transcendence to the Super M~m. For Sri Aurobindo an 

individual attains a new life by way of the attainment of the Divine Mind (Super 

Mind) and Divine body. Sri Aurobindo has put forth a yogic process through 

which an individual can be transformed to the Super man. For Sri Aurobindo, 

the body given by nature is in a particular order and it can be changed through 

the change of mind through yoga. 

Sri Aurobindo believes that after the realisation of the Divine, the 

phenomenon world including our body etc. is not illusory as accepted by the 

Advaitins. All these are as true as the Divine. He believes in the philosophy of 

harmony as he thinks that there is a harmony between-the view of the materialists 

and ascetics.An individual who is performing this worldly activities is at the 

same time related to the Divinity and hence there is no liberation in the sense of 

kaivalya i.e. isolation. 

SWAMI VIVEKANANDA 

According to Swami Vivekananda, yoga can destroy sin that is around a 
man. Knowledge becomes purified and liberation is directly attained. Knowledge 

comes from yoga and knowledge again helps the yogin . He who combines in 
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himself both yoga and knowledge, the Lord is pleased with him. Those who 

practice Mahayoga either once a day or twice a day or thrice or always, are· 

known as gods by others. Yoga has two parts, One is known as Abhava and the 

other Mahayoga. W~ere one's self is meditated upon as zero and bereft of 

quality, that is called Abhava. That in which one sees the self as field of bliss 

and bereft of all impurities, and one with .God, is called Mahayoga. Each and 

every yogin realises his self. The other Yogas that we read and hear of, do not 

deserve to be ranked with the excellent Mahayoga in which the Yogin finds 

himself and the whole universe as God. This is the highest of all Yogas. 

Yama, Niyama, Asana, Prarfayama, Pratyahara, Dhararza, Dhyana and 

Samadhi are the steps in Raja- Yoga. Here, non-injury, truthfulness, non

convetousness, chastity, not receiving anything from another are called Yam a. 

This purifies the mind, the citta. There is virtue higher than non-injury. In truth 

everything is established and through truth everything is attained. 

· The following help to success in Yoga and are called Niyama or regular 

habits and observances : (i) Tapas, austerity, (ii) Svadhyaya, study (iii) santosa, , :.... . 
. contentment ("L'iv) Sauca, purity and (v) 1Jvara-pranidhana, worshipping God . 

• 

-
The next is Asana(posture). The only thing to understand about it is 

leaving the body free; holding the chest, shoulders, and head straight. 

1 
Then comes Pra11ayam~, pra11a means the vital forces in one's own body, 

Ayama means controlling them. So PrarJayama is the regulation of breath. There 

are three sorts of PraQayama, the very simple; the middle and the very high. 

Pranayama is divided into three parts : filling, restraining and emptying. When . . 

we begin to inhale air for twelve seconds, it is the lowest PraQEiyama. When we 

begin with twenty-four seconds, it is the middle Prar;iayama. That Pra~ayama is 

the best which begins with thirty-six seconds. In the lowest kind of Priirfayama 

there is perspiration. In the medium kind, there is quivering of the body and in 

the highest PraQayama, there is· levitation of body and influx of great bliss. 
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There is a Mantra called the Gayatri. It is a very holy verse of the Vedas. We 

meditate on the glory of that Being who has produced this universe; may He 

· enlighten our minds. nom is joined to it at the beginning and the end. In one 

PrarJayama one should repeat three Gayatris. Praryayama is divided into Recaka 

(rejecting, exhauling). Puraka (inhaling) and Kumbhaka (restraining, stationary). 

The lndriyas, the sense organs are acting outwards and coming in contact 

with external objects. Bringing them under the control of the will is what is 

called Pratyiihara or gathering towards oneself. 

Fixing the mind on the lotus of the heart or on the centre of the head is 

what is called DharaiJa. Limited to one spot, making that spot the base, a 

particular kind of mental waves rises, these are not swallowed up by other . 

kinds of waves, but by degres become prominent, while all the other recede 

and finally disappear. Next the multiplicity of these waves gives. place to unity 

and one wave only is left in the mind. This is Dhyana, meditat!on. 

When no basis is necessary, when the whole of the mind has become 

one wave, one-formedness, it is called Samiidhi. Bereft of all help from places 

and centres, only the meaning of the thought is present ,.·If the mind can be 

fixed on the centre for twelve seconds it will be a Dharaf]B, twelve such Dharaf}as 

will be a Dhyana, and twelve such Dhyanas will be a Samadhi.66 

RABINDRANATH TAGORE 

Rabindrailath is of the opinion that human character has two different 

aspects: on one side a man is in search of satisfaction within this worldly 

object and it is due to his animal nature. On the other hand, he longs for 

something which does not come under the purview of this worldly object. That 
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. which leads us to the world of sacrifice or renunciation is called humanity or 

the religion of man. In our human body there is a man who, after surpassing 

the individuality or individual man, reaches to the Universal Man. Though his 

multicellular body is born and it dies, his ~ltipersonal (Sarvajan in) humanity 
- ).. 

is eternal. Through his attraction a man can bring universality in Infinite. 57 Like 
. -

bird, man is also a kind of Dwija or twice born. A bird is born first in the form 

of egg and afterwards in the form of living bird, a man is born in his animal man 

and afterwards he attains through the help of his surplus power the universal 

manhood. 

Rabindranath has also accepted some 'surplus power ' in mind as well 

as in other sense-organs. When he interprets the Upan_isadic Mantra 'Manaso 

mano yad' (i.e. it is the mind of the mind) he has pointed out that the first 'mind' 

stands for the 'surplus power' existing in mind and hence there is no tautology. 

Though this power exists in each and every sense-organ the mind is the first 

whose transformation becomes necessasry initially. It is otherwise called by 

Tagore as Dvijatvapriipti ( i.e. attainment of universal manhood which has 

been described as rebirth of a man). 

Rabindranath has accepted a man's transcendence to the universal man. 

He has described this as rebirth. For Rabindranath a man's rebirth 

(Dvijatvaprapt1) is possible thrci"gh his dwelling in the boundless realm of the 
. h . 

~urplus existing in mind etc. 

Through sadhanii one may be able to realise the universal man but 

Rabindranath has not mentioned any particular process through which our 
·.- . 

mind is eligible for the realisation of the. universal man. 

Rabindranath also believes in the philosophy of harmony as he thinks 

that in an individual there is a Vilva k .e. the whole world and Vi~e~atva 
(individuality). 
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CHAPTER-V 

SOME EVALUATIVE AND CONCLUSIVE REMARKS 

SAMANYALAKSANA PRATYAKSA . . . 
Establishment of Samanya: 

The Buddhist Philosophers like Shantaraksit (in Tattvasamgraha) and 

Pt. Ashok ( in Samanyadu~aQadika Prasarata) have rejected the hypothesis of 

universal (samanya) as argued for by the Naiyayika.ln support of the Buddhists, 

we may say thl:J.t a universal is not a sense-datum. As its existence cannot be 

ascertained by percepti:on or by any other means, it is non-existent like the so

called horns of a hare. 

According to the Buddhists, even if a universal is the object of a 

judgement, it has only an imaginary being but not real existence. An inference 

or verbal knowledge cannot establish the reality of universals since they reveal 

imaginary objects but no real ones. 

A universal is not different from an individual. For a universal is not to be 

cognised if an individual is not perceived. If an object is different. from another 

object then the cognition of one does not entail that of another. For instance, a 

jar is different from a piece of cloth. The former is cognised independently of the 

latter. But a universal is never cognised if an individual is not cognised. · 

Conversely an individual is not different from a universal. 
... 4-·. 

If an individual is not apprehended theh its universal would remain 

uncognised. Such a contention is hardly supportable since the suggestion that 

a universal abides in an individual can be contrarily argued. 
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If a universal wholly abides in a distinct individual then it abides there 

exhaustively and as such it should be exclusively perceived there. There is no · 

change of cognising it at another locus. Again, if a universal abides in an 

individual partially then it does not exhaustively abide in an individual. In that 

case, how can we recognise an individual cow as such ? Moreover, a universal 

is a partless whole. As such, it does not consist of parts. Thus, it is difficult to 

solve the problem of locating a universal in a proper locus since no appropriate 

locus is found. 

Now , if existence is denied to the universals, how shall we explain a 

common idea, a concept, viz:, a cow as referring to an individual? We may say 

that there are no universals which are objectively real. The concept •cow' explains 

everything which the universal of cowness is supposed to do. According to the 

Buddhists, people ordinarily judge all members of a particular class, e.g., 

molasses, •cow• etc. perform the same function. So they are to be taken as one. 

They hold further that they look alike i.e., their difference of form is negligible. 

So, there is no need to hold on to view of universals. And thus it is argued that 

a universal does not actually exist. 1 

The arguments of the Buddhists are criticizable. If samanya (universal) 

does not exist, then the question arises how do we come to attain the knowledge 

of all the objects of the past, distant and future? 

Witho~t · . endorsing the concept of samanyalak~ara the causal nexus 
betwee~ knowledge, desire and volition cannot be established. At first we may 

. attain the knowledge ofa thing. This knowledge leads to desire at the next 

moment, and hence it should be admitted that the perception of the primary 

knowledge occurs at the third moment. In that case, however, the causal nexus 
between primary knowledge and desire remains unestablished. For causal 

,·· 

relation implies that the two relata between which causal link is asserted should 

be perceived. Hence, it becomes imperative that the primary knowledge be 

presented th-rough the knowledge of the universal. This is evidently a case for 

siimanyalak~ar:a. 
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A universal comprises within all individuals irrespective of time and space. 

Without knowing the individuals in their entirety the universal also cannot be 

known. This would result in the non-ascertainment of vyapti between the two. 

Thus, the knowlege of all individuais is made possible by samanyalak~a!Ja. 

The Buddhists are of course correct in their position so far as their 

presuppositions are concernec;l. The· Buddhists admit the theory of 

impermanence of entities and hence, they do not accept any entity that is 

permanent in its mode of being. They are in order in their non.accepting samanya. 

But the Naiyayikas hav~ no such ontological commitment. So they accept the 

samanya as a separate category and adjust their own position accordingly. 

To illustrate the case of the Naiyayikas a person saw an individual cow 

called Dhavali in the past. Later on he sees another individual cow Kalindi by 

name. Experience says that he remembers Dhava/i which was seen before. 

We cannot explain the remembrance of Dhavaliif no common property inheres 

in the two individual cows. We cannot remember an individual on encountering 

another individual entirely different from the "first. As a person remembers an~ 

individual cow seen before on finding another individual cow different from the 

first; he remembers an individual cow seen earlier on finding another only 

because he has noticed a common property shared by both of them. So it is 

· reasonable to hold that a common element (or universal) is grasped.1·
1 

Naiyiyikas do not admit the Buddhist theory of samanya (i.e. nominalism). 
St. . 

Accordingly to them, simanya or universal is real.slubsists in vise~a which is 
. -· -- .. -- - A .. . ... 

its locus by virtue of the, relation of samaiwa. Samanya is eternal and timeless 

being. Being eternal, it subsists in many (nityatve sati anekasamavetatvam

Siddhantamuktavali on verse no. 8). The particular reveals the universal. All 

the universals (samlinya) are said to be distinct realities which have spatial 
·--

manifestations at different places at the same time. 
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But ttie Buddhists have an objectioin to this view. In his Pramar]avartika, 

Dharmakirti says that if universals are eternal (nitya), these must always exist. 

Manhood is an objective universal. So it has to be related to the particular object 

. as soon as a child is born and has to disappear from the spatial location at the 

very moment of the death of an old man. 'Manhood' cannot travel from one man 

to another man, because in that case the nature would not be of a man any 

longer; nor can it remain stationary for them. The latter man would not-even be a 

man. But in response, the Naiyayikas aver that this only proves that universals 

are not particulars. Buddhists also raise a question on the eternity of the . 

universal. During the intermediate period, when a child is born and a man dies, 

where does the universal' manhood• exist? Here samanya is not perceived to 

exist anywhere. To this the Naiyayika's ariswser is that non-perception of 

anything does not imply its non-existence. During that intermediate period 

'manhood' is not perceived because the 'man' who is the source of the universal 

'manhood' is not present and this is the reason of the non-perception of the 

universal'manhood'. 

The Naiyayikas aver that it is not the case that unless the particular exists, 

the universals cannot exist. The existence of universal does not depend on the 

. particular. To be sat is its own nature. When there is the particular, the relation 

of inherence (samavaya) becomes apparent between~: the particular and the 

universal (yadaiva vastu tadaiva gotvenabhisambandhate-Nyaya- va-rtika). 

Gotva i~ eternal, samavaya relation is also eternal, but the particular cow is not 

. et~rnal. It is one of the relata only. Thus, in the absence of a particular cow the 

relation between cowhood and the cow is not visible. Therefore, it is obvious 

from this thatthe relation between sattva and asattva can be interpreted only 

with the help of the particular. 

According to the Naiyayika, the real universal cannot be an aggregate of 

different essential properties, for a real universal should be unitary, simple, 

unanalysable (akhanda) eternal, timeless, indestructible and present in many . . . 
through a single unitary relation called inherence (samavaya). The Naiyayikas, 
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say that the universal'swiper', nurse, cannot be real universals for the application 

of such general terms depended on some upadhis, that is, nominpl properties 

are not objective universals. The relation which is essential for a real universal 

is samavaya relation. The samavaya relation exists in dravya {substance), 

gufJa (guality), and karma (action), that is, the blue particular is related to the 

blue thing, the action particular to the acting, i.e. moving object that instantiqtes." 

it. This relation is described as a yutasiddha or inseparable. This inseparability 

is unidirectional. It is a permanent relation in which one of the relata cannot 

exist without the presence of the other, though the latter can continue without 

the former. The blue particular exists in the pot and when the pot continues to 

exist with another colour etc. the blue particular is destroyed. 

Dinnaga points out that practically the objects are unique particulars 

which have infinite properties. These properties are not ontological. These 

properties do not exist in the object but superimposed by the mind or 

conceptually constructed. For example, a particular is recognised as biue only 

when it is excluded from non-blue things. Their act of exclusion is definitely a 

contribution of the mind which is called kalpanii or vikalpa. 

According to the Buddhists, every object in a word has corresponding 

exclusion class and an object is presented before us through this mental 

· representatives. The!eneric attribute or commonness of mental representation 

(i.e. the universal or saminya) is not connected with any real thing in the world 

which is full of only with particulars but this 'commonness' the world is 

conceived in our language thorough words or concepts . 

.,. - -
In his Nyayamanjari Buddhist doctrine of Samanya has been refuted 

by Jayanta Bhatt,fi. He argues that universal (saminya) cannot be constructed 

by our mind and it canot be regarded as a kalpana. These are directly presented 

to us. Our first cognition of a thing is not merely an apprehension of its unity but 
. ,...., 

also its disjunctive feature. When we perceive something, its maniJoldness is 

as such manifested to consciousness as ~ its unitary character. 12 lt is cognised 
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as a totality of many parts, qualities and aspects. The Bu~JJ,ists say that the 

universal is a mere concept, but the 'real' is a unique particular. This is refuted 

by Jayanta and he avers that an object denoted by a word is real because it is 

the same object which is revealed by Nirvikalpalka Pratyaksa also. 2 

Naiyayikas also state that when we see cow somethings we also see 

cowhood inherent in it, although we may not at the same time see one as cow 

and the other as cowness. Both entities appear in our 'consciousness'. 

This non-qualificative awareness is also in a sense inexpressible in 

language. It is supposed to be a reflex of the Buddhist thesis of the 
-

inexpressibility of the pure object of sense-perception. For in the linguistic 

expression of the awareness of the cow as a such, or the sun as such we do 

not say 'This has cowness' or 'This has sunhood'. Because these would be 

expression of very different cognitive episodes. The Naiyayikas hold that these 

universals are unexpressed in the verbal representation of the awareness 

because if they are expressed, they also need another 'qualifier.' 

Against the Naiyayikas who are the realist, the Buddhist states that a 

cow is known from the fact that it is not a non-cow. If the specific· individualization 

of a cow should require one common factor to hold "them together, th~n these 

should require another and so on ad infinitum. So samanya can be admitt~d to 

exist as an entity. But it is only as a result of the impression of past experience of 

existence and non-existence that this notion is formed and transferred wrongly 

to increase the objects in number. 

The Nyaya-Vaise~ika philosophers opine that negation of non;.cows is a 

negative perception (abhiivatmaka Pratyak~a) while the sameness perceiyed 

. as cow is a positive perception (bhlivatmaka pratyak~a) . The negative theory 

or the apoha theory ofthe Buddhists cannot explain the (bhavatmaka pratyak~a) 

(positive perception).Therefore, samanya has to be accepted as a separate 

category. If Samanya is accepted the supernormal perception through samanya 
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(samanyalak~aQa) will find its solid base. The negative perception £~~the 
perception of non-cow is cow is a result of perception. That non-cow exists in a 

cow is known by virtue of the awareness of the inherent property of a cow 

which may be described as 'cowness' or universal. Hence, universal"cowness 

serves the basis of distinguishing it from the non-cow' class~ Depending on 

these arguments it can be concluded that universal has to be accepted as a 

category of real but not unreal. 

The Buddha Critique of Samanyalakf!BIJii : 

According to the Buddhists, the reality of an object is determined by its 

causal efficacy (arthakriya-karitva). All things which have causal efficacy are 

momentary in nature. 

The Vai£esikas argue that the meaning of the term 'sattva' (existence or 

being) seems to be vague .to themselves. The term 'sattva' implies the 

association of an object with .satta-samanya or jati and so it is eternal. It has 

been stated in the Bhasapariccheda that the existence remains in the three-. . . 

substance (dravya), quality (guna) and action (karma) i.e. "dravyaditrikastu satta 

paratayocyate". The existence remaining in the above three is called Pure 

satta and that existing in any one of the three is called qualified satta ( VisfJddha 

satta). If it is so, how an object possessing this eternal generic attribute can be 

momentary? 

In reply the Buddhists point out that they do not accept that an object 

possessing satta-samanya exist. If it is so, .the existence would have to be 

admitted in substance, q1,1ality and action due· to accepting satta·._-samiinya 

there. The Vais'esikas are of the view that Siimiinya, visesa and Samavaya do 
• • • <J • 

not possess existence or satta because of the problem of infinite regress. If 

sattaor samanya is accepted in siimanya or _Vise~a etc., ·there would arise the 

question of accepting another samanya in it i.e., Samanyatva, ViS'e?yatva etc 
. . 

and in this way, the defect of infinite regress arises. In fact, theVais'el?ikas have 
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accepted samanya etc .. asAas they are revealed as such, but this is not Samanya 

in the technical sense. If the Vai/e~ikas accept sattain the form of astitva in 

samiinya etc. there would be gaurava in determining the criterion of 

apprehending the sat object. Moreover, another problem would arise. There 

would arise common apprehension (anugatapratyaya) in the substance etc. 

due to having the same sattajati in them. But where there is no sattajati as in 

Samanya etc., there would also arise the common apprehension,3 which is not 

desirable. 

/ . 

The Nyaya Vaisesika philosophers accept that Satta or Jati exists in 
~ . 

different loci having same shape and size through the relation of inherence. 

Here, the Buddhists ask that if samanya exists in many things bearing same 

size, how do they admit samanya or sattajatiin different objects bearing different 

shapes and sizes like substance, quality and action and also between musterd 

seeds arid mountain? Satt8Samanya, the Vais~sika believes, exists in substance 

etc. through the relation of inherence (Samavaya).lf it is accepted, the Buddhists 

argue how the usage of differentiation between a man and a cow in the form -

This is a cow and this is a man can be made. If it is .mentioned that universals 

like humanity, cowness etc. pervading in a man and a cow are the causes of the 

usage of the differentiation between them, it is not tenable because the concept 

of universal as propounded by them is under consideration.4 

The Buddhists ask whether the universal exists in all objects or in all 

individuals belonging to a particular class. In the former case, all objects would 

be of a same type due to the existence of same universal in them. If the universal 

'humanity' existing in a human being remains in dog etc., the dog etc. would 

have to be .considered as man due to having humanity in them, which is not 

possible. Moreover, it will go against the established thesis of the Naiyayikas.5 

If the latter is taken for consideration, it will also create some difficulties. That 

universal exists in all individuals belonging to the same class is admitted by 

PraS'astapada. 6 lf this view is accepted, it will lead to some philosophical problems 

( difficulties) which are. as under : . 
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The universal 'jarness' does not exist In a piece of mud before the 

origination of a jar but it is produced just aJter the origination of the same. It is 

enquired by the Buddhists whether the universaljarness existing in ajar situated 

in other place is related to this jar existing in a different place or riot. If it is so, 

whether this universal is related to a particular individual after coming from 
~ 

other places or without coming form there. In the case of former the universal 
- " 

would have to be designated as substance as it possesses the action in the 

form of movement. In the latter, there would arise the difficulty in apprehending 

the relation: For, how can the relation of one object to another be established 

without accepting the action of movement. 7 

We cannot say that jarness etc. existing in a jar is related to a jar existing 

in another place through its.self- extension. But self- extension is possible for 

an object having parts (savayava). Jarness etc. have no parts (niravayava); so 

- the extension of it is not possible.8 If a jar is destroyed, the question arises : 

whether the jarness existing in itremains in it or goes elsewhere or is destroyed. 

Here the first alternative is not correct because the universal cannot exist 

without its substratum i.e. an individual. The second alternative also is not 

correct because if we acGept the movement in univers~il then only an universal 

can go elsewhere and it would turn into a dravya or substance because of 

having movement or action in it 9 

According to the Vai~e~ika, universal exists in substance etc. through the 

, relation of inherence. Being impressed by this the Buddhists argue that jarness 

existing in a jar remains in the ground because the lower part of the jar is -

connected with the upper surface of the ground. So, the ground is to be called · 

a jar but it is not possible. Besides, jarness cannot pervade a jar !3Xisting on the 

ground without keeping it associated with the ground. 

The Buddhists do not admit Samanya because of the defects mentioned 

above. They point out that sattvais not in the form of samanya but in the form of 

causal efficacy (artha-kriya-Kiiritva-riipam). 
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How is common knowledge (anugatapratyaya} among various individuals 

of the same possible of samanya is not accepted: According to the Buddhists, 

we cannot say that 'cow' is differentiate.d from other animals like horse etc. with 

the help of samanya. But 'cow' is known as distinct in terms of the knowledge of 

no!1-cow (agovyav[ttj}. In like manner a jar is distinct in terms of the knowledge 

of non-jar (agha!avyav[tf1) 10
• This kind of negative way of knowing is called 

'apoha'. ·A particular object can be -differentiated from others -. 
(svetaravyavrttirupa} by Apoha. The differentiation of a jar from other objects 

(ghatetarabh~da) which remains in all individual jaPmay be shown as under: 
' A 

'This is a jar but not cloth' .. 

Apoha differentiates a particular object from others, so it is called 

anyapoha-=- According to Ratnakirti, the verval usage of the sentence 'This is a 

cow' comes from the apprehension in the form 'This cow is different from non

cow' (agovyav~tta)11 • Therefore, the phenomenon' of anyapoha is the outcome 

(cause) of similar_ apprehension (anugatapratyaya) and so siimanya is not 

required. ~hat is to say, the similar apprehension of all individuals of the same 

class is found because of an object's unique character (svalak9BIJBf) which is 

possible throug_h its distinct nature from other things. 

The theory of impermanance does not accept samanya or universal. 

The Buddhists point out that samiinya or universal as defined by the Vais'e~ikas 

comes under inference. So it does not come under real entity or satvastu but it 

is related with kalpan'ii. The word which is used to refer to some object becomes 

the conveyer of the same but it does not indicate reality. The real object is not 

revealed by words. The real water can serve our purpose but the word 'water' 

cannot do the same work. The reality does not exist in the word, it exists in the 

thing itself. The burning property exists in fire but not in the word fire'. The 

following usages will show that words cannot reveal the actual object. The use 

of 'darah' having plural form meaning only one wife while the term sannagari . . . 

bearing singular suffix means six cities. Language cannot give us true picture 
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of reality because it is ambiguous12
• Thus, the Buddhists have established 

that like language anyapoha etc. cannot provide us with the true picture of 

reality. However, they can give us knowledge of secqnd order reality i.e. 

phenomenal reality (Samv_rtisatyatB) and therefore, they are nothing but inference 

or class perception ( samanyalaksana). The Vai£esika Philosophers react on the . . . . 
idea·of anyapoha of the Buddhists in the following way: 

In an individual cow there is the difference of non-cow, nevertheless, it 
' -

cannot serve the purpose of anugata_pratiti i.e. similar cognition. Because, 

there cannot remain the difference of non-cow, provided that a cow is not 

definitely known earlier. If a cow is particularly known earlier, it is known being 

endowed with cowness which can alone be an object of similar cognition. 

Further, if this opinion is accepted, there would arise the defect of mutual 
. -I 

dependence (anyonyasraya) on account of the fact that a cow is known in 

terms of non-cow and again non-cow is known in terms of a cow. Therefore, the 

phenomenon_ of anyiipoha is not acceptable. 13 · 

A thing which exists only for a moment and is not revealed· through 

.language is -svalaksana and so it is perceptuaL 14 The view of Sayanamadhava · . . . ' 

is not acceptable and it is shown as under. If the same object is known in terms 

of language, that is, if a cow is known in terms of non-cow, it may include in 

samlinyalaksana but not in svalaksana which is claimed by Sayanamadhava. . . " . . . 

B~sides; when a cow is known in terms of non-cow through the method of 

· .: : ~pof1a , . it is impossible to know within a moment whch again points to the 

· : i~'ferential character of the object but not perceptual or svalaksana. The words 
. .· .. , . -. ·. . . . . . . . 

·etc. ate known as samv,rti by virtue of the fact that they cover (but not reveal) · 

the true picture of reality, which has got a second order importance according 

to the Buddhists. 

The Buddhists do not accept the above view because of the following 

grounds : if a cow is not definitely known there cannot remain the difference of 
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non-cow. But it cannot be admitted that when a cow is known, it is known 

being endowed with cowness. Here the Buddhists are of the opinion .tliat a cow 

is known by virtue of its causal efficacy (arthakriya-karitva), not in terms of its 

universal. The phrase Anugata Pratyaya is related with a few individuals of the 

same kind. These individuals are known in terms of their causal efficacy. Thus, 

other objects denoted by the term 'non-cow' are also known through their different 

type of causal efficacy. When someone points out that a cow is different from 

non-cow, he expresses it with the help of the process of anyapoha. But the 

primary knowledge of the 'cow' or 'non-cow' comes from their causal ~icacies 
but not through the word 'cow' or 'non-cow'. Therefore, there is no necessity of 

accepting siimanya because the purpose is served by anugata pratyaya as the 
. . 

method of anyapoha.15 

The Buddhists argue that causal efficacy does not exist in cowness etc. 

The terms 'cowness' etc. come under samanyalak~af)a. The derivative meaning · . 

of the term arthakriyiikaritva is the power or potency through which the necessity 

is accomplished. The capacity of accomplishing the activities like burning etc. 

is arthakriyiikaritva. It alone (arthakriyakaritva) remains in the unique character 

of fire, but not in the universals like fireness etc. Because, the burning property 

exists in fire, but not in fireness. 

Accordjng to the Naiyayikas, this view is not tenable. The Naiyayikas are 

of the opinion that samanyalak~aQa also . possesses the capacity of 

accomplishing some end (arthakriyakaritva). When, it is said, 'cow should not 

• be touched;, with ·feet' or 'cow should be· respected' it is not applicable to a 

particular cow, but cow in general having the generic property, 'eowness'. They 

argue, if a qualificand being svalaksana becomes arthakriyakari, the qualifier 
. . . . 

also which is samanyalaksana will become arthakriyakiiri and so it has absolute . . . . ' . 

reality (paramarthasatyata). 
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This theory is not also justifiable. The Buddhists are very much 

consistent in their position. At first they are reluctant to accept the attribute like 

cowness etc. in a cow etc. According to them, if it is said 'cow· should be 

respected', it is applicable to a particular cow. If it is admitted, it is nothing but 

to accept the same in all individual cases of cow. If there are thousand cows 

and every cow is unique in character, then there ·is no necessity of accepting 

a universal like cowness in it. The method of . apoha is to be resorted to for 

anugatapratyaya. Each and every system of philosophy possesses its 

metaphysical pre-supposition. The Btlddha philosophy begins with the idea of 

suffering (du!Jkha) and non-eternity (anityata). The Buddhists ontologically 

cannot admit anything having permanent character like universal etc. because 

they believe in the theory of momentariness. The Naiyayikas do not agree to 

the same because of advocating a different set of metaphysical pressupositions. 

It is found that both the systems are consistent provided their pressupositions 

or philosophical scheme are investigated with a great care. 

The Buddhists point out that the object of Svalaksana-nature bears . . 
only paramarthasatyata. So samanyalak~ana which is. only imagination 

(kalpana) cannot be considered as such and thus here we can logically admit 

Samvrtisatyata. 
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Refutation of the Buddhist Doctrine of Momentariness: 

The 'Buddhist doctrine of momentarir)ess has been refuted by the 

Naiyayikas. In Nyaya-kusumamali Udayana has presented two verses. (Verse. 

No. 16 and 17) for refuting this docrine. The Buddhist view of momentariness is 

known as Ksanabhangaviida or Ksanikavada. This view is opposed to that of . . . . 
the Carvakas. Haridasa Bha!1acharya, a Naiyayika states the K?ar:abhangavada 

to be the defining feature of the Buddhist point of view. The intention of this 

point of view is to generate the sense of detachment among the followers of 

Buddha. 

The doctrine of momentariness can be said to have originated from the 

noble truths of Buddha. Ksanabhangavada also is at once an ontological . . . 

doctrine and the Buddhist theory of perception is mentioned in such a way to 

exemplify the ontological state of happenings. When we interprete the following 

example - "ghatah ksanika sattvaf' it will be clear to us. the pot is momentary . . . .. 
because it is the nature of it. The above quoted statement is an anumana vakya 

(inferential proposition). It can be derived only if there is available such a vyapti 

as, yat Sattaik~aQikamand instantiationofthe V~pti-may·be had in the case of. 

the cluster. of cloud (meghamiila). So if the given argument is valid, the 

predication of the momentariness of things may be taken as established. The 

term 'sat'· used by the Buddhist has a different connotation from that of the 

Naiyayikas. . 

The Naiyayika states that existence has b~en assimilated with jati. That 
. . )1. . 

is satti-simayayogitvam sattam. So it is clear that the Buddhists cannot admit 
·" this definition of sat as given by the Naiyayikas. According to the Naiyayikas, 

siimanya or jati is a kind of nitya padartha which· is opposed by the Buddhists. 

On the other hand, the Buddhist view is that the mark of sat is causal efficiency 

or arthakriyakaritva. A pot may be said to be sat because one can bring water 

in it and the bringing of water is the arthakriyakaritva which marks the pot as 
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sat 

The Naiyayikas argue that the property of arthakriyakaritva cannot be 
' 

said to be present in the ghata. The two contrary properties of kartrtva and . . . 
akart.rtva are simultaneously present in the gha!a~. Let us suppose that the 

Naiyayikas ·might say that a pot has to be causally efficient in ten different 

situations, Now the causal efficiency.of the pot may be manifested all at once or 

in succession .. If the case of successive manifestation of causal effidt~1cy is 
. . A . 

true, then the other nine causal efficiency remain unrealized when the pot is 

casually efficient. Thus, the contraries of kartrtva and akartrtva together qualify . . 
a form, that is, if both has and has not the capacity to produce its effects- it has 

the capacity in so far as it is now producing (present) effects, and it has not the 

capacity in so far as it is not now producing its (past and future) effects. If the pot 

has the causal efficiencl.~s all at once, then for the rest of its duration as the pot, 

it remains devoid of arthakriyakiiritva and it ceases to be a pot at all. 

The Naiyayikas might point to the fact that the Buddhist criterion of 

arthakriyakaritva fails to have its own purpose. They do not consider the kart~tva 

.. and akartrtva as contrary properties. They .regard them. a~ ~ gisposWe>n w_t:!i_qh __ 

is manifested at different times according to the necessity and situation. Here 

the clue to their argument is that if kart_rtva and akart[tva are contraries, then the 

criterion of arthakriyii-kiiritva does not work. But if these two properties are 

considered as dispositions, then the momentary nature of the pot need not be 

supposed. The Naiyayikas have a doubt regarding sattva in the inference ghatah 
. . . . 

k~anJkah sattvatas a real vyapti. If it is not a real vyiipti, then it is not an inference. 

And iUt is not an· inference, then the question of establishing vyapti does not 

arise at all. 

The nature of an object is admitted as it is actually observed to be. The 

production of new pr<?.totypes, one after another in different moments is inferred 

by the observation of a continuous process of growth and decay only in the 

case of the objects which are actually observed to have continuous growth and 
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decay, as, for example, in the case of body etc. On the other· hand, such production 

of new prototypes is denied in the case of objects where continuous growth 

and decay are not observed as, e.g., in the ghata~ Uar) etc. Thus, according to 

Udayanacarya, the doctrine of momentariness cannot be accepted unless and 

until! it is justified by means of inference. 15
·
1 

The Naiyayika further shows that ksanabhanga vada cannot be 
. . . 

established by means of perception also. In this connection, Udayana presents 

the verse no. 16 (Nyayakusuman}a!J) to show that in perceptual experience, · 

savikalpaka and nirvika/paka are so interrelated that one cannot be had without 

the other. According to the Buddhists, perception is only nirvika/paka but 

savikalpaka cannot be said to be a perception, it comes under inference. On the 

other hand; the Naiyayikas states that perception is of two types nirvikalpaka 

and savikalpaka and there cannot be any sav1ka!paka pratyak~a without there 

being nirvikalpaka pratyak~a in. other words, both are interrelated~ Thus, if 

anything is savikalpaka pratyak~a. it is needless to say, that thing has already 

been known by nirvikalpaka pratyak~a. Udayana points out that with the help 

of perceptiion we can know only that 'It is ghatah', that 'It is blue', but we 
. . . 

cannot know that it is momentary. Ksanikatva cannot be known through 
. . . _.- .. .. - -- ' .. 

perception though it is true that the knowledge of ksanika is attained by 
• I 

savikalpaka pratyaksa. According to the Buddhists, the bare particulars, the . . . 

point instant is known in nirvikalpaka pratyak~a. And by imposing 

samanya/aksana to the bare particulars by means of kalpana (i.e inference or . . 
savikalpaka pratyak~) the object is known, so it is unreal. Momentariness 

cannot even be determined by determinate perception (savikalpaka pratyak~a) 

and to them as savikalpaka and nirvikalpaka are interrelated, so momentariness 

cannot be the object of nirvikalpaka p;atyak~a also. Thus Udayanacarya holds 

that ksanikatva cannot be known by means of perception. . . 

In this way, the Naiyayikas have established the view that the Buddhist 

doctrine of momentariness cannot be proved either by means of perception or 

by inference. 
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Again, the fact of re-cognition (pratyabhijna) cannot be explained if the 

Buddhist doctrine of momentariness is admitted. For example, the seed 

perceived once in some place may be perceived on another occasion in some 

other place and may be recognised as 'this is the same seed that was perceived 

previously. This type of recognition proves that the seed is a permanent object 

and so the inference seeking to prove momentariness would be contradicted 

by perception. 

The Buddhist may argue that recognition is not really knowing the same 

object again but only a complete prototype of it. Because, in the case of the 

perception of the flame of a lamp which, thought different in every moment, is 

cognised to b-e one and the same. But this is not logical, because there is no 

ground to prove a rule that recognition invariably refers to a different but similar 

object and never to the same one. 

Besides recollection or recognition presupposes a permanent knower 

who perceives an object, receives the impression from that object. And he 

(knower) recollects or r~cognises the same later on. Here the problem is : if all 

... --the objects are momentary, the knower b_ecome$ ___ ditteremt_ in ~_agh_."nP!l:l~-~J-~----------- _ 

recollection or re-cognition is not possible: But recollection or recognition is 

admitted by the Buddhist also. 

Agai~, if we admit the doctrine of momentariness, then the relation 

between cause and effect cannot be explained. According t6 the Naiyayika · 

(and the other opponents of the above doctrine), if we analyse the process of 

causal relation, we find that an object called a kara'!a becomes the cause of an 

effect being present even at the time of the origination of the effect. For example, 

a jar (gha{a) cannot be produced if a little quality of cause of the jar, is not 

present at the time of production of a gha!a. But, according to the doctrine of 

momentariness, this clay
1
the cause of gha{a (mentioned above) that was present 

just before the production of the jar{ ghata) becomes destroyed at the time of the . 
production of the jar (ghata) and hence the object called karana (said amount . . 
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of clay) cannot be present at the moment of the production of the cause. Here 

we know that if the cause is absent at the very moment of the production of the 

effect, the effect would not be produced. Therefore, the general rule of the theory 

of causality is violated in the doctrine of momentariness. Thus, this view is not 

accepted. 

The last objection against the doctrine of momentariness is as follows: 

If ksanabhangavada is admitted then the state of the liberated person . . 
and the unli_berated will remain unexplained because the man who is bound in 

this world of suffering can attain liberatioh (moksa) if he follows the prescribed . . 
method of it. The question of attaining mok~a (liberation) does not arise in the 

case of a person Who is not bound (i.e. liberated). Therefore, bondage ( vandhana) 

and liberation (moksa) will be performed in a same locus or adhikarana (i.e. a . ' 

person) this is the general principle. Now, if a person before liberation and the 

person after liberation remain in the same adhikara~a (locus), then the doctrine 

of momentariness (ksanabhangav8cia) cannot be admitted.152 . . 

Due to this theory of momentariness, body i.e. every man efc. must be 

momentary. Again,-·they accept that causing fnju-rylo someone is a kind of sin 

and the doer also must enjoy the result of his deed. But this view cannot be 

taken for granted if body is regarded as self._As, from the Buddhist point of view, 

body is everchanging, the body of each moment is different from one another. 

Now, if self is nothing but the body itself, we have to admit different selves for 

differem moments. ·If it be the case, the agent which causes injury becomes 

differeA:t~which enjoys the result of demerit produced for causing injury. 

Because, the moment of committing sin is different from the moment of enjoying 

the result. Therefore, the body also becomes different at every moment. Thus,;_ 

there arises the difficulty that actual agent of sin cannot be the enjoyer of his_ 

deed. Similarly, the agent who does not commit any demerit would become the 

enjoyer of such activity. In this way, there arises two types of difficulties in the 

law of karma known as 'Krtahana and akrtabhyagama. . . 
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But as a matter of fact the agent of the above action cannot be completely 

changed or he cannot be a new person because the said agent (i.e. the doer of 

causing injury to someone) remains the same one for he himself is the soul · - . 

which is eternal· in nature. His body may change gradually according to his age. 

As he is a man, he possesses the universal (samanya) 'manhood' as pointed 

out by the Naiyayika. 

Thus, we cannot accept the doctrine of momentariness (ksanikavada) 
• • 

of the Buddhists due to the reason mentioned above. 

- - - .,.._ -
Some problems of Samanyalaksana, Jnanalaksana, 

Ksana8~ngavada, Svalaksana-;ada and their ~r~bable solutions. 
• • A • • . 

The arguments of the Buddhists cannot be accepted by the Naiyayikas 

due to having a different set of presuppositions. The main presuppositions of 

the Buddhists are the doctrine of momentariness, theory of ~unyavada, the . . 
concept of unique character (svalak~an_a) etc. 

Now we shall explain these presuppositions briefly and critically. 

According to the doctrine of momentariness, whatever is existent (sat) is 

momentary (Ksanika). Here 'existent' means 'capable of fulfilling some purpose . . . 

(arthakriyakaritva) or producing some effect. Or in other words, the mark of sat 

is causal efficacy or arthakriyakaritva . That which produces some effect is 

existent (sat). For instance, a seed may be said to be sat because it produces a 

sprout and producing a sprout is the arthakriyakaritva (of the seed) which marks 

the seed as sat. 

Nagarjuna wants to show that ultimate reality cannot be described either 

in positive and negative terms. It cannot have any characteristic, since it is 

inexpressible in our finite language. Not only ultimate reality, but also the 
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phenomenal world cannot be described, because none of the categories we 

use in describing the world has its own nature or character (sarvam 

svalaksanam}. If it is proved that everything has its relative existence, then .. 
nothing can have its own nature. If everything is devoid of its own nature and 

character, and so it is void, and there is nothing that is not void, then the absolute 

reality must be the void. If everything in the world is essentially void, the world 

itself is void. What we see then is only an appearance of the void, the Absolute. 

Appearance is the empirical truth (samvrtisatya) and the void is the ultimate or 

Absolute truth (paramarthika satya). 

Nothing can categorically be said about this world and the world after. It 
'-is devoid of all characterization, all determinations. It is the void (su'!ya). 

Svalaksana as a point instant, discrete particular characterizes the . ,. 

ontology of the Buddhist thought and the awareness of that point instant marks 

the theory of knowledge. The ontological presupposition of the Buddhist is that 

only the point instant ' svalaksanas are real, and samanyalaksana is the kalpana . . . . 
imposed upon svalaksana and so samanyalaksana is not real. Perception gives . . . . . 

us the awareness of svalaksana. 

The perceptual object (svalak~a'!a) must be devoid of all sorts of 

conceptual contents because this conceptual content presents the object as 

associated with vague verbal expressions and exists only in the subjective 

form. Awareness of svalaksana could then be a kind of pure sensation; it is a . . 
bare particular, a piece of cognition, by which the object is revealed only in its 

simple and pure nature, bare of all attitudes and associations. Therefore, 

svalaksana is a pure sensation alone. Svalaksana is an essnece or an entity . , . . . 
which is unique, which is shared by nothing else, which is the thing in itself. It 

exists for a single moment (ksana), it has no extension in space, no duration in . . 
time, it is similar to nothing, it is unique. It is transcendent reality because it 

cannot be realised in a definite representation. It is absolute reality, 'thing in 

itself' which underlies every efficient empirical reality. 
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Therefore, according to the Buddhists, there is no nityadravya (eternal 

substances) · because nityadravya is permanent , unchangeable etc. but 

according to the doctrine of momentariness(ksanikavada), nothing is 
. ·' . . 

permanent, all things are every-changing. 

The above three presuppositions of the Buddhists (Le. k~aryikavada 

funyavada and svalaksana-vada) are denied by the Naiyayikas because their . . 
presuppositions are different in nature. 

The Buddhists suppose that they are correct so far as their 

presuppositions are· concerned. The Naiyayikas have accepted seven categories 

in the real world. Other than these there is nothing. They have developed their 

philosophical point of view after keeping these' categorical scheme in their mind . 

. Under these categories there is no provision of denying the existence of the 

eternal substances. So far as my knowledge goes, there is no necessity of 

such denial. Buddhists, on the other hand, have to accept the svalak~a'!a 

character of an object due to having a specific type of ontological 

presuppositions like the law of momentariness. If something is momentary in 

.character it h~s Jq_be tt:1ken as having u~tgue ch~ra__~~ter and having absolute 

reality. the non momentary objects are taken as having second order reality 

(samv[fisatyata) because they are not real. That which is not ul.timately real is 

accepted as having covered reality only for the sake of philosophising and 

philosophical discourse. In this way, the Advaitins have developed a sp.ecial 

type of logic after keeping their acceptance of monistic reality (i.e. Brahman) in 

view. The Samkhians have put forth their philosophical conclusions in such a 

way so that their dualistic reality (i.e. Prakrti and Purusa) is protected. If we . . 
judge each and every system in this way, it will seem to be consistent. As 

ontological presuppositions are different in each system, its philosophy, will be 

in conformity with main tenets. Hence no system is said to be wrong or 

inconsistent. What is correct in the framework of Buddhistic philosoptly is wrong 

in Nyaya system. In the same way, the apparent correct position of Nyaya system 

may seem to be wrong to the Advatin_s.ln this way, each and every system can 
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be justified. lnspite of this some philosiophical problems can be raised from our 

common sense level. 

It has already been stated that the knowledge of all smokes and_ fires 

existing _in different times and spaces through the universals- smokeness. p.nd 

fireness. The definition of Samanya as given in Nyaya is as follows: Nityatve 

sati anekasamavetatvam (i.e. that which, being eternal, is inhered with all the 

individual of the same class is-called sam'Emya). If this be the case, what will be 

the status of the Upadhis which are not taken as samanyas as per definition? 

The property. existing in single individual like mooness, sunness etc. and the 

acquired properties like fatherhood, teacherhood etc can be described as Upadhi 

as in the previous case the adjunct 'anekasamavetatva' does not exist and in 

the latter the adjunct nityatva does not exist. How can we know the properties 

of a teacher or a father existing in future? Through samanyalaksana it is not 
. . . 

possible, because the fatherness or teacherness is not a possible, beca_use the 

fatherness or teactierness is not a samanya. In reply, it can be said that the 
l . - -

internal qulities of a teacher or father can be known through _Jnanalak~al}a but, 

nqt samanyalaksana. As the fragrance of a sandalwood is known through 
\I":·-·-~, ____ ,_ .... ·---· ---··-·-······~---·-·····-·- ·-- ..... ____ - ------··- . --

jnanalaksana; the affection etc existing in a father is krlC)wri-from father. · . . . 

Now if we admit the doctrine of momentariness an objectioin may be 

raised herein below : 

When someone wants to know whether an object, e.g. a seed has 

arthakriyakaritva . ·( causal efficacy)or not, e.g. whether a seed produces a sprout 
-

or not, the knower and the s~ed, the object would be destroyed at the next 

moment of his wanting. That is to say, both the knower and the seed, the object 

become completely new things. Hence, when we want to verify arthakriyakaritva 

or causal efficiency of an object, the object becomes a sat or non-existent at the 

moment of verifying its causal efficacy. But according to the doctrine of 

momentariness, whatever is arthakriyakari (or causally efficient) is sat (existent) 

and whatever is sat (existent) is ksanika (momentary). All things which have . . 
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causal efficacy are momentary in nature. But in the above example we find that 

whatever is arthakriyakari or causally efficient is a sat or non existent. Therefore, 

the doctrine of momentariness is not justifiable. 

To the Buddhist each and everything of this world is momentary. Hence, 

they have admitted the existence of an entity for a moment only which means 

the object is essentially unique (svalak~a']a) in character. That which is 

dependent on kalpana or mental construction is not perceptual knowledge 

(pratyaksa), for it is not connected with arthakriyakaritva i.e. causal efficacy. . . 

According to Dharmakirti, the momentary object free from mental ascription and 

non-erroneous is called perceptual knowledge. (tatra kalpanapodham abhrantam 

pratyaksam). This knowledge is alone real and the non-pemeptual object 
• 

manifested through descriptions is called unreal as it covers (samv[ft) the true 

nature of an object. 

Svalak~a'!a is a direct awareness while knowledge by ascription or 

kafpana is mediate. A particular that cannot be described in terms of predicate 

is a sva/aksana which cannot be said to be a content of mind. When some . . 
···-name ete.:are imposed-on-some object it becomes a different. Heoce tile. object. ______ _ 

which is known through kalpana is not the previously real which remained for 

a moment. Though we cannot be said to know the exact nature of that object 

through it, we can have an idea of it and hence it has a second order reality. 

That which is expressed through language is not real (sat vastu) as they are 

nothing but mental construction. To them the object itself can serve our purpose 

(arthakriyak"iut) but not the language through which it is expressed. By virtue of 

being a mental construction Kalpana cannot reveal the ultimately real nature 

of an object and hence it has been considered as an unreal entity. 

The above arguments of the Buddhists cannot be accepted due to the 

following reasons. First, the object which is known through language etc is not 

the earlier real entity existed for a moment. It cannot be denied that through 

language some idea of reality can be gathered. Hence, it cannot be described 
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as unreal. If it fails to provide the idea of an object, it would not be accepted as 

a form of valid cognition (pramarJa). As it is already accepted as a pramarJa it 

has to be taken as conveyer of valid cognition and hence the unreality of such 

cognition cannot b~ accepted. 

Secondly, it has already been said that a svalaksana entity remaining . , 

for a moment is free from Kalpanii or mental ascription and non-erroneous. As 

the Buddhists believe that an entity of perceptual cognition exists for a moment, 

it is very difficult to establish that a svalak~a'}a object has got causal efficacy. 

To judge causal efficacy of a svalak~al}a object , more than one moment is 

essential, which is not permissible in Buddhism. Moreover, the same difficulty 

would stand on the way of considering svalaksana as non_-erroneous. .. .. 

Thirdly, the term non-erroneous (abhranta) in connection with a 

svalak~af]_a entity is unnecessary. For a svalak~af}a object being a bare 

sensation the truth and falsity of it cannot be judged within a moment. To 

determine truth and falsity of something the extrinsic validity (paratah priimiinya) 
1 • • 

is essential. For this, the momentary character of an object will be lost. 

. Due to having the above mentioned problems the Buddhist theory of 

svalaksana cannot be accepted. One solution could be given if some yogic 
. . . 

power is accepted at the time of perception. The essential. nature of an object 

and its causal efficacy can simultaneously be known within a moment as there 

arises a light produced through power of absorption (samadh1) to the true nature 

of an object. Hence, to protect the Buddhist theory of perception the role of yoga 

must be accepted. From this , it has to be accepted that the Buddhist also have 

accepted yoga as a means of knowing as in Nyaya. This view of the Buddhist 

is evidenced from the acceptance of sam yak samadhi as one of the eight fold 

path (asfiirigikamarga). 

The Naiyayika•s Response to the Non-acceptance of Samanyalaksana . . . 
by the Vedantins and the Mimamsakas. 
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The Advaita Vedantins rule out all the arguments of the Naiyayikas in 

favour of the samanyalak~BQB pratyak~a. 16 This is shown as follows : 

The Nyaya argument in favour of samanya/ak~aQii is given below: 

Samanyalaksana pratyaksa is needed for perceiving any universal . . . 
proposition, e.g., "All cases of smoke are cases of fire". This universal proposition 

is essential for inference e.g., inferring fire from perceiving smoke. So 

samanya/aksana pratyaksa is essential for inference, such as, inference of fire . . . 
from the perception of smoke. 

The Advaita Vedantin holds that there is no need of universal proposition 

e.g., nAil cases of smoke are cases of fire', for the inference of fire from the 

perception of smoke. This argument goes against the Nyaya argument. .It 

universal proposition is not essential for this inference or any other inference, 

then there is no need to accept samanya/aksana pratyaksa. . . . 
According to the Advaita Vedantin, we need to know the following things 

tor interence.; 

a) two universals - 'smokeness' and 'fireness; 

b) the relation between 'smokeness' and 'fireness'. 

The Advaitins point out that when we perceive an instance of smoke and 

then we perceive fire, we perceive these two particulars 'smoke' and 'fire' - not 

only as particulars, but we also perceive these two particulars 'smoke' and 

'fire' which are characterised under two universals- 'smokeness' and 'fireness' 

respectively. And we perceive the relation between them. So, afterwards, when . 

we perceive 'smoke' possessing the generic attribute 'smokeness', we remember 

its relation with the generic attribute 'fireness' and · infer the presence of fire 

there. 
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The Mimamsakas and the Vedantins do not accept samanya/ak~a'!a as 

a form of super-normal perception. For, though there is absence of perception 

of all cases of smoke and fire, there is no harm. The invariable concommitarice 

of smok~ with fire can be ascertained through the cognition of smoke 

characterised by smokeness with fire characterised by fireness. For, the 

knowledge of qual.ifier is the cause of the qual.ified cognition (viSf~!ajnana). 
Though there is the absence of all the cases of smoke and fire, yer the invariable 

,• 

concommitance between them can be ascertained due to the knowledge of 

coexistence along with the absence of the knowledge of deviation. Hence, there 

is no necessity of admitting samanyalaksana17
• . . 

It has been stated in the PrakaraQa-pancika by Salikanatha that the 

invariable relation between smoke and fire is ascertained through the observation 

of the one (i.e. smoke) and recollection of its invariable relation (niyama~) with 

the 1ire. Initially the invariable relation between smoke and fire is ascertained 

through their perception and afterwards the absence of Upadhi (limiting adjunct) 

is ascertained through the repeated observation of them. Hence, there is no 

question of accepting samiinyalak~a'Ya to establish an invariable relation 

between all cases of smoke and fire. 18 

As each and every action is accomplished easily without accepting 

samanyalaksana ' there is no necessity of accepting the same due to absence . . ' 

of relevant proof and logical cumbrousness. There is no necessity of knowing 

all cases of smoke and fire in terms of smokeness and fireness. For, if invariable 

relation is ascertained) in terms pf smokenss in known or familiar cases of 

smoke, there is no scope of doubt of deviation (vyabhicara~amka) concerning 

smoke as there is empediment of doubt of deviation due to the special 

observation of Vyapti existing in smoke characterised by smokeness. 19 

The above-mentioned view is not tenable. For, if the knowledge of Vyapti 

regarding all individual manifestations of smoke and fire as a whole is not 

attained, there would arise the doubt of deviation (vyabhicaraJainka) leading to 
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the impossibility of inferential cognition (anumitl). Anumana or inference has to 

be accepted as a means of valid cognition as this means is frequently used by 

people in this world. For this the supernormal contact called samanyalaksana . . -
through- which all individual manifestation of Vyapya and Vyapaka are said to 

be present has to be accepted. With the help of this contact all individuals of 

a particular class are known and due to this the knwledge of Vyapti is 

attained . 20 

It may be argued that if such supernomal connection is accepted there 

would arise contingency of being omniscient for all beings as they would be 

able to know all individuals at a tim·e through this siimanyalak~a'!a.21 

In response to the above, the Naiyayikas might argue in the following 

manner. How do the Purvapaksins (Vedantins) know about the fact of our 
• 

omniscience. For, omniscience is a phenomenon which the Vedantins are not 

capable to understand. Because, one who knows the fact of omniscience of 

others should be omniscient. If one is not omniscient how does one understand 
~ 

others omniscient character? If one is omniscient, on the other hand, how is 

this fact of omniscience known due to the non-acceptance of samiinyalaksana.22 
. . . 

The Naiyayikas argue that the question of being omniscient does not 

arise here. If all the objects of this world are known in terms of prameyatva 

(knowability), there is the chance of being omniscient. But if the objects are. · 

known in terms of jarness (ghatatva), clothness (patatva) etc., all objects are . . 
not known due to the absence of them and hence there is no question of being 

omniscient. 23 

The Advaitins do not accept samanyalaksana or Jati as a category of . . 
real and hence they do not accept siiinanyalaksana as a super-normal means 

. . . 
of knowing. Dharmaraj Adhvarindra in his Vedantaparibhasahas said that jatitva · . 
(universalness) and Upadhitva (limiting adjunctness) cannot be taken as reals . , 

as this existence cannot be proved by any pramarJa. These two are nothing but 
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sounds having no corresponding objects, as pramanas fail to ascertain there. 24 
. . 

From the above discussion, it may be concluded that the jatl1va and upadhitva 

cannot provable entities and hence they are aprama~ika (not capable of being 

proved) i.e. unreal. 

It may be argued that the jatitva and Upadhitva which have been 

accepted as no provable (apramaf!ika) is not correct. Because their existence 

can be proved with the help of determinate perception (savika/paka pratyak~a). 

In determinate perception the qualificand (vi~esya), qualififfv:(vi~esana) and 
' • f./ • • 

their relation become the content of knowledge. In the determinate knowledge 

in the form. 'This is a jar' (again ghatah) the qualifica~ is 'jar', qualifier is jarness . . ~ 

(ghatatva) and their relation .. In this case the determinate knowledge grasps . -

gl]atatva as a qualifier. In the same way, the determinate knowledge like. 'This 
• 

is mediate' 'This is immediate' can grasp the universals like mediateness 

(parok?atva) and immediateness (aparok~atva) as its qualifier. Therefore, the 

determinate perception alone can prove gha!atva etc as universals. This view 

is also not correct. For, a determinate knowledge can reveal the qualifier and 

qualificand, but it cannot prove this qualifier as a jati. The entity which is. not a 

jati may become qualifier and quatificand. With the help of the knowledge of 

common attributes between two or more-than two objects (anugatapratftJ), the 

commpn properties in the qualificand can be established, but from this it does 

not prove that the common properties are jati. 

' 
Again the opponents have come forward to argue that perception may 

not be a proof for the existence of universal Uat1), but inference (anumana) may 

accomplish the same. First, through the perception of similar properties among 

different objects the perception of similarity is possible. After this the infere~ce 

in the form. • The properties like fingurness etc. are u·niversals Uati), as there are 

general properties excepting Upiidhis (an wulitvadikam jatih upadhibhinnatve 
~ . 

sati samanyadharmatvat) can be drawn.lnspite of this, the common properties 

like fingurness etc. cannot be proved jati.ln this inference the minor term (Pak~a) 

is 'the properties like fingurness etc' (angulatvadidharma), middle term (hetu) is 
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'being the property of common attribute' (samanyadharmatva) which is free 

from upadhi (upadhibhinnatva), the probandum (Sadhya) is jatitva ( 

universalhood). According to the Nyaya, the universal is co-existent with eternity 

(nityatva) and residing in many through the relation and samavaya. 

But according to the Vedantins, no object accepting the Brahman is 

eternal and hence there is no inference (anumana). To them, probandum is not 

familiar in any locus. An individual who knows probandum as existing may infer 

aboutthe existence of Sadhya in a different place. In fact, the Vedantins do not 

. know Siidhya as existing. Hence, it is not possible for him to draw inference. 

Moreover, if Sadhya is absurd, ascertainment of Vyaptibetween a Hetuand a 

Sidhya is not possible and hence, the hetu given in the previous inference is a 

pseudo-one and hence there is the fallacy called Vyapyatviisiddha. 25 

The previous inferential argument is fallacious in another way which is 

indicated by the term • samaviiyasiddhya' in the Vedantaparibhasa. The previous 
. . 

syllogism :is defective as there is no mark of samavaya and there is no prooffor 

the existence of it. As the Advaitins do not admit inherence (samavaya), the 

properties like jarness etc. does not exist in many objects through the relation 

of inherence (anekasamavetatva). To the Advaitins all objects excepting 

Brahman is transitory and hence the properties like jarness etc. are transitory, 

but not eternal. In jarness etc there is no ·eternality and existence through 

inherence in many objects of the same class. In this case of syllogistic argument 

there is the absence of Sadhya in the minor term i.e. jarness etc. and hence 

there as the fallacy called VBdhita, the definition of which runs as follows. 

-
··-, 

When 

the absence of Saahya in a Pak~a is ascertained· through other PramaQa. it is 

called VBdhita. Due to these reasons the Advaitins do not accept universal as a 

category of real which ultimately suggests that the supernormal connection 

through universal (samanyalaksana) is not possible.26 . . 
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The above-mentioned view may be refuted by the Naiyayikas in the 

following way. To an Advaitin only one entity i.e. Brahman is real, but others are 

false. Hence, to them, all objects other than the Brahman are false. As the 

properties like jarness etc. fall under the category of unreal, they are false. But 

the Naiyayikas have accepted seven categories constituting the real world. 

Hence, the properties like jarness etc. are real as they are under the category 

of samanya. To them, the property existing in many individuals and eternal is 

called samanya (Nityatve sati anekasamavetam samanyam) As they accept 

inherence (samanya) as an eternal relation (ayutasiddha), there is no problem 

of accepting the properties as samanya. But the Advaitins cannot accept this 

due to having different set of presupposition. In order to prove th~t the Brahman 

alone is real and eternal it is not possible for the Advaitins to admit another 

eternal substance and hence they do not accept samanya as well as samavaya. 

All these arguments will fall flat upon others who hold a realist_ic view like 

Naiyayikas etc. The Naiyayikas have accepted a separate category called 

samanya through which we have the cognition of similar objects (anugatapratttl). 

To them, samanya like garness etc, though its locus i.e. a jar is destroyed, 
M 

remain in tact they are eternal in character. Through the supernormal connection 
(1.. • 

of samanya all other members containing this can be apprehended immediately. 

Hence, samanya/aksana is an inevitable means of knowing. . . 
Thus, it can be concluded that without the admission of 

samanyalaksana, the ascertainment of vyapti(which is the ground of inference) 
• • 

between the two concerned groups of individuals is not possible. So the theory 

of samanyalaksana must be admitted .. . .. 
./\-

JNANALAKSANA PRATYAKSA . . . 

Refutation of the Charges Against the Supernormality of the 
~ 

J. Jianalaksanii and the Siimanalaksana. 
~-
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According to Nikunj~ Behari Banerjee, botti samanyalak~a!]a and 

j'nanalaksana pratyaksa are related to s.ra;vikalpaka pratyaksa (determinate . . . . . 
perception) and these are connected with sense organ and object,that is, sense 

object contact is necessary in both the cases. Therefore, these should not be 

called as .alaukika pratyaksa or supernormal perception but as Jaukika 
. . 

pratyaksa or normal perception. He says, u ••••• jnanalaksana pratyaksa like . ~ . . 
samanyalak~a'!a pratyak~a is organically related to some savikalpaka pratyak~a 

or other and as such is /aukika (normal) instead of being alaukika 

(supemormalj~27 

Here raises a question : Is there a justification of Dr. Banerjee's view ? 

Our answer is in the negative because of the following grounds : 

(i) There is no supporting Nyaya evidence which contains the instances 

of alaukika pratyak~a those are devoid of the stages of savikalpaka and 

nirvika/paka pratyak~a. Here what the Nyaya states is that the contact 

(sannikarsa) between the sense-organ (ind.riya) and the object is alaukika 
• 

(supernormal), not laukika or normal. Therefore, Dr. Banerjee's view is not 

justifiable. 

(ii) Dr. Banerjee holds that, if a type of pratyak~a is related to determinate 

perception it must be a laukika one but not alaukika. To be alaukika, in the case 

of perception, does not mean that it (perception) has no determinate stage of 

percepti,on. We suppose, according to Dr. Banerjee, .that if a mode of perception 

is related to determinate perception as one of its stages, it cannot be alaukika 

pratyaksa (supernormal perception) which is regarded by him as the 
• 

. presupposition of his argument. 

(iii) When all individual cases of fire and smoke are known through the 

universals like fireness and smokeness, the fireness or smokeness serves as a 
. . 

contact for knowing all fires and smokes .. Between fireness and smokeness 
·n. 

and all idl.viduals of smoke and fire cannot be regarded as an ordinary one as 
" we find in the case of jar etc. and hence it is called alaukika. In the case of 
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J': 

jnanalaksana also the co, ·ntact between eye and sandalwood is an ordinary . . 
one, . but not between eye and fragrance as it is beyond the power of eye to 

discover 'fragrance'. Hence, the contact between eye and fragrance gathered 

through sandalwood is an extraordinary one. 

The Response to the Vedantin's Objection against the 

Anyathakhyativada. 

The Naiyayikas e>eplain illusion with the help of the theory of 
J' 

jnanalaksana pratyaksa (Acquired Perception). The illusory silver is perceived . . . 
because it is presented through our previous knowledge of silver as seen at 

some other time and place. But the Vedantins object to the Nyaya theory of 
~ - . . ~ -
jnanalaksana. They argue that to recognise jnanalaksana as a type of genuine . . . . 
perception is to reduce ordinary inference to perception. If the fragrance of 

sandalwood be perceived because we have a previous knowledge of it as 

connected with sandalwood, then in the inference of fire from smoke, the fire 

may be said to be perceived since we have also a previous knowledge of it as 

related to smoke~ There is nothing to distinguish between the two cases. In the 

one we have a p~rception of sandalwood and previous knowledge of its relation 

to fragrance. In the other, we have a perception of smoke and a similar 

knowledge of its relation to fire. Hence, if the fragrance be in supernormal contact 

with sense and so perceived, there may be such a supernormal perception of 

fire and, for the matter of fact, of all objects of inference. So the Vedantins hold 

that our knowledge of the fragrance of sandalwood , seen at distance, is due to 

inference and not any supernormal perception like the Naiyayika's .,.. -
jnanalaksana. 28 . . 

The objectiion raised by the Vedantins, is not tenable for the following 

reasons: 

According to the Naiyayika, the theory of illusion, viz. the theory of 
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Anyathakhyati cannot be explained if the supernormal perception called 
./' . 

jnanalaksana pratyaksa is not accepted . But the Advaita Vedantins hold a . . . 
different theory of illusion, known as Anirvacaniya Khyativida. According to 

them, the nature of the object of illusory knowledge is indescribable, it is neither 

real nor unreal, nor both real and unral. As in the case of snake-rope illusion, 

where one mistakenly perceives a snake in a piece of rope, ,_ 

, the snake cannot be taken as either real or unreal, it is something 

the nature of which is indesirabable. The false appearance of a piece of rope 

as a snake is due to ignorance (avidya). Similarly, Brahman, the non-dual 

absolute pure consciousness appears as the world of multiplicity dueto Maya, 

the cosmic principle of illusion, which is also indescribable by nature. 

,/" 

Thus, if the Vedantins accept the Nyaya theory of jnanalaksana pratyaksa . . . 
then their theory of Anirvacaniyakhy~i' will not be established, for the theory of 

jnanalaksana pratyaksa is consistant with the theory of anyathakhyati which 
o n o 

goes against the Anirvacaniyakhyativada. In other word$
1
if jnanalak~af!a 

pratyaksa is not accepted, the theory of Anyathakhyati cannot be explained . . 
due to the reasons already mentioned in the chapter Ill. 

When someone attains the knowledge of fragrance from sandalwood, 

knowledge of cold from ice, the knowledge of heat from fire, these are not at all 

inferential. Because, the fact of being fragrant or being cold or hot is incorporated 

in the very connotation of the terms 'sandal' 'ice' or 'cold'. In these cases. we do 

not get any new information. As soon as we remember the words ice, fire etc., it · 

gives rise to the knowledge of fragrance, cold, heat etc. If an attempt is made to 

infer the coldness of ice or heat of fire, it will lead us. to the fallacy called 

siddhasadhana (i.e., establishment of the fact which is already established). 

In this case one suggestioin may be borne in mind that if one has a 

strong desire to infer (si~adhayi~a), one is allowed to do so even though there is 

siddhi. But it is a case of inference which is deliberately done. In the same way, 
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if someone desires to infer coldness from ice etc., he is allowed to do so out of 

sisadhayisa but not necessity. 

....r~ 
. Jnanalaksana Pratyaksa and lcchajanya Anumana {Intentional . . . 

Inference) 

If the view of the Naiyayikas and Vai~esikas ~re reviewed carefully, the . 
following problems may be raised. 

First, in the case of Surabhi Candanam (i.e. sandalwood is fragrant) the 

knowledge of fragrance is not a new information to the knower. He can get the 

idea of fragrance after. knowing the sandalwood. In other words, the property 

· of being fragrant is included in the idea of a sandal wood. There is not a case of 

sandalwood which is not fragrant. Hence, the idea of fragrance constitutes the 

connotation of the term. 

Considering this aspect the Advaitins might argue that the Naiyayikas 

believe in the theory of Pramiir]asamplava i.e. an object might be proved as 

existing with the help of more than one pramana unlike Pramanavyavastha 
. ' - . -- .. . .., - . . .. 

according to which the existence of an object is proved with the help of single 

Pramaf}a. According to the theory of Pramana Samplava the fire which is 

perceived may also be known through inference. An object is not necessarily 

be having a dubious character for applying inference. A syllosistic argument 

may also be applied if the object is not ascertained totally but in dubious 
. . . J"_ ·-

character29. In case of jnanalaksana the application of inference is not totally . . 
prohibited by this theory of PramafJasan7p!ava. T-hough fragrance is known after 

analysing the concept of sandalwood yet it may be treated as a result of 

inferential cognition if the inferer thinks so. In Nyaya some freedom is given to 

the desire of the speaker (vivak~a). If this point of the Naiyayikas is taken for 

accepted, there is the scope of applying inference in the case of the knowledge 

of fragrance. 
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Though intentional inference {icchajanya anumana) of an agent is not 

totally out of place here, the role of perception cannot be ignored. If something 

is known through perception, inference, by virtue of its intentional character 

becomes secondary. It is true that the Navya Naiyayaikas have given much 

importance on vivak~a ie. will to say. Let us put forth some cases where we 

find a knowledge produced through the instrumentality of desire 

(icchajanyajX'ana). One is allowed to say - Sth8lipacati ( he cooks with clay -

pot) with the nominative case-ending to the pot instead of the correct expression 

sthalya pacati with the instrumental case-ending with the word - sthali if one 
' 

so desires. : 

Apart from these there are a few cases where we find knowledge attained 

through the instrumentality of desire (icchaJanya) as in the case of Paksata. If . 
someone bears a strong desire to infer (sisadhayisa), he can infer in spite of . . 
having siddhi (si~adhayisasattve'numitirbhavatyeva). That a cloth is completely 

different from a jar is completely known from perception and hence there is not 

at all any necessity to infer a cloth as distinct from a jar. lnspite of this one is 

found to infer- 'It (i.e. a cloth) is endowed with the mutual absence of a jar, as it 

has got clothness' (gha!anyanyabhavavan patatvat). All these cases are 

supportable as an individual desires to do so and hence the role of icchajanyatva 

in the attainment of knowledge cannot be denied. 

Though the inferential knowledge caused by some desire is not totally 

neglected, it should clearlybe~ 0~1n mind that icchajanyaanumana dependent 

on an individual's will is not a compulsory phenomenon. It is normally done 

when the truth is already known through some other means like perception etc. 

There are many cases where we can apply inference 'alone' due to their 

impossibility of knowing through perception etc. 

When the phenomenon of being fragrant is known from the sandalwood, 

it is mainly perceptual due to the non-separability of the acquired two pieces of 
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knowledge - saurabhatva and candanatva. As soon as the sandalwood is 

known, it is known as fragrant simultaneously without giving scope for inference. 

In spite of this if an individual has a strong desire of infering (si~adhayi~a) the 

fragrance ofthe sandal wood, it is permissible, though not absolutely essential.. 

Establishment of the Perceptuality of Jnanalaksana as Denied by the· . . . 
Advaitins. 

.r. 
The Advaitins have interpreted jnanalaksana as a form of inference, but . . 

not supernormal perception as accepted by the Naiyayikas. On this one comment 

can be made, when we come to know of the fragrance of a sandal wood, it is a 

case of inference. In the same way, it can be said that .taste of a fruit is inf~rred 

on the strength of a particular colour (Rupat rasanumanam) which is described 

as Samanyatodrsta inference. But a time comes when we know of the fragrance 
. . .. 

or taste of a fruit as soon as we know of the sandalwood and a fruit possessing 

a particular colour. Though these are taken as cases of inference initially, they 
. .J'- - - ,_ . 

can be known through jnanalak~a~a in the habituated state (abhyasadasa). It 

is true that when we inter rasa from a particular iiipa, whencoldness ·is inferred· 

from the ice, these are no more the result of inference afterwards, but the result 
_,.._ -

of jnanalaksana. When we are habituated in our everyday life, ssmething +s . . . 

known- fFeA:l something. is known from something'spontaneousty"without taking 

recourse to the form of inference. When water is seen it gives rise to the 

knowledge of its capability of quenching thirst spontaneously as we are 

habituated in getting water when felt thirsty. Though initially there was inferential

procedure, yet afterwards they are known on the basis of habit. Hence, it is 

taken as a case of jnanalaksana in which we do not take care of the intricasies 
. . . 

of inferential procedure. 

The Vedantins do not admit the supernormal connection called 
.r... - . 

jnanalaksana. In the case of illusory cognition of silver in shell there is, they . . . 

opine, the perception of silver as they admit the existence of the indescribable 

silver in this case. In the case of knowledge 'sandal wood is fragrant' we admit 
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the apperception in the form- •1 recollect fragrance' (Saurabham smarami) and 

h~nc~ it cannot be the cause of perception. So for the sake of the law of parsimony. 

·{laghava) it is better to take defects as the cause of the origination of th.e 

'knowledge of the indescribable silver. Hence, the silverness etc. has to be 

accepted as the effect of the defect. So,· there is no proof of the super normal 
.,.. -

·contact called jnanalaksana . 30 
. . . 

The above-mentioned view is not tenable. For to the older Naiyayikas . 
the knowledge of the silver is attained through the supernormal contact called 

)hanalaksaha. ·If there is no jnanalaksana , the knowledge in the form - 'sandal . . . . . 
wood is fragrant• would be attained with the help of the knowledge of a piece 

of sandalwood attained through eye. As there is no normal contact with the 

fragrance or the property of being fragrant, the knowledge of sandalwood has 

to be taken as a contact. 31 

·. ~ - . 

A sectioh of philosopher does not accept jnanalaksana as a perception. . . . . . . . . 

To them the fragrance of a sandal wood is always inferential. In the same way, 

when it is ~aid •1ce looks cold,' •Fire looks hot~ it is merely a case of inference,. 

We have added various arguments in denying the inferentiality of such cases 

earlier. Apart from those arguments we can add a new one. To Nyaya such 

cases are not inferential due to having vadhita hetvabhasa. If it be taken as 
. . 

inferential, it becomes fallacious. Andfallacious inference is not real inference. 

According to Nyaya, when the absence of a sadhya is known through some 

other pramana, it is called vadhita (yasya sadhyabhaval) pram8Q8ntarena 

nisc11ah sa vadhitah). In these cases the coolness of ice and hotness of fire . -· . . 

· are already proved by perception which is accepted as a pram8Qa. If they are 

taken as inference, they would involve fallacy called vaahita. In order to avoid 

this it is better to accept jnanalaksana as a form of perception. 
• • 

Therefore , in conclusion we can point out that the theory of illusion. that 

is, the theory of anyathakhyati cannot be explained if the supernormal percepti?n 
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called jhanalaksana pratyaksa is not accepted. Hence, the Itanalaksana . . . . . 
pratyaksa should be admitted. 

' . 
VOGAJA PRATVAKSA 

Some Problems on the Justifiability of Yogaja Pratyak~a and 

Pratibha. 

A problem could be raised on the justifiability of the transcendental 

perception , (yogaja pratyak~a) rather one could describe it as a metaphysical 

experience but not epistemological in the true sense of the term. Though it is a 

kind of direct knowledge, yet we may consider whether it is really a case of 

perception or not. One could know some object existing in remote future or in 

remote place transcendentally. It is very difficult to verify the truth, hence the 

question of transcendental knowledge is not beyond question. As such 

knowledge is purely personal, se~ret and non-communicable, one may 

challenge the truth of the same. If this be the case, the perceptuality of such 

knowledge is very difficult to establish as the principle of verifiability fails here. 

If somehow it is taken as perception by virtue of being a direct awareness, by 

which definition it can be taken as perceptual? The standard definition which 

is given in Nyaya is as follows : 

The knowledge which arises out of the contact of the sense-organ with 

an object is called perception (indriyarthasannikar~otpannam f;{~nain 
pratyaksam). For being a perceptual knowledge tbere should be a contact 

• 
between a sense-organ and an object. In ·this particular case mind acts as a 

sense-organ and an object. In this particular case mind acts as a sense-organ . 

and object existing in remote time and place is taken as artha. The question 

· remains unsolved regarding the contact between them. As such contact is not 

easily conceivable the question of its validity may crop up. If this contact is 
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beyond the range of our intelligence or direct awareness_,·Jtf may not be acepted 

as perception. It is quite rational to describe it something belonging to 

metaphysical world. 

In reply to such criticism one point could be forwarded in favour of the 

perceptuality of transcendental knowledge. In broader sense perception should 

be taken as a direct awareness (saksat patlt1). This directness (saksat~va) may 

· be defined as something not arising from the instrumentality of other knowledge 
........ __ . . . ~ . 

UnanakaraQakam jnanam). If this broader definition of perception is taken into 

account, the transcendental knowledge should be put under this due to having 

. the form of direct or immediate apprehension (aparoksanubhut1). Though this . . 

feallng is non-communicable, secret and personal, yet it cannot be denied as 

a_n experience. It is not also correct to say that the impersonal and communicable 

knowledge is always perceptual. We can know many things intuitively in our 

daily life but these are not always communicable. From this it is not proved that' 

our experience is not true or direct. Hence, the reality of transcendental 

perception occupies a place in Indian epistemology. 

It may be argued that yogic experience is beyond the reach of ordinary 

human being.· Now the question is : How is it accepted by the Naiyayikas as a 

form of supernormal perception ? 

In reply, it can be ~aid that there are many things in the world, which are· 

not capable of being known by ordinary sense.;organ. · 

The inadequacy of the intellectual power points to the existence of the . 

world which is beyond the reach of sense-organs. There is some faculty in a 

man that is capable of revealing that world. This faculty is known as Pratibha 

(intuition)32 This point will find justification in the fact that there are many things 

like God, self etc. which- cannot be known through sense-organs but the 

existence of them is already accepted in Indian Tradition. Pratibha is a flash of 

light which reveals the objects. The light is. the wisdom characterised by 
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immediacy and f~Eshness'.33 Besides, it has been described as' supersensous 
~~:1-t.a::Ra.M..~ 

a.nd SJ*Ifaf'atis~"-apperception'. 34 As this sup.rasensous knowledge has no 

spatio-temporal limit, it is considered as transcendental having capacity of 

· revealing past, persent and future by a single flash. '35 

The English rendering of the term 'Rsl is seer which means one wh6 

sees past, present and future through one's transcendental vision. He can know 

the truth manifested in all objects. That is to say, 'Rsl is described as Kabiin the 

Upanisad, which means krantadars1 or omniscient i.e. knower of all objects 

existing in the past, present and future. 

There is a sharp distinction between poetic intuition or pratibha operating 

in the case of attaining a property generated through yoga (yogaja dharma) and 

normal intuition or that operating in ordinary behaviour . It is known from the fact 

that the former is mysterious while the latter is not. Had Pratibhabeen same in 

both cases there would have no difference between them. Hence, the difference 

at least in the degree of Pratibha is to be admitted. In the case of the former the 

degree of Pratibhais stronger than the latter. 

It has been said that Pratibha is one in its essence, but differing in kind 

actording as {i) it is developed by a steady and continuous effort or {ii) produced 

automatically by virtue of Ad[~~a (unseen factors). Dr. Gopinath Kaviraj does 

not want to give much importance on this type of Pratibha because in the case 

of aesthetic it can give temporary spiritual pleasure to one individual. That is 

why, his stress is laid on that Pratibha which can give rise to a permanent 

vision ~hd which can make a man yogin. According to Dr. Gopinath Kaviraj, 

telepathy etc. (Extra-Sensory Perception) are ·included under the second 

category of intuition while the supreme wisdom of the saints belongs to the first 

·one. 36 Therefore, yogic perception { Yogaja Pratyaksa) will belong to the first 
' . 
category of intuition. Hence, telepathic knowledge is not produced from yoga 

{i.e. yogaja). And poetic intution also will not be regarded as normal intuition. 

.. :•,_ . ~ . ' . -· . 
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A qllestion may be raised below : 

A yogin possesses a property generated through yoga (yogaja dharma) 

in his ownself but this property does not exist in other objects. If this property is 

not related to other objects, how will it be a contact generated through yoga · 

(yogaja sannikar~a)? In reply, it is stated that the .relation through which the 

yogic property (yogaja dharma) becomes the contactfor the perception of all 

objects is called that of sva/raya-samiinakalikatva. Here the word 'sva' means 
. -1 

yogaja dharma (property generated through yoga), the locus (asraya) of that 

property is the self of the yogin and the contemporaryor samanakalika of his 

self is all objects of the world. As the yogic power acts as the sense contact 

with all object~ through the relation of sva£rayasamana kalikatva, s~ yogaja 

pratyak~a of all objects is possible by a yogin. 37 

Here in the phrase 'all objects of the world', 'all objects' are supposed to 

mean the objects which exist at the time of his perceiving (i.e. from his yogic 

perfection tQ his death). In this case, it may not be clear to an opponent, how 

will a yogin perceive the past and future objects? For in case of past and 

future objects, there is no relation of svas'rayasamanakalikatva which acts as 

the contact. This relation is applicable only to the contemporary objects of the · 

concerned yogin. Hence, this relation cannot give a satisfactory answer to the 

above question. 

In response to the above question we can say that time is the cause of 

the notion of priority and posteriority. Time is one. Nevertheless, it gives rise to 

the application of terms such as a moment (a day, a month etc.) owing to its 

different limiting adjuncts (past, present or future)38
• It is the cause of things that 

are produced and is considered to be the substratum of the universe. So, when 

a yogin perceives things of this universe he can perceive things not only of his 

contemporary period but also of the past, present and future because time is 

one and the substratum of the universe. Thus, the Naiyayika proves that all 
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things of all times are perceived by a perfect yogin through th·e relation of 

sva/raya samana Kalikatva. 38·1 

The Naiyayika's Response to the Objections Forwarded by the 

Mimamsakas for not Accepting a Yogic Perception. 

In response to the objections forwarded by the Mimarhsakas for not 

accepting a yogic perception the Naiyayikas meet the objectioins one by one. 38
·
2 

The response to the first objection that senses have limitations is already 

given by the Naiyayikas vide page no. 80. 

The second objection of the Mimamsakas is that it cannot be explained 

that a yogin can see anything and everything by his eyes though the power of 

· . the senses can be increased by practice. In fact, ears cannot reveal colour and 

the eyes cannot reveal sound. The answer of this objection also is already 

. given vide page no. 80 and 81. 

The third objection is as follows; By practice one can jump over a wall 

but how can one jump over the Himalayas or an ocean? With regard to this 

objection, the Naiyayikas point out that if the opponents find our above answers 

regarding the operation of external senses as unsatisfactory to common sense, 

we would opine that the yogins ~would see anything and everything by mind, 

which is the internal sense. This is possible by the practice of meditation. There 

is nothing which cannot be the object of mind. 

The fourth objection is that Dharma which is known from the vedic text 

only can never be the object of perception. In reply to this objection it is said that 

dharma, though atindriya, can be the object of mental perception, let it not be 

the object of eyes but there is no hindrance, with respect to its being the object 

of mind, since there is nothing which cannot be the object of mind. 39 
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It is fact that by practice, one can jump over a wall but not a mountain or 

ocean since it is a property of the body and body consists of Kaptia, fat etc. 40 By 

practice a person brings a balance of these properties and makes his body 

comparatively lighter and so he can achieve the power of jumping ovei a certain 

height. But in each case, there is a limitation due to the properties of the body: 

But there is no such impediment with regard to a cognition caused by mind, 

because it is already stated that a yogin can acquire such a capacity of mind 

through the constant practice of dhyana, dhara~a etc. 

The mind of an average man is affected by the dirt namely raga, dvesa . 
etc. and hence it cannot overcome a certain range or limit, and so we are not 

- . - ../" -

yogins.~1 Raga, dve9a etc. are the products of ignorance (mithya jnana). A 

cognition in which 'a' is cognised as 'b' and not as 'a' is called ignorance. By 

constant and rigorous practice of yoga the yogins can attain a stage in which · 
- . ·;c: . 

they cognise 'a' as 'a' and not as 'b'. When they are in this stage there ~nothing 
/1. 

which they cannot perceive.42 

Both the Naiyayikas and the Mimamsakas take the Vedic knowledge or 

text as authoritative and there is clear expression of a yogic realisation in the 

vedic literature. Then the question arises : why the Mimarhsakas do not want to 

accept any yogic perception? 

According to Jaimini, perhaps dharma is atindriya and is cognised by 

vedic injunction only. It can never be the object of perception and c:t11 the other · 

sources of valid knowledge except vedic . injunctions are inactive or non

functioning in case of dharma. Now if this stand of Jaimini is to be accepted 

· then there is no other alternative to the Mimarhsakas than to deny the reality of 

yogic perception. If they admit the reality of yogic perception then· dharma 

becomes directly the object of perception, which will contradict Jaimini's 

statement. This goes against the thesis of the Mimamsakas and hence they do 

not accept yogic perception. 
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Now if a deduction is a logical one, then it does not matter much whether 

same deduction contradicts someone•s statement or not. The Naiyayikas argue 

in this way. Therefore, even though the acceptance of a yogic perception goes 

against Jaimini, one has to accept it because it is established by expressions 

of such experiences of sages or yogins. 

If the Mimamsakas argue that it is accepted that yogins can realise 

anything and everything simultaneously, then they become the knower of all 
V' . 

things (sarvajna). So how will they show the difference between yogins and . 
J . 

Naiyayikas• lsvara who is also omniscient?43 

- I 
In reply the Naiyayika says that the very definition of lsvara or God would 

distinguish a yogin from God. According to Nyaya, the definition of God is as 

follows : God is the substratum of permanent or eternal cognition. On the other 

hand, a yogin is the substratum of an acquired or produced cognition.44 

But Jayanta Bhatta points out for the sake of argument that the Naiyayika 

does not know whether the Mimamsaka cannot· perceive dharma. Both of them 

do not know that others cannot perceive dharma. Even then, if the Mimamsaka 

avers that he knows that there is no perceiver of dharma, then he, himself is a 

yogin because he perceives everyone's perception, that Naiyayikas do not 

perceive dharma.45 

Therefore, it can be concluded that there is no argument which can refute 

the thesis of the Naiyayikas regarding the acceptance of the reality of yogic 

perception. 46 

It has already been discussed that the Mimamsakas has a strong objection 

against the reality of yogic perception. To them if yogic perception apprehends 

exactly the same thing in the past, the cognition generated by intense meditation 

is nothing but memory which is nothing but invalid. If it apprehends more than 
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that which was perceived in the past, it is illusory because what is apprehend 

has no existence. 

In response to the above mentioned objection, it can be said that we can ' 

perceive the past through yogic perception, but it is not only a recollective 

knowledge. It may be said that memory is nothing but generated by impression 

of a particular entity alone 47 ·The impression of an object existing in the past 

can give rise to memory of the object if it (i.e. impression) is generated through 

experience. That which is not at all experienced cannot be the object of memory. 

In the case of yogic perception not only the previously experience objects comes 

to our awareness but the objects not experienced earlier are also apprehended 

by us. The historical facts in which our normal sense-organs cannot reveal may 

be revealed to us by our super-normal means of knowing i.e. transcendental 

perception. Should we call it mere memory? Obviously not. For, many incidents 

occurred in the remote past in our life or in the life of somebody else may come 

to our awareness through the flash attained during meditation. The value of 

such experience cannot be ignored merely by saying that it comes under memory 

and hence invalid. It is not also fair to say that if something more than memory 

is apprehended during meditatioin is nothing but invalid. There are many saints 

(even in this modern age) who have experienced many past and future events 

through yoga. It is not also correct to say that sense-organs have limitation. 

For, the sense-organs which we possess can reveal only those objects that are 

in proximity with them. This is true in the case of external perception which is 

normal one. But behind each and every sense organ there is a power which is 

described by Sri Aurobin~o and Rabindranath as ~tacit and surplus 

respectively. This power cannot be shown, but have to be experienced. The 
. . I I • . 

Upanisadic seers have referred to this power as 'S··rotrasya s·.rotram mana so 

mano yad'( ear of the ear and mind of the mind). The first •S.rotra' (ear) refers to 

our normal ear while another '5:.'rotra 'stands for that power which can take us to 

the supernormal world which is beyond the reach of our ordinary sense organs. 

If the 'surplus' or 'power' existing in each and every sense organ is generated 

through meditation, one can have an infallible experience of something existing 

in the remote past and remote future. 

f 
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An ordinary sense organ like eye ·can reveal colour existing in past and 

future, but not sounds. In the same way ear can reveal those existing in past 

and future, but not colour. In this way, the 'surplus' power existing in a sense 

organ can reveal the. objects existing in past and future having the particular 

quality. 

Extra-Sensory Perception : 

The Philosophers and Psychologists of the Psychological Research 

Society of England and that of the Duke University, U.S.A. hold that Yogaja 

Pratyak~a has been developed into Extra-Sensory Perception. Now the question 

is : whether it may be called development or downfall? A Yukta yogin can 

perceive all things at all times and a Yun]ana yogin also can perceive all objects 

with the help of concentration. But in case of Extra-Sensory Perception a man 

possesses a particular property which is not a property generated through 

yoga(yogaja dharma), e.g., in case of telepathy, a gifted person has a power to 

knowother's thought and desires but he may not possess other power like that 

of a seer. 

On the other hand, a yogin can perceive all things of all times and 

places- past, present; subtle, distant and future through yogaja dharma which 

inheres in his own self. That is to say, generally, all instances of Extra-Sensory 

Perception, i.e. telepathy, clairvoyance, pre-cognition, psycho-kinesis-etc. are 

included in the yogic perception. So, it can be said that Extrra-Sensory 

Perception is lower than yogic perception in respect of category. Hence Extrr~

Sensory Perception is not yogaja pratyaksa. For, a yogin acquires yogaja dharma 
• 

in his own self through the· regular and sincere practice of eightfold means of 

yoga. This power enables him to perceive all things at any moment. Perhaps 

this type of property (yogaja dharma) does not exist in a gifted person in case 

of telepathy or other person having the power of clairvoyance or pre-cognition 

or psycho-kinesis. So why should we say that yogaja pratyakt?a has been 
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developed into Extmi-Sensory Perception? Hence, there is no q'uestion of 

development of yogaja pratyak~a into Extrra-Sensory Perception. 

Thus, we can conclude that yogaja pratyaksa is beyond the range of 

human intellect. It is believed to be true on the basis ~f Verbal Testimony ( ~abda- . 

pramaf}a) and as it is accepted by a good many philosophers. Its truth can be 

verified only by the practice of yoga. Extrra-Sensory Perception is lower type of 

perception than yogic perception.48 
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yogabhavanabhyasa prabhavamiti. Ibid. p.99. 

45. Matpratyaksam aksamam dharmagrahane iti bhavan na janlte . . 
tvatpratyaksamapi na dharmagrahTti naharii jane anyasya pratyaksamldr-. ' . . 
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/ . - - -· --samevetyubhavapyavam na janivahe. 

, Tvaya tu yadi sarvesam pratyaksam, j~atamidr~am. . . 
Tarhi tvameva yoglti yogino dvek~i kiriJ V[tha 

Ibid. p.95. 

46. Tadevam ksTnadosanam dhyana-vahitacetasam. .. ·~ . . v" . 

Nirmalam sarvavisayam jnanam bhavati yoginam . . 
Ibid. p.98. 

• - - ...I'_ • 
47. Samskaramatrajanyam jnanam smrtih- Tarkasamgraha, Sutra No.35. . , 

48. Vide my article, "Yogaja Pratyak~a: Some Reflections". The Visva-Bharati 

Journal of Philosophy. Volume XXXII, No.2, 1997, Department of Philosophy, 

and Religion, Visva-Bharati. 
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